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Director5 Statement 

by JAMES ENYEART 

ALTHOUGH TINA MODOTTI HOLDS A SIGNIFICANT PLACE 

in the history of photography and her work has been 
the subject of monographs and essays, she is also con

sidered a major partner in artistic endeavors with Ed
ward Weston, particularly during their years together 

in Mexico. They shared aesthetic goals in the produc

tion of their photographs, and they approached the 
events oflife with the same passion. The intimacy of 
this artistic symbiosis is well recorded on Weston's 

part through his published daybooks. With this issue 
of The Archi11e, Modotti's own letters record with 

great emotion her perspective on their relationship 
and brief glimpses of her life after 1926 when Weston 
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returned to the United States. 
Amy Stark, the Center's archivist, has edited this 

issue of The Archive and has written an overview that 

places Modotti's letters in historical context. Her schol

arly research and writing provide new insights into 
Modotti's life. We are grateful for her contribution. 

We also wish to thank Dr. Amy Conger for her 

assistance in reviewing Amy Stark's essay and provid

ing additional insight into the Edward Weston Archive 

through her dissertation and comments. As a guest 
scholar at the Center, Dr. Conger is writing an illus

trated catalog of Weston photographs for future pub
lication by the Center. 
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THE LETTERS FROM 

TINA MODOTTI TO 

EDWARD WESTON 

by AMY STARK 



Edward Weston: 

Tina Modotti in window of house in Tacubaya, Mexico City, 1923 

Courtesy, The Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley 



Introduction 

THE YEARS THEY WERE TOGETHER NUMBER LESS THAN 

five, yet the love affair and photographic collabora
tion between Edward Weston and Tina Modotti were 
remarkable enough that their story has been retold 
many times over the years. As the details blur with 
time, the story easily fits into mythic and romantic 
formulations. The great photographer and the great 
beauty meet and are irresistibly attracted. They move 
to exotic Mexico. Weston's eye moves hungrily over 
the face and body of his lover as he photographs her 
again and again. Modotti receives her photographic 
education at his hands and begins her political involve
ment at the same time. The great photographer ex
hausts the inventory of what he can learn from Mex
ico and Modotti, and returns to California. The great 
beauty becomes a serious photographer too and ful
fills a destiny punctuated by political exile and a 
mysterious death. 

The witnesses to the lives of Modotti and Weston 
are now dwindling, and with their going, a certain 
lingering reverberation of the living personalities of 
Edward and Tina is lost. We arc left with the evi
dence of photographs and letters, diaries and cameras. 
How should we approach these doorways to the past1 

What can we find for keys to unlock them? Will we 
be able to use what we see beyond them to give proof 
and dimension to lives obscured by fame? 

In the personal papers of Edward Weston that were 
acquired by the Center in 1981, among the five linear 
feet of correspondence, were found thirty-one letters 
plus fragments of letters and notes from Tina Mo
dotti. They span the years 1922 to 1931 and thereby 
encompass all stages of their relationship-awaken
ing passion; more fully realized teacher/lover/student 
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roles; and finally, mature friendship when approval 
was not needed but the sympathetic ear was. 

It is fair to assume that Modotti did not expect that 
her letters would be kept. Seeing her letters not as 
documents but as instruments of connection to a cher
ished friend, she sent them as they came from her 
pen, full of misspellings and ink blots. What her let
ters lacked in polish, they made up for in emotional 
immediacy. Modotti wrote as she spoke, we suspect, 
and it is her unadorned personality that lives in her 
letters sixty years later and still has the warmth and 
cadence of a voice that can move us. 

The special talent of letters is their ability to speak 
directly from the heart. A sequence of photographs 
of Modotti from 1922 to 1931 would show us only 
her face as it has been shaped by health, nature, and 
the photographer's art. Experiences are written on 
the human face, but often the lines of defeat or the 
tightness of cynicism we see on a face prevent us 
from noting the real face below. Letters can reveal 
this other face. Modotti's letters tell us what words 
she never used and which ones she preferred, what 
she was moved to speak of and what she would not 
mention. They are richly suggestive precisely because 
they arc not particular images, but rather, the inexhaust
ible composites of abstract associations of thought. 

We must keep in mind the "gulf between the self 
which experiences and the self which describes ex
perience" as we read these letters , however.' The un
bridgeable expanse between Modotti as a participant 
in events and as the creator of written descriptions of 
these events is mirrored in us as spectators who seek 
to recreate her mind by reading her letters. We are 
guaranteed a certain degree of failure. 



Our interest in these letters can follow many direc

tions. Modotti's writing on photography, politics, lit
erature, feminism, and philosophy offer opportunities 
for study. To some researchers, the hope of under
standing the puzzles and contradictions of Modotti's 
relationship to Edward Weston may be the most in
triguing challenge. Emotional and creative partner
ships like Weston and Modotti's are rare enough that 
it is natural to want to understand what made it 
work. As the historian Phyllis Rose has said in her 
book Parallel Lives, 

Marriages ... hold a particular fascination for 
the biographer-critic because they set two imag
inations to work constructing narratives about 
experience presumed to be the same for both. 
In using the word parallel, however, I hope to 
call attention to the gap between the narrative 
lines as well as to their similarity. 2 

It is amazing good fortune to have even thirty
one letters survive. Henry James destroyed forty years 
worth of his correspondence and Charles Dickens 
burned the letters of twenty years. Weston's com
ments in his daybooks about destroying old letters 
provide evidence that he was selective in keeping an 
unknown percentage of Modotti's letters, and, as 
with his negatives, periodically threw out and rear
ranged what had accumulated over time. In addition, 
Weston was less and less in control of his affairs after 
about 1950 due to the deterioration of his health. His 

files of letters and other papers were browsed through, 
loaned out, and reorganized more than once. Letters 
that Weston had saved for years were quoted in pub
lished articles and then mislaid. The context for let
ters and their enclosures was destroyed. Envelopes 
became orphans and letters went naked and undated. 

During the past year, the Edward Weston Archive 
has been organized, indexed, and prepared for archi

val storage at the Center. When Modotti's letters were 
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targeted for publication, every attempt was made to 
date them, to find the enclosures and photographic 
prints that had been mailed with them. This detective 
work often involved matching inks, fold-lines, and 
types of paper as well as referring to the daybooks 
and other correspondence to establish at least the 
boundaries of tentative dates. The letters were retyped 
for legibility and conciseness, and Modotti's spelling 
and punctuation slightly edited for consistency. Draw

ing from the other correspondence in the Weston ar
chive and from the pages of his daybooks, we offer 
notes to the letters, an index, and chronologies to 
clarify, elaborate, or suggest identification of people, 
places, and events in the letters. We have avoided 
rigid interpretations. 

The letters from Tina Modotti to Edward Weston 
published here have been quoted from previously, 
but they have never been available to researchers in 
unabridged form or in the proper chronology.' These 
letters can be seen in their original, handwritten form 
by the researcher who visits the Center and who un

questionably will extract even more information from 
the veritable physical artifacts than could be encoded 
into type on a page. 

NOTES 

'Edmund Wilson, Tire 1111e111ies: Fro111 Notebooks a11d Diaries of tire 

Pe,·iod (New York: Farrar, traus and Giroux, 1975), p. xxxvi. 
2Phyllis Rose, Parallel Lives: Five Vicroria11 Marriages (Nc:w York: 
Alfred Knopf, 1983), p. 6. 

'Fifteen letters were quoted from in Mildred Constantine's Ti11a 

Modorri: A Fraiilc Lije (New York: Rizzoli, 1983). These and 
other letters were quoted from selectively in Ben Maddow·� Ed

ward Westo11: Se11enry Plroroxraplrs (Boston: New York Graphic 
Society, 1978) and in Maria Caronia and Vittorio Vidali's Ti11a 

Modorti: Plrotoiraplrs (Westbury, NY: Idea Editions, 1982). 



Beginnings: Los Angeles
) 

1921-1923 

1886 

Edward Henry Weston born, March 24, in 
Highland Park, Illinois 

1896 

Assunta Adelaide Luigia (Tina) Modotti born, 
August 16, in Udine, Italy 

1906 

Weston moves to Tropico, California 

1909 

Weston marries Flora Chandler 

1910 

Chandler Weston born 

1911 

Weston opens portrait studio; Brett Weston born 

1913 

Modotti joins her father in San Francisco; works in 
the garment industry; acts in amateur theatricals 

1915 

Modotti meets Roubaix de I' Abrie (Robo) Richey at 
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about this time, possibly at the Panama Pacific 
International Exposition 

1916 

Neil Weston born 

1917 

Modotti and Robo move to Los Angeles; she works 
as a seamstress and dollmaker 

1919 

Cole Weston born 

1921 

Modotti acts in silent films in Hollywood; meets 
Weston by April; Modotti visits Johan Hagemeyer 
in San Francisco in August; Robo travels to Mexico 

in December 

1922 

Robo dies in Mexico in February; Modotti's father 
dies in March; Weston goes to New York City 

in October; Hagemeyer visits Weston in Tropico 
in December 

1923 

Weston and Modotti go to Mexico in July 



I JVING IN ANY O E OF A KEY GROUP OF CITIES DURING 

the 1920s would have made it possible to witness or 
take part in a confluence of streams of dramatic cultural 
change. Life in small farming communities in Kansas 
or Yorkshire may have shown little substantive change 
from twenty years earlier, but in places like Paris, 
New York, and Mexico City the chemistry of new 
creative impulses was felt in many areas of life. It was 
the era of F. Scott Fitzgerald, Igor Stravinsky, Sig
mund Freud, and Pablo Picasso, as well as Birdseye 
frozen vegetables, the patented zipper, Nell' Yorker 
magazine, and prohibition. Years later, Edmund Wil
son, who began the era living in Greenwich Village, 
expressed the feeling of the times by writing, 

In the twenties they could love, they could trav
el, they couid stay up late at night as extrav
agantly as they pleased; they could think or say 
or write whatever seemed to them amusing or 
interesting.' 

I am a man of the twenties. I am still expect
ing something exciting: drinks, animated con
versation, gaiety, brilliant writing, uninhibited 
exchange of ideas. 2 

Los Angeles, where Tina Modotti and Edward 
Weston met, was another locus of artistic experi111en
tation and energy. With its history as an exotic out
post on the circuit of the wandering European demi
royalty and questing artists, southern California had 
become an area not only permitting but nourishing 
the exceptional, the outlandish, and even the mun
dane. A novel of the time, Stewart Edward White's 
Tl,e RH/cs cf 1/,e Ca111e, describes what it was like to 
be in Los Angeles. 

It was a large crowd, as though at bu y midday, 
and variously apparelled, from fur coat to straw 
hat. ... Either aspect could be welcomed or 
ignored by a very slight effort of the will. Elec
tric signs blazed everywhere .... Street vendor 
with all sorts of things, from mechanical toys 
to spot eradicators, spread their portable lay
outs at every corner. Vacant lots were crowded 
with spielcrs of all sorts-religiou or political 
fanatics, vendors of cure-alls, of universal tools, 
of marvellous axle grease .... wild-cat mining 
shares, oil stock and real estate in some highly 
speculative suburb.' 
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Modotti had been living in Los Angeles for several 
years when she met Weston. She and her husband, 
the poet and artist Roubaix de l'Abrie Richey, had 
moved down from San Francisco in about 1917. Mo
dotti found a way into small parts in Hollywood's 
silent movies, began creating fabric dolls, and worked 
as a sea111strcss. Her home eventually became a gath
ering place for others involved in the arts. In 1921, 
Weston wrote to close friend and fellow photographer, 
Johan Hagemeyer, that he had been "twice [to] all 
night parties at the de Richeys." He went on to say, 

Life has been very full for me-perhaps too full 
for my good-I not only have done so111c of the 
best things yet-but also have had an exquisite 
affair ... the pictures l believe to be especially 
good arc of one Tina de Richey-a lovely Italian 
girl. 4 

At this time Weston had been 111arricd twelve years. 
He had four children and a wife to support. On the 
basis of these facts it might be easy to interpret his 
precipitous move into a relationship with a young, 
beautiful, but married woman as mere mid-life phil
andering. In another letter to Hagemeyer, he says, 

Tina leaves tonight for San Francisco. She has 
your address-which l was ki11d enough to give 
her-knowing your favor in the eyes of the la
dies! Alas! it is with mixed emotions that I see 
her go!' 

His letter docs not tell us enough to determine 
whether there is more in his fervor than just the sports
man's acknowledgment of a rival. Weston's letters to 
Modotti arc lost, so we cannot read what he was 
writing to her at this time, but in an early fragment 
of a letter from Modotti carefully recopied by Weston, 
we get a glimpse of the physical and psychological 
details of their early affair. 

From Tina: "Once more I have been reading 
your letter and as at every other time my eyes 
are full of tears-I never realized before that a 
letter-a mere sheet of paper could be such a 
spiritual thing-could emanate so much feeling 
-you gave a soul to it! Oh! If I could be with 
you now at this hour I love so much, I would 
try to tell you how much beauty has been added 
to my life lately! When may I come over? I am 
waiting for your call. "-this was our start! 



Edward Weston: 

Tl,e W/Jite Iris, 1921 

76:005:027 

"One night after-all day I have been intoxi
cated with the memory of last night and over
whelmed with the beauty and madness of it-I 
need but to close my eyes to find myself not 
once more but still near you in that beloved 
darkness-with the flavor of wine yet on my 
lips and the impression of your mouth on mine. 
Oh how wonderful to recall every moment of 
our hours together-fondle them and gently 
carry them in me like frail and precious dreams 
-and now while I write to you-from my still 
quivering senses rises an ardent desire to again 
kiss your eyes and mouth-my lips burn and 
my whole being quivers from the intensity of 
my desire-How can I wait till we meet again'"" 

Margrethe Mather at this time was sharing Wes-
ton's studio, exhibiting with him, collaborating on 
photographs, and helping to run the studio. She also 
supplied an edge to his creative and emotional life. At 
first unavailable to him sexually, her boldness in be-
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havior, choice of friends, and photographic style was 
an attraction and a stimulation. Her vivid nature was 
remarked on by a friend who wrote to Weston, "Miss 
Mather is the most terrible spiritual genius." 7 Weston's 
daybooks recount parties, poetry readings, and ex
cursions into the underworld of Los Angeles night
life with Mather and Ramiel McGehee in a way that 
suggests a palpable sexual and imaginative tension 
among the three." 

The creative connection between Weston and Hage
meyer was just as electric, but at this time, Hagemeyer 
was living in San Francisco. It was natural for Weston 
to suggest to Modotti that she visit Hagemeyer when 
she visited her family in late August of 1921. She first 
wrote politely asking for an appointment. 

[8/21 /21 I 
From 901 Union Street 

Before everything else, please excuse if I have 
misspelled your name as f fear f have. 

Mr. Weston gave me your address before 
leaving (or rather I asked him for it) as l was 
looking forward to see you. He also told me of 
the good books and music you have (therefore 
my impertinence). 

I am only going to be here one week more, 
so any time it is convenient for you, please call 
me on the phone and I will come over. My 
number is: Franklin 9566-about 9 o'clock in 
the morning is the best time. 

Tina de Richey9 

Modotti and Hagemeyer had several meetings during 
which she was photographed by him. The moody 
Hagemeyer, with his interest in poetry, music, and 
flowers and his vague connections with anarchists and 
radical politics, made a strong impression on Modotti. 
When she got back to Los Angeles, even before see
ing Weston, she wrote to Hagemeyer, 

I am now making a brave effort to express all I 
feel-well knowing it is futile-for not even to 
myself can I clearly answer why I suppressed 
the great desire l had to call on you once more. 
Was it will of power? or was it cowardice? May
be the same spirit moved me then, that moved 
Oscar Wilde to write this paradox, "There are 
only two tragedies is this world: one consists in 
not obtaining that which you desire; the other 
consists in obtaining it. The last one is the worst 
-the last is a real tragedy. " 10 



She also mentions in this letter that Weston wants her 
to pose for him again before she goes to Mexico. In 
December, however, Robo traveled to Mexico with
out either his wife or Weston. In all the surviving evi
dence, we find no hint of estrangement between Mo
dotti and Robo. She seems to have smoothly moved 
into Weston's closest circle of friends causing no waves 
to disturb Weston's friendship with her husband. Robo 
felt close enough to Weston to soon write him a letter 
of over 800 words about the romantic character of 
Mexico, the streets "filled with a golden dust," the 
"heavy-lidded sciioritas," and the "volcano pouring 
forth clouds of smoke," and he confides that as an 
artist, "one becomes drunk with subject matter. " 11 

This letter seems to have intensified Weston's grow
ing interest in traveling outside the United States and 
escaping what he called, "this land of grey sky, boot
leg, and singing evangelists. " 12 

With Robo away in Mexico, Modotti and Weston's 
affair increased in intensity. Letter 22.1 was written a 
month and a half after her husband had left Los An

geles and only a few weeks before word was received 
that Robo had suddenly died in Mexico City. It is 
a letter filled with the concrete smells, tastes, and 
sounds of an encounter, written using memory and 
imagination to create a heightened sense of what 
passed between herself and Weston. 

After Robe's death, Modotti and his mother went 
to Mexico to take care of the burial. While there, Mo
dotti managed to arrange for the exhibition of Weston's 
photographs at the Academia de Bellas Artcs. In a 
letter to Hagemeyer, Weston quoted from Modotti's 
letter that is now lost. "Tina wrote me- the exhibit a 
great success in Mcxico-'alrcady many of your prints 
have been sold.' "" 

This favorable reaction to Weston's exhibition might 
have been the spark to send him finally to Mexico 
had not Modotti been suddenly called back to Cali
fornia by the death of her father. In May she granted 
an interview to a local newspaper. Published as "Art, 
Love and Death," this article summed up the emo
tional tone of much of the writing done about Mo
dotti during and after her life. Not satisfied to report 
the details of the young widow's situation, the re
porter described the mood set by rain on the roof 
and Modotti's "momentary quiver of the lids and a 
quick little paroxysm of the throat. "14 

In the fall of 1922, instead of making the long
talkcd-about trip to Mexico, Weston went to New 
York City. There he met some of the most influential 
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cast coast photographers including Alfred Stieglitz 
and Paul Strand. It a trip that could change his life 
forever, and Modotti seems to be feeling this 111 a 
letter she wrote to him that is now missing. 

Good-bye, good-bye Edward, may you attain 
all you deserve-but is that possible-you give 
so much-how can 'Life' ever pay you back? I 
can only send a few rose petals and a kiss. 15 

After a month or so, Weston returned to Los An
geles at a fever pitch of restlessness and excitement. 
He wrote to Ramiel McGehee with a kind of fatalistic 
desperation, 

What would f do without you and Tina these 
days-I fear the whirlwind is upon me-and 
perhaps if it comes to near engulfing me I shall 
call for you."' 

A few weeks later, the effects of Weston's trip cast 
were manifested in his inability to go back to living his 
old life as husband and father. He wrote to Hagemeyer, 

I am living at the studio-a definite break hav
ing come at last .. .. We leave for Mexico in 
March-Tina, Chandler, and !-this seems quite 
definite at this writing-I am working desper
ately in order to "burn my bridges" behind me 
-Shall we meet again? I hope in some far off 
country. 17 

Yet again their trip was delayed. In May or June, 
Weston and Margrethe Mather went to Hermosa 
Beach together. Weston wrote to Hagemeyer, "I am 
going on a little adventure the latter part of this week 

-to be away for two or three days ... Tina will have 
care of the studio ... the trip just mentioned is a 
kind of farewell, so you will understand." 18 From this 
brief but intense interlude resulted the well-known 
series of photographs of Mather's nude torso on the 
beach and three small views of her posing, which she 
sent in a letter to Weston in Mexico. 

Finally, bags were packed with photographic equip
ment, photographs, and clothing, the studio was 
turned over to Mather to manage, and Modotti, Wes
ton, and his thirteen-year-old son, Chandler, sailed 
for Mexico on July 30, 1923. 

The period of March 1921 to July 1923 is docu
mented in Modotti's letters to Weston with only one 



Edward Weston: 
Margrethe Mather on beach, 1923 
EWA 

complete, reliably dated letter. Since their relation
ship was at first so passionate, and since the daybooks 
mention additional letters from Modotti that have 
not survived, we can conclude that their correspon
dence in the early years, probably in both directions, 
was more extensive. The trouble with manuscript 
evidence is that it is a silent witness that cannot testify 
tO the exact forces that contributed to its survival. 
Were Modotti's letters saved by accident or design? If 

by design, did Weston single them out as aides 111c-

111oire, as the least damning accusations, or as truly 
characteristic transferences of the writer's voice and 
personality? If by chance, what can we infer from 
their being overlooked? The letters alone do not an
swer these questions. 
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NOTES 

'Alfn.:d Kn.rn, C,,111e111por<1ric,: Fro111 the 19th Cl'/11111-y 1,, tf,,, Prt•srnt 
(New York: I lorizon l'n:,s, 1982). p. 336. 

'George 11. Dougl,1s. Ed1111111d Wi/,,,,1 's .4111cric<1 (Le,mgton: Uni
vcrsity Prl·ss of Kcnrucky, 1983). p. 67. 
StewJrt Edward White. The /?11/cs o(rhe C<1111e (Nn, York: l)ou
blcd.1y. J >.1ge ,rnd Co., 1910). p. 137. 

'EW roJI I, April 18, 1921, W-1 IC. 
'EW co JI I. August 13, 1921, W-1 IC. 
'·Fr.1g111rnt of unpublished pagl· of Wcston's daybook, April 2:i. 
1921. EWA. 

"Ricardo Gti111c7 Robclo to EW. Scptcmbcr 19, I 1922'1. Edward 
We,ton Archi,-c Com.:spondcnce. Center for Cre,irin· Photog
raphy EWA . 

"From .1pproxi111.1tdy 1917 ro 1941 Weston kcpl .1 di.1ry that hc 
referred to a, his "dayboob." These \\TIT published altc·r his 
dcath by the George Eastman I louse Jnd latcr by Aperture Press. 
The published ,·crsion. coma111111g ddetions .111d correcrion, by 
Weston .ind l11s editor, N.rncy Newhall, "n.:f,:rrcd torn this text 
.1; The D,1yb,1ob ,f Ed11•,nd lfr.,1011, volumcs I .111d 2. 

''TM to JI I. August 21. 1921, W-1 IC. 
'"TM to JI I, September 17. 1921, W-1 IC. 
"lloubaix de l'Abrie Richey ro EW. lkccmber 23, 1')21, EWA. 
"The D,,y/J()()b <>( Ed11•,11·d 11,•s/OII, \'Olumc I. p. I 15 u.rnu,uy 3. 

I 925). Wc,ton could h.1\'L' been cl1111ki11g of Aimcc Scmplc Mc
Pherson. "ho had .1ttr,1crcd ,lll enormous cult folio\\ mg to her 
Four Squ.Hl' Gospel in Lm Angeles 111 the mid 19211s. 

"EW to JH. April 6. 1922. W-1 IC. 

"It W. Borough," Art. Lo\'L' and l)eath: Widow Must Sell Batiks," 
L,·s !111.�cles J:'xa111i11a (M,l)' 12. 1922). ln.p. I. 

· ·Mildrcd Constantine, Ti11,1 .\Jod,,ui: A l'M.�ile Life (NL'\\' York: 
llmoh. 198.'\), p. :i:i. 

''·EW to ll.!1111d McGehee. lkn:mber 28. 1922. EWA. ll.imid 
(Cl.ircncc ll.) McGd1cc.: ( 1880,-1943) w.1s J d.rnccr \\ 1th the· Ruth 
St. Denis group in thc early part of the ccnrury .ind 1.ircr became 
a book dcs,gner. He li\'l·d 111 lledondo Be.1ch and beg,1n his long 
fricnthhip with We,ron in .1bout 1919. 

' EW to JI I, January 11 . 1923. W-1 IC. 
"EW toJII. Apnl 9. 1923. W-IIC. 
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Letter 22. I: Tina Modotti to Edward Weston. 27 January 1922, EWA 

LETTER 22.1 

Unsigned, in Modotti's handwriting. Found inside 
envelope dated, "Tina-January 27, 1922" in Wcst0n's 
handwriting. 

Edward: with tenderness I repeat your name over 
and over to myself-in a way that brings you nearer 

to me tonight as I sit here alone remembering-. 
Last night-at this hour you were reading to me 

from an exquisite volume-or were we sipping wine 
and smoking?-or had darkness enveloped us and 
were you-oh, the memory of this thrills me to the 
point of swooning!-tcll me, were you at this hour
kissing my left breast? 
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Oh! The beauty of it all! Wine-books-pictures 
-music-candle light-eyes to look into-and then 
darkness-and kisses-. 

At times it seems I cannot endure so much beauty 
-it overwhelms me-and then tears come-and sad

ness-but that sadness comes as a blessing and as a 
new form of beauty-. 

Oh Edward-how much beauty you have added 
to my life! And do you know-it is almost a year 
now since on a late aftcrnoon-saki' was spilt on 
my hand-(do you rernember'f and we listened to 
Sarasates' "Romance" for the first time together. 

How vividly I can recall each episode-Each one 
stands before me strong and life like yet with all the 
vagueness of a dream and irreality-. 

Your last letter laid under my head till morning-
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i 

1 
-J - J t.. 

Was it its faint fragrance that awoke me? or the spirit 
of your desires and mine-that seemed to emanate 
from it? 

Yes-to be drunk with desires to crave their attain
ment-and yet to fear it-to delay it-that is the 
supreme form of love-. 

It is very late now-and I am exhausted from the 
intensity of my feelings-My eyelids are heavy with 
sleep but in my heart there is a hidden joy for the 
hours that will still be ours-. 

l-27th-22 
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NOTES TO LETTER 22.1 

'Sake would have been one of the favored drinks for the Los An
geles artistic community with its interest in all things Japanese. 
Ricardo Gomez Robelo (ca. 1884-1924), art critic and director 
of the Department of Fine Arts in Mexico City, met Modotti and 
Weston in Los Angeles in 1921 or 1922. In a letter to Weston, he 
mentions sake. 

l can't help but to sigh for my very dear ... friends ... 
and for the parties at Weston's and at Robo's with the 
magic of art, of congenial exquisite friends and sake! 

(Ricardo Gomez Robelo to EW, 
cptcmber 19, [1922?], EWA) 

'The exact date of Modotti and Weston's first meeting has not 
been determined, but it was April 1921 at the latest. 

'Pablo de Sarasate y Navascues (1844-1908), Spanish violin virtuoso. 



Edward Weston: 
Tina Modotti in doorway of house in Mexico City, 1923 

Courtesy, The Bancroft Library, University of California, 13crkcley 



Art and Revolution: Mexico) 1923-1924 

1923 

Modotti, Edward and Chandler Weston arrive in Mex
ico City and rent "El Buen Retiro"; move to 
Calle Lucerna in September 

Weston exhibits during October and November at 
the Aztec Land Gallery 

1924 

Modotti and Weston move to Avenida Vera Cruz in 
May; have their portrait taken by local photog
rapher in August 

Modotti and Weston exhibit together at the Palacio 
de Mineria, Ministry of Public Education, Mex
ico City, in November 

Edward and Chandler Weston leave Mexico on De
cember 27 

ON ARRIVING IN MEXICO, EDWARD, CIIANDLER, ANO 

Tina set about establishing a household where they 
could live and work comfortably and cheaply. Wes
ton's daybook describes street scenes and night life in 
a way reminiscent of the atmospheric sketching of 
Robo's letter the year before. A culture still largely 
incomprehensible to Weston called up poetic images, 
associations, and possibilities. Weston writes, 

The first night there further stimulated the imag
ination: I was awakened by gun fire under my 
very windows-then silence, not even audible 
foot-steps. Well, I did not come here for the 
ordered calm of a Glendale. 1 

In letters to his wife, Flora, Weston struggled with 
his need to explain to her and to himself why he had 
left his family and business to come to Mexico with 
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Tina Modotti. He wrote to her in a defensive, yet 
defiant tone of voice a few weeks after arriving, 

Tina just came in-she wishes to send greetings 
and later will write you. Let me repeat what I 
once told you-that it was I who planned this 
whole trip. Upon hearing that she intended com
ing here to live, I aw my opportunity, just as 1 
did when Robo was alive and [I] was to share 
his studio. A fine friendship exists between Tina 
and myself-nothing else. However, I am not 
so hypocritical as to say I shall not 'fall in love' 
with some dark-skinned senorita! ! 

Six months later, he was still justifying his decision. 

Did my departure and subsequent life have any 
of the car-marks of a desertion? Did I not plan 
the trip long before Robo's death and with him? 
Did not he and his mother beg me to accom
pany Tina? ... [Tina] has so far gotten room 
and board from this proposition, and a lot of 
responsibility, worry and hard work but she pre
fers to take a chance on the future. If she left, 1 
would fail and she would lose too. She wants to 
learn photography and is doing well. She has 
no wish to return to the stage and photography 
would make her to some extent independent.' 

The last sentence sounds like we are overhearing Mo
dotti's voice. In a later request for money from Flora , 
Weston gives a different opinion of Modotti's abilities. 

Tina is willing to stick it out on 'room and board' 
and since I could hardly get along without some
one I'm very glad. She is learning much photog
raphy, showing more interest and doing better 



Inscription by Tina Modotti to Edward 
Weston, October 1924 

Mexico scrapbook, page 36 
EWA 

Jr,• 

work than I had expected from one who really 
belongs on the stage." 

On one of the complex levels of their affection for 
each other, Modotti and Weston were comfortable 
with the teacher/ apprentice relationship. Modotti at
tests to this in her inscription in the gucstbook for 
their 1924 exhibition when she signs herself, "Tina 
Modotti-your apprentice of the past-present-and 
may she be of the future. Mexico-1924. " 5 Weston 
stated in a letter to Ramiel McGehee that he took 
seriously his "contract" to teach her photography. 
In return, Modotti ran his household and could speak 
Spanish well enough to bargain for goods and services 

in the city. She met artists on her previous visit to 
Mexico and introduced Weston to Diego Rivera and 
others. She helped with the spotting and hanging of 
exhibitions and had practice even before corning to 
Mexico in running the studio in Weston's absence. 
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Edward Weston: 
Cirws Ti-111, 1924 
81:120:004 

Although Modotti's photographs have not been 

adequately researched to clear up problematic ques
tions of chronology and attribution, at least five can 

be assigned to the period of 1923 to 1924.'' It appears 
that she had never attempted photography before com

ing to Mexico;7 yet this early work is some of her 
strongest and most beautiful. Weston recognized the 
talent and achievement of his apprentice, and during 
the Aush of a particularly successful period of work 
for both of them, he wrote to Hagemeyer, 

I have been doing the best work of my life ... 
Tina has one picture I wish I could sign with 

my name-that docs not happen often in my 
life!" 

Weston's daybook describes several occasions when 
he and Modotti photographed together, but opportu
nities to compare the work they made on those days 
arc rare. Their expedition to Tepotzotlan was an in-



Tina Modotti: 

untitled, 1924 

85:082:001 



Tina Modotti: 

Convent of Tepotzotla11, Mexico, n.d. 

Collection, The Museum of Modern 

Art, New York 

stance when Weston and Modotti worked in the same 
locale, but chose different subjects. Weston made pho
tographs dealing with clear spatial organization and 
textural contrasts in an outdoor landscape like P laza 
Tepotzotlan and Pissing fodia,1. Modotti's fllterior of 
Church To111er, Tepotzotlan and views of the convent, 
in contrast, show ambiguous, mysteriously lighted 
angles and planes of very corporeal, interior landscapes. 

A more direct comparison is possible with the 
photographs Modotti and Weston made at El Gran 
Circa Ruso in March 1924. Weston wrote, 

A recent morning I took my GraAex to the cir
cus, made negatives which please me of the 
graceful folds, the poles and ropes of the tent. 
One, "shooting" straight up, recalls a giant but
terAy. At least two of them arc interesting as 
experiments in abstract design. Tina too made 
several good things of the circus . ., 
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Edward Weston: 

Tina Modotti and Miguel Covarrubias, 

ca. 1924 

(modern print from negative in Edward Weston 
Archive) 

In these circus images differences in photographic 
temperament arc evident. Weston's view is, as he 
said, an "experiment in abstract design," while Mo
dotti's photograph includes figures that provide scale 
and humanize her composition of diagonals and sen
suous curves. 

The intensity of the relationship between Modotti 
and Weston during 1923 and 1924 is reAected in the 
extraordinary photographs Weston made of her. Tina 
1Vitli a Tear, the series of Modotti in a kimono, Modotti 
nude on the azotea, and the cinematographic series of 
Modotti reciting were all made during this period. 

Although he was working well, his exhibitions 
were well received, and he was making friends in 
Mexico, Weston began to think of leaving after less 
than a year in Mexico. He wrote to Flora in June 
of 1924, 

I am now bending efforts to leave here in about 
six weeks-negotiating with government offi-



Edward Weston: 

Hands, Mexico, I 924 

82:010:009 

cials for 'passes' to the border. ... I may go 
straight to New York by boat or I may return 
for a visit and conference with you and the boys 
before starting elsewhere ... Chandler wishes 
to stay and finish his year of school-is quite 
distressed over leaving-so I may leave him with 
Tina who has been kind enough to offer to care 
for him."' 

In November, Weston wrote in his daybook, 

My 'life' in Mexico is already over for I am 
returning to Los Angeles after Christmas. There 
can be from now on but little time for excur
sions or work that I want to do. I have a quite 
definite feeling that once I leave Mexico I shall 
never return, at least not for many years ... 
Also Tina and I must surely separate forever.11 

A few days later, however, he and Modotti reached a 
turning point during a conversation that lasted long 
into the night. 
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The conversation centered on the future, should 
I return here or not. 'You must not decide now, 
Edward, wait until you reach California, then 
you will have more perspective. As for me, my 
mind is clearly focused, I want to go on with 
you, to be your 'apprentice' and work in pho
tography-' Questions and answers back and 
forth, a quite deep and tender and hopeful final 
understanding-clearer and closer than ever 
before. 12 

Four days later, Weston wrote to Hagemeyer, 

After a rather stormy year together which pre
sented many difficulties-a kind of a 'trial mar
riage' as it were-Tina and f have decided to 
cast our lots together for the future-so you 
will see that my intention is to return to Mexico. 1

·' 

It would seem from her letters that Modotti was 
not convinced of Weston's intentions when he and 
Chandler finally left on December 27. His daybook's 
record of their struggle to imagine a future together 
makes it easier to understand Modotti's letters to Wes
ton while he was in California. Letter 24.1 was writ
ten the day before Edward and Chandler left. Mo
dotti's language reveals her struggle to resolve the 
conflict in her feelings. She tells Weston that the in
timacy, strength, and trust in their relationship goes 
beyond words, yet her own words in reference to 
being a "good girl," whether said coyly or in earnest, 
reflect the strains on that relationship. 

The other three letters written in December 1924 
witness a love generous enough to accept the possibly 
irresistible pull of family ties. Weston might not re
turn to Mexico, but Modotti was prepared to stay on 
and make a life for herself. She was honest enough to 
describe a pathological flurry of housecleaning that 
offered her an escape from sudden loneliness and in
trospection, and she was transparent enough that we 
sec through her selfless rationale for opening Weston's 
mail from a former mistress and from his estranged 
wife, Flora. 

It was during this unsettled period of Weston's re
turn to California that Modotti made the photograph 
El Manito. Just before leaving Mexico, Weston had 
gone to a festival at Guadalupe with Modotti and 
Jean Charlot. He wrote in his daybook that, "We 
purchased too a weird flower, like a witches' claw, 
blood stained: flor de manitas. " 14 In March Charlot 
wrote a letter to Weston in California saying, "Tina 



Tina Modotti: 

El Ma11iro, 1924 

81 :284:001 



Edward Weston: 
Tina Modotti. 1924 
82:271:002 

did some nice photos (especially one of this plant that 
looks like a hand). ,,i; Modotti's photograph showing 

the bizarre and contorted form of the plant exagger
ated by dramatic light and oblique angle of view seems 

to signify the emotional turmoil she was experienc
ing at the end of 1924. 

Modotti's four letters written in December 1924 
arc infused with her gratitude for Weston's love and 
instruction, but undercut by her feeling of unworthi

ness. She includes stories about their cat, their friends, 
and parties, but below the details of running the studio, 
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paying for retouching, delivering prints, and hoping 
for printing weather, is the refrain of her emerging 
concern and love for photography. 

Modotti included small platinum prints in some of 

these letters to show Weston her work and to remind 
him of their work together. One letter may also have 
included her handwritten will, like an emblem of 
trust and love. The will reads, 

I-Tina Modotti-do hereby will-upon my 
death-to Edward Weston-all my personal 
property: furniture-books-photographs-etc. 

and all photographic equipment: lenses-cam
eras-etc. 

He can retain for himself what he wishes and 
distribute the rest among my family and friends 
-Thereby express also my desire to be cremated. 

NOTES 

Tina Modotti 
Deccm bcr, 1924 

Mexico, D. F. 

'Tl,e Daybooks of Edward Mesto11, volume I, p. 15 (August 20, 
1923). 

2EW to Flora We,con, September 1, 1923, EWA. 
'EW to Flora Weston, February 22, 1924, EWA. 
•Ew co Flora Weston, April 22, 1924, EWA. 
'Weston's Mexico scrapbook, 1923-1929, EWA. 
"Ma11 Rec1di11.e El l\.foc/1ete, Elisa, Roses, TeptJ1zo1/a11, Frederico Mari11. 
'Constantine suggests that Modotti may have begun photography 
as early as March 1922 (Constantine, p. 54). 

"EW to JI I, February 28, 1924, W-HC. 
"'Tl,e Day/)(Joks of Edward Westo11, volume I, p. 53 (March 3, 1924). 

"'EW to Flora Wc,con, June 24, 1924, EWA. 
11 T/1<' Daybooks <>] Edu,ard Westo11, volume 1, p. l02 (November 6, 

1924). 
"Tl,e Daybooks of Edward Wcs1<>11, volume I, p. 103 (November 12, 

1924). 
'EW coJII, NO\•cmbcr 15. 1924. W-HC. 

1
• Tl,e Day/woks<>

] 

Ed,,.ard w,,s1011, volume 1. p. 109 (December 12, 
1924). 

"Jean Charlot to EW, March 27, 1925, EWA. 



LETTER 24.1 

Handwritten, signed letter 

Dec. 26th [ 1924 l 

Edward-Of all the different emotions which l feel 
to-night for you not one can be put into words-I 
have formulated in my mind and then rejected so 
many things that I wanted to tell you for in the end I 
thought: "What is the use of words between Edward 
and I? He knows me and I know him and we both 
have faith in each other." And that to me Edward 
seems the most precious gain we have acquired from 
each other: The faith in eacl, other! I will be a good girl 
while you are gone Edward-I will work hard-and 
that for two reasons: that you may be proud of me
and that the time of our separation may move more 
swiftly-. 

Edward-bcloved-thankyou-whatcvcr comes!' 

LETTER 24.2 

Handwritten, signed letter 

Dec. 27th [1924] 
7 p.m. 

Tina 

Edward-I could hardly wait for night time to come 
so as to shut myself in our little studio here and write 
to you-Ah-dear one-the emptiness of the house 
is terrible-already I have been hurt by it and that in 

spite of having gone through the day in a sort of daze 
-I had the illusion that you had just gone to town 
and would be back in a little while-only for mo
ments the truth flashed through my mind and then 
the pain and loneliness almost choked me-Elisa2 and 
I have cleaned the whole house-and after I took offi
cial possession of your little "cuarto"-1 love it so
the picture of you by Imogene' which I have always 
liked so much I framed and is hanging in your room
also Robo's• and my mother's-The cat has jumped 
in my lap and is restless therefore my writing suffers 
from it-I decided Eduardito that it will be more in
teresting for me to write to you instead of to my 
diary5-So if not every day as often as I have spare 
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time I will put down in black and white my little 
activities-and send to you-. 

Charlot'' walked home with me this morn111g
dear boy-he was so sympathetic! 

r developed your last sitting-tomorrow shall make 
proofs and get in touch with Mr. D. 7 

Luviano" brought Estrada's negatives: $18.00 for 
the two-wanted S18.50-as you must remember one 
was terribly bad-[f to-morrow is a good day I shall 
print-if l can't print I may go to Priori's concert 
with Frances9-she invited me over the phone-You 
have forgottten: scissors, spotting brush, Chandler 
his keys-one belongs to his skates-I shall wait a 
while and if I have other things to send you-shall 
include these-. 

When I reached home this morning a telegram was 
awaiting-for you-I opened it following your in
structions-here it is-. 

As I write I have visions of you going through 
fields and mountains-farther and farther away from 
here-Edward Edward-for your peace I should not 
-perhaps-and yet-for my outlet I must tell you 
that I am lonesome-lonesome-and that I am over
whelmed by tenderness as I think of you-of your 
precious being-. 

Dear one-surely I have always appreciated and 
have before to-11igl,1 realized /,ow mucl, you mean to me 
and yet why is it that since you left I have been suf
fering and accusing myself of not having been worthy 
of all the wonders of you-Dear one-send me a word 
about this-tell me-please-that perhaps I have not 
been as bad as I imagine for really Edward I am suffer
ing too much to-night-and I miss you-I miss you-. 

I will follow you in my thoughts-may you find 
understanding-and sympathy-where you are-I 
must go to sleep now-and as I promised to be a good 
and obedient girl while you are gone I will not open 
the window below-so no "generals" can get to me-. 

Ruth"' has been over-wanted me to have supper 
with them-Dr. Atl" was to be there-It was nice of 
her but I politely refused-Boo-boo-dear one-I 
kiss you tenderly-. 

Tina 

[In envelope with Letter 24.2] 
Sund. Mor. Dec. 28th 

Am having coffee-I made it myself in the studio 
here. When I woke up I had forgotten all about your 
absence and for a few minutes had the illusion that 
you were still here-durmiendo en su-(bctter) t11-



cuarto-Hace una semana hicimos los ultimas des
n udos-recuerdas? 

Muches besos y muches recuerdos para ti-Hasta 
pronto 12-Eduardito-. 

Tina 

P. S. When you call on Robe's mother take a few of 
my photos to show her-. 

The telegram made the letter so much heavier so [ 
will instead of including it-copy it-hope you don't 
mind-. 

"Flora mistaken Rent paid until February Also du
plicates Means much to work undisturbed next month 
Does that matter to your prospects Upon your answer 
collect Western Union telegraph you money Letter 
unsatisfactory Want know definitely when you come. 

M."'-' 

LETTER 24.3 

Handwritten, signed letter included pressed leaves and 
Rowers. Reproduced on cover. 

Dec. 29th f J 924] 
"Morning coffee" 

Edward: Yesterday your first letter arrived-I was 
pleased beyond words for [ did not expect news so 
soon-I carried the precious message with me wher
ever I went, first up in the workroom-then down 
here-then upstairs again and finally to bed with me 
-and at every spare moment [ read it over-. 

Yesterday I printed the two negatives of Estrada 
that Luviano retouched-also the negative of Srta. 
Bringas-Had good luck with them-in the afternoon 
I retouched the other two of E[ strada] and this morn
ing I intend to print them too-though the day-so 
far does not seem propitious-In the evening I walked 
over to the Salas 14-dear people-they had not been 
to see me realizing I prefered to be left alone-I ap
preciated that-. 

All the Quintanillas 15 have dropped in to see me for 
little whiles-Pepe is lovely in his desire to help with
out being intrusive in my present mood-He succedes 
in being just a gentle abstract presence-impersonal 
-l am grateful to him for that! 

Again I opened this mail for you and eliminated 
the envelope for sake of postage-I confess that my 
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preoccupation for your welfare is so great that I could 
not resist the temptation to read the contents know
ing the source-You understand dear one that it was 
more than curiosity which prompted me-I mailed 
you a letter yesterday-:! worry so for fear they might 
go astray-. 

Elisa is so tender and attentive to me these days
dear girl-she insists on cooking many things for me 
though I confess eating alone is not pleasant. Well, 
dear one-I must leave you know-shall not send 
this on yet-"despues te digo" mas-. 

Book-book-.'" 

Same day-evening-Impossible to print today
clouds-so I went down town to do some errands: 
The Idol 17 is back home and is again surveying the 
studio from the heights of the desktop-Had no trou
ble in getting it back and should you want it there I 
am sure of being able to send it to you-. 

Went to the Kodak Mex. and had a "grave" talk 
with friend Buttrick about what paper [ could use
He finally convinced me to take: Artura Aeyis [lris?]' 8 

which I hope will do for Bringa's order-. 
Does all this interest you dear? Perhaps I should 

not fill my letter with so many details. I will be as bad 
as "Vacio"'" if! keep this up-don't you think so? Do 
you know dear-some times-at night I enter your 
room in darkness and try to imagine that you are 
there-laying on the bed-and this delusion is so nice! 
Could it only last all the time-. 

Sunday the "organillo" played under our window
] could hardly stand its sad music so full of memories-. 

I keep following you mentally through your jour
ney-I am so anxious to know how you find things 
-Tender things to you-and many many book
books-. Good night-. 

LETTER 24.4 

Handwritten, signed letter. Stain on page is labelled 
in Modotti's handwriting, "Coffee spot." 

Dec. 30th-Eve. 8 o'clock 

Dearest: Just back from down town-Have delivered 
the proofs to Mr. [Fred] Davies f sic] which he liked 
very much-I think he will order three or four judg
ing from his talk-However nothing was said about 



the pending bill and l did not think it my place to 
mention it first. He was lovely and cordial as ever-. 

Today I finished printing Estrada's order and to
morrow I shall deliver them-through Luis I Quin
tanilla]-How relieved I will be when the order is off 
and the money in our pockets-I am rather proud of 
the prints-I am sure you would find not many faults 
with them-oh Edward-how "stuck up" l feel and 
how important printing platinums-even though they 
are not my sittings-. 

I took the portrait of Crespo 'sZ< • sister to Miss Creed 
together with a fat bunch of cards-At Rubicck's21 

I have not been yet-first I must build up enough 
"fighting spirit"-cvcn though I don't intend to use 
it-but I must be prepared for the worst-. 

I had promised to sec Frances [Toor] so I stopped 
at her place this evening-what do you suppose I saw 
on her book shelf? "Ulysses" 22-a different edition 
from Rubiceks-somebody had loaned it her-some
day I surely want that book-even though I have to 
steal it-If all went well with you, you should arrive 
in L .A. this eve.-How much I keep thinking of your 
trip and try to follow it-. Tender things to you
Edward-Elisa also begs to be remembered-. 

Tina 

[Note in margin of L etter 24.4] 

Dec. 31th Mor.: Last night-about 10:30 your tele
gram came-Elisa and l were both asleep but the 
momcnt the bell woke me l knew exactly what it 
was-I read it over and over and then went back to 
bed with the telegram on the pillow near my face. 

NOTE TO LETTER 24. l 

1Written the d,1y before Edward and Chandler Weston left for 
Califorrna. Modotti and Weston had been living together for 
eighteen months. 

NOTES TO LETTER 24.2 

'Elisa Ortiz came to work for Weston and Modotti as a housemaid 
on November 27. 1923. 

'In 1922, Imogen Cunningham made at least a half dozen portraits 
of Edward Weston and Margrethe Mather together. At this time 
she may also ha,-c made a single portrait of Weston. 

'Weston made several portraits of Modotti's husband ,111d her 
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mother. Assunta Modotti. Tina may have had copies of Ro11baix 
de /'Abrie l?icl,ey Stn11di11g 11•irh a Chair (Constantine. p. 37) and 
Assunta Modotti (Constannne, p. 42). 

'It 1s possible that Weston encouraged Modott1 to follow his ex
ample of keeping an diary of thoughts and act1v1t1es in Mexico. 
Weston's Mexican daybooks were eventually published as Tl,e 
Day/woks of Edll'Md Wc,to11, volume I (Rochester, 1961). Weston 
destroyed the original manuscript of his Mexico daybooks after 
they were typed by his friend, Christel Gang. in Los Angeles. This 
typescript copy is preserved in the Weston Archive at the Center. 

'Jean Charlot (1898-1979), was a French pamter who came to 
Mexico in the early 1920s and worked with the Siqueiros group 
on frescoes 111 Mexico City. Charlot's tirst meetmg with Weston 
on November 28, 1923, is described in The Daybooks o

f 

Edll'ard 
1Ve,ro11, volume I, pp. 33-34. 
Fred Davis, editor of the Sonora News Comp.my, entertained 
Weston and Modotti and purchased several of the1r photographs. 
I Its garden furnished the palm tree for Weston's Pa/11rn C11cr11t1-

Mrt1 (1925). 
'Luv1a110 may have been a retoucher of photographs. Modotti 
may also have been referring to Genaro Estrada, Under-Secretary 
for Foreign Affairs, and president of PEN in Mexico. the inter
national organization of writers. Information about Estrada and 
other pt·rsonalities mentioned in the Modotti letters can be found 
in Ross Parmenter's book L,rn•n•11re i11 Oc1xc1rc1: A Q11es1 for the 
,\;01•1•/i,1 i11 ,\J,,xico (Salt Lake Cay, 1984). D. H. Lawrence was in 
Mexico during the winter of I 924-25. P.irmenter's book dissects 
Lawrence's activitic·s during this period and dr,1ws attention to 
the interaction between Weston and Lawrence. 

''Frances Toor. editor of .\tcxir,111 Folk11•c1ys magazine, was pare of 
the· congenial group of exparnot writers and artists Weston and 

· Modott1 JOmed. 
'"Modotti may have been referring to Ruth Stallsmith, the Ameri

can-born wife of Luis Quintanilla. 
Dr. Ad was Gerardo Murillo (1875-1964), poet and mural paint
er, photogr.iphed by Weston. 

"Translation of Modotti's uneven Spanish: "Slcep111g in your room. 
It has been a week since we made the last nudes-remember? 
Many kisses and regards for you until we meet soon." 

''Telegram was from Margrethe Mather, who iJJd been renting 
Weston's studio in Glendale. 

NOTES TO LETTER 24.3 

"Monna Alfau Sala (1899- ) and Rafael Sala (ca. 1895-1927), a 
painter, were friends of Weston and Modotti. They were both 
from Spam and were photogr,1phed many times by Weston. 

"Luis Qu111t,111illa (1895-?), poet, playwright, and member of the 
Estridentista ("The Strident Ones") movement, \\ ,ls a close friend 
of Modotti and Weston. He was brought up 111 France, educated 
by an English nurse, and married to an American woman. Ruch 
Stallsmith. He was so well known and admired tlut 111 the mid 
I 930s, when he was jailed for his political arnvittc's in Spain, 
Hemingway and Dos Passos led the movement for his release. 
Luis's brother, Pepe. 1s also mentioned in Weston's day books. 

""' 13ook-book" was evidently part of the mtimate vocabulary 



invented by Weston and Modotti for their private conversations. 
It seems to translate as "kiss. kiss" and may have evolved from 
the Italian words for mouth (bocca) or kiss (bacio). 

"It has not yet been possible to determine what the "idol" was, but 
it may have been a special hand-crafted toy (juguete) that Weston 
had collected. 

'"Artura Paper Company produced an exemplary, noncurling, non
blistering, developing out paper in the 1900s. The company cap
tured such a large portion of the market share that it was bought 
out by Eastman Kodak in 1909 and by Defender in 1921. In the 
middle 1920s to 1930s. the company produced Artura Iris, a slow 
speed, chloride contact paper used for portrait photography. 

"'"Vocio" may refer to Vocha, a Los Angeles friend of Weston, 
Modotti, and McGehee. She is mentioned again in Letter 26.2. 

NOTES TO LETTER 24.4 

''.Jorge Juan Crespo, architect and art critic. Senorita Crespo is 
mentioned in The Daybooks of Edward Westo11, volume I, on p. 52 
as a model used by Diego Rivera in his murals in the Preparatory 
School. Miss Creed was an unidentified client. 

"Rubicek was the owner of the Aztec Land Gallery. His name is 
spelled "Roubisec" by Weston in his daybooks. 

"The conviction of the publishers of James Joyce's Ulysses had 
raised the novel into a cause ccli:bre by 1922. Eleven passages of 
Ulysses were published serially in The Liule Review from 1918 to 
1920 before copies were confiscated, and the editors, Jane Heap 
and Margaret Anderson, tried and convicted of publishing ob
scene literature. Sylvia Beach of Shakespeare & Co. in Paris had 
the manuscript printed privately in February 1922, but shipments 
of the book co the United States were seized and burned by the 
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U.S. Customs officials. It became a book clandestinely reprinted 
and circulated in the United States. 

Weston subscribed to The Little Rc11ie111 from 1916 to 1926. 
Although he was uninterested in much of the avant garde writing 
published there, Ulysses caught his and Modotti's interest. It seems 
possible that Weston and Modotti were attracted to the optical 
characteristics of Joyce's prose, which included a radically new 
style of non-subjective description. This is shown, for example. 
in the famous passage "What did the first drawer unlocked con
tain?" where Joyce takes a page and a half to describe a drawer's 
contents (Ulysses, Random House 1961 edition, pp. 720-21). 

Another reason to want a copy of Ulysses may havc· been the 
attraction of a notoriously forbidden book. As Edmund Wilson 
\Vrotc, 

You must read Joyce's Ulysses, if you haven't already done 
so . It contains some of the most brilliant and some of 
the dreariest and dullest writing of the age, but has already 
been accepted as a sort of divine revelation by the intelli
gentsia-most of whom have not read it, as it is very hard 
to get and very long and unreadable in spots ... there 
seems to be a generally prevalent impression that it is all 
some sort of obscene joke. (Edmund Wilson, Letters 011 

Literat11rc a11d Politics, 1912-1972. New York: Farrar, Straus 
and Giroux, 1977, p. 83.) 

Weston and Modotti tried to get a copy of the book during 
1924. Eventually, Weston's close friend, Miriam Lerner, sent 
them a copy from Paris. The daybook records that a copy had 
arrived by Christmas of 1925. Later in Modotti's letters we 
read of her attempts to sell an extra copy in San Francisco, but 
by this time, black market copies were plentiful enough chat 
her copy was not in demand. 
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Divided Loyalties: 

California and Mexico
) 

1925-1926 

1925 

Weston begins an affair with Miriam Lerner in Los 
Angeles; shares a studio in San Francisco with 
Johan Hagemeyer from January to May and ex
hibits with him at Gumps department store; ex
hibits at Shaku-do-Sha Gallery in Los Angeles; 
meets Christel Gang 

Weston and Modotti have joint exhibition at State 
Museum in Guadalajara in August when Edward 
and Brett Weston return to Mexico 

Modotti returns to San Francisco where her mother 
is seriously ill in December 

1926 

Modotti returns to Mexico in March, around the time 
of Weston's fortieth birthday 

Weston and Modotti travel around Mexico photo
graphing for the Idols Behi11d Altars project in 
Jqne and July 

Edward and Brett Weston leave for California in 
November 

FROM JANUARY 1925 TO DECEMBER 1926, MODOTTI 

and Weston were actually together less than twelve 
months. Their letter writing consequently increased, 
and Modotti's eight letters surviving from this period 
are among the most personal and illuminating we 
have. Here we read of her struggle with the issues of 
photographic creativity, political involvement, inde
pendence, and the bonds of love. 

In the early months of I 925, Weston was in San 
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Francisco, sharing a studio with Johan Hagemeyer, 
exhibiting his Mexican photographs, and attempting 
to make money doing portrait work. He wrote to 
Flora, 

I have been in S. F. three days ... next week 
opening monday a joint exhibit at "Gumps" one 
of the largest art dealers 011 the coast of the pho
tographs of "Edward Weston-Mexico City" 
and "Johan Hagemeyer-Amsterdam, Holland." 
We have rented the studio of Dorothea Lange 
to work in, make sittings and do finishing. This 
is going to be a month of intensive work-an 
effort to "clean up" quickly and get out. Of 
course if work holds on to us we'll stay. It is a 
gamble but we arc plunging in with much hope.' 

The exhibition at Gumps generated crowds, but not 
buyers, and soon he was writing, 

I have not two dollars to my name. Everything 
went smash here and I am only holding on with 
faint hope. I wish now that I had stayed in 
Mexico.1 

Meanwhile, in Mexico, Tina continued with her 
work and friendships. The high spirits and close, sup
portive nature of her circle of friends, which included 
the Salas, Charlot, and others, can be read in every 
line of the joint letters they sent to Weston (see Let
ters 25.1 and 25.2). Weston's spirits, on the other 
hand, never seemed lower than those gray months of 
early 1925. He wrote to Modotti, 

The fog sweeps by like smoke. The sirens shriek 
dismally. I am alone in this great room-no, 
you are with me, but only your counterpart on 
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the wall, forming a kiss I never got. I read a bit, 
walk the floor, smoke nervously, try to write 
but cannot .... I am tired of thinking, my mind 
is a vortex of negated plans and desires, my 
thoughts find no rest in coordinate intentness of 
purpose.' 

The tangle of desires and protagonists at cross-pur
poses that Weston internalized as a vortex can be par
tially unravelled. A major motivational force was his 
love and concern for his sons. His desire to provide 
for their well-being was at odds with his incompati

bility with their mother, but it was a problem from 
which he would not run. As he wrote to Flora, "Our 
'karma' is in the boys-neither of us can escape our 
great problem and destiny. " 4 

He was also at the mercy of the tides of romantic 
love. Although he left Modotti at a point of some 
emotional resolution, within two weeks of arriving 
in California Weston began a passionate affair with 
Miriam Lerner. Lerner, secretary to oil baron Edward 
Doheny, moved in the circles of society and the arts 
in Los Angeles. She had been romantically involved 
with Johan Hagemeyer and was a close friend of Betty 
Kopelanoff Brandner, whose attic had provided the 
setting for Weston's purist compositions of the early 
1920s. A series of photographs of Miriam's nude torso 
and hands was the result of their renewed acquain
tance in l 925. 

Shortly before returning to Mexico, Weston re
ceived a letter from Modotti that is a key document 
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in understanding her photography and why she would 
later give it up. By July she had been on her own for 
six months, keeping the studio going, making a brief 
and rather humorous attempt at getting another job 
(see Letter 25.2), and having the time to examine her 
own ideas and ambitions. Her letter of July 7, 1925 
reads almost as a dialogue between teacher and stu
dent. Modotti cannot resist interjecting Weston's point 
of view, probably explained to her many times, into 
her tortured, interior monologue 011 what was one of 
the key issues of twentieth century art. Can art stand 
apart from life? Should art be in the service of life and 
politics or should life merely provide the raw materi
als for the artist's will to form? In 1925, Modotti found 
conflicting answers to these questions in her female
ness and in her dissatisfaction with life in its chaotic 
and unjust details. In Letter 25.4 she wrote, 

I am forever struggling to mould life according 
to my temperament and needs-In other words 
I put too much art in my life-too much energy 
-and consequently I have not much left to give 
to art. 

It is interesting to compare Modotti's comments 
with the words of another renegade of the 1920s, 
Isadora Duncan (1878-1927). Modotti's thought that 
"as far as creation is concerned (outside the creation 
of the species), women arc negative" is echoed by 
Duncan in her autobiography when she wonders if 
"a woman can ever really be an artist, since Art is a 
hard taskmaster who demands everything, whereas a 
woman who loves gives up everything to life. " 5 Nei
ther woman could sec beyond the constraints and con
text of the 1920s feminism they typified. Equality of 
the sexes was campaigned for in their time, but as we 
sec in the words of Modotti and Duncan, powerful 
social myths take longer to change than the laws of 
the state. 

Weston saw the issue of art and life differently. As 
Modotti tells us in her letter, his response would have 
been to "solve the problem oflife by loosing [oneself] 
in the problem of art." Or as he said it in the text to 
his 1927 exhibition at the Los Angeles Museum, 

I herewith express my feeling for Life with Pho
tographic Beauty .. . without subterfuge, nor 
evasion, neither in spirit, nor technique, I have 

recorded the quintessence of the object or ele
ment before my lens-rather than an interpre
tation-a superficial phase, or passing mood.I, 



Installation view of Modotti/Weston 
exhibition, Guadalajara, Mexico, 
August 1925, with signatures of 

gallery visitors 

Mexico scrapbook, page 44 
EWA 

Weston returned to Mexico in August with his son 
Brett. They met Modotti in Guadalajara where she 
had arranged for their work to be exhibited. Modotti 
actually may have received more publicity for this 
show than Weston. She was interviewed by the local 
newspaper before the exhibit opened. 

Suddenly we found ourselves before a beautiful 
and kind ... suffragist that among the suffrag
ists may be the only one that is beautiful and 
kind ... f she appeared in l a silk blouse with a 
high collar, a wholly masculine tic and a narrow 
skirt of a North American cut .... As an artist 
she has been suspicious of all that could be com
mercial in photography ... furthermore, she 
profoundly hates retouching ... "It agrees with 
me to live in one of the great capitals," she ex
plained, "life in the United States pleases me, 
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because I find it perfectly organized. There ev
eryone walks quickly and I don't know how to 
walk any other way. This is not to say that I 
don't admire and love the Mexican. You have 
naturally enchanting things." 

Modotti's increasing concern with social causes, 
implied in her letter to Weston about the "chaos" of 
life, was evident to Weston as soon as he returned 
to Mexico. He recorded an instance in his daybook 
in which her scruples extended to their traveling 
accommodations. 

Tina insisted on riding second class the journey 
to Mexico I City]. Brett and I had our first class 
tickets straight through from L.A., so I bought 
a berth for Brett, too cruel to make such a sleepy 
head sit up all night, I thought, and I spent the 
night alternating between a watch over my cam
eras in first class and Tina in second, in the dim 
light among the Indians, sprawled over each 
other on the hard scats, dozing or drunken or 
garrulous." 

This political awareness was not a sudden change 
for Modotti. The previous year, the California expa
triots had been exposed to the sight and sound of 
radical politics in revolutionary Mexico. Weston's and 
Chandler's letters home were full of references to the 
sound of gunfire in the mountains and speculation 
about how close the fighting would get. Chandler 
even traced on a letter the outline of a handgun that 
Weston bought for their defense. They had attended 
political meetings such as the one Weston described 
in a letter co Flora, 

Last night co Nuevo Mexico 87 where the group 
of newly acquired friends meet on Fridays .... 
Elena Torres, Mexican feminist leader read a 
long paper which I judge from the general en
thusiasm was more than dry facts. We certainly 
have been plunged into a swirl of communism 
here. Almost all our acquaintances arc active 
participants in revolutionary activities, and, quite 
different from the U.S. politician's staunch ad
herence to our antiquated constitution, the Mex

ican government encourages such activities .... 
A new revolutionary newspaper is being pub
lished "El Machete". I know personally nearly 
every one among the contributors and editors, 
most of them appear at our Saturday nights, 
and most of them arc artists. There are no groups 
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of pleasant parlour politicians here in Mexico. 
The movement is flamingly alive and direct. The 
leaders open and fearless of consequences." 

August to December 1925 was a fruitful period of 
evolution in the work of both Modotti and Weston. 
Weston photographed Anita Brenner's back and the 
toilet in his apartment. Modotti photographed chil
dren and frescoes in Mexico City. Brett was also 
learning photography and the three of them worked 
together. This routine was interrupted in December, 
when Modotti had to return to San Francisco to care 
for her seriously ill mother. 

From 901 Union Street, Modotti wrote many let
ters to Weston, of which only four survive. Modotti 
was seeing herself outside the context of Mexico for 
the first time in two and a half years. She consid
ered herself a photographer, but this was new to her 
friends, and she complained that no one asked to see 
her work. She visited friends and acquaintances of 
Weston, including Consuelo Kanaga, Imogen Cun
ningham, Roi Partridge, Dorothea Lange, and Ramie! 
McGehee. She showed her work, sold a few prints, 
and with the help of Consuela Kanaga bought a Gra
flcx which she thought would "be able to loosen up" 
her style. 

When her mother's health improved, Modotti trav
eled to Los Angeles to go through the trunks and 
belongings she had left behind in 1923. She writes in 
Letter 26.3 about destroying the old things from her 
former life as if it were a rite of passage from a materi
alist's existence in capitalist America, to an idealist's 
future in revolutionary Mexico. 

It is painful at times but: Blessed be nothing. 
From now on all my possessions arc to be just 
in relation to photography. The rest, even things 
I love, concrete things, I shall lead through a 
metamorphosis. From the concrete turn them 
into abstract things ... and thus I can go on 
owning them in my heart forever. 

Weston's thoughts were following a similar pat
tern at this time. Although rarely expanding a per
sonal philosophy into political action, he did share 
Modotti's dislike for the clutter of material posses
sions. Only a few days after he would have received 
her letter, he wrote in his daybook, 

I want to simplify life-my life. Christ! what a 
lot of excess baggage and blah we civilized mod-
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Photographer unknown: 

Brett Weston, Monna Sala, and others 
resting near agave, Mexico, ca. 1925 

EWA 

ems carry. We pay a pretty price for these extras, 
sweating to support supposed necessities which 
are superfluities. 111 

After Modotti's return to Mexico in March 1926, 
dissatisfaction and estrangement came over her and 
Weston. Paying work was hard to get. Weston's stu
dents only depressed him. His daybooks begin to 
register complaints over the weather, the "formulated" 
politeness of Mexicans, and constant worries over 
money. As early as April 1926, he wrote bitterly to 
Ramiel McGehee, 

I have come to hate Mexico City and if the 
above proposition had not been presented, I 
was quite prepared, indeed planning to leave. 
For where, I had no idea. 11 

The proposition he referred to was for Weston and 
Modotti to travel around Mexico making photographs 
for Anita Brenner's book Idols Belii11d Altars. From 
June to November 1926, Modotti, Weston, and Brett 
alternated traveling and returning to the city to print 
their negatives. The result was over 400 photographs 
of the arts, architecture, and crafts of Mexico. 

Weston's last pages in his daybook for 1926 are 
coldly telling in what they omit. Weeks pass with no 
mention of Modotti or their life together. She may 
have begun her love affair with the painter and revo
lutionary Xavier Guerrero by this time . Weston docs 
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much wine came from a <hip which had touched on the coa<t 
.. and they h.,J hnj!< whJCh had heen brought from Cuba . 

. . . Some of the men. after the meal, jumped on the tables . 
. . Other, shouted that nov. they would ha,·e saddles of solid 
gold ... Some spcarmen said that all their dam would 
henceforth be m.1Je of gold ... The few Span1Sh ladies who 
were there c,me out to dance. On the followm� mornm!( they 
heard •olcmn ma<s and there wa< a procession; all took com
munion, and thanked God for the victory." 

t"! lit \fl OJ- CHIil,.,. 

\\'('W"l(i 'k:ulp1urc-. '°lon1�I 

Pages 76 and 77 from Idols Be/Ji11d Altars by Anita 13rcnner (New York, 1929). Modotti's photograph, Head of C/Jrist (1926), is 
reproduced in halftone on the right. 

not mention her, and he certainly was not photo
graphing her in 1926. It is as though when his love 
for her and for her body changed, then too, his desire 
to photograph her was gone. Instead, he writes of the 
beautiful and mysterious "M" (Mary Louis) with 
whom he begins an affair in the last weeks of that 
year. She is not desirable enough to deter him from 
his decision tO leave Mexico, however, and 011 No
vember 13, he and Brett boarded a train for the coast. 

The next day, Modotti wrote Letter 26.4, a digni
fied and sad letter which reAects little anger, bitter
ness, or regret. Instead, it is a letter of reAection and 
gratitude , of a thirty-year-old woman looking for
ward tO a new stage in her life. 
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Letter 25.1: Tina Modotti to Edward Weston, I January 1925, EWA 

LET TER 25.1 

Handwritten, signed letter 

January 1th [19251 

"In 'casa' of the Salas" [Monna and Rafael Sala] 

"Eduardito": Here we are talking about you and won
dering what you are doing-I said that I picture you 
these days surrounded by your boys and answering 
them all kinds of questions-. 

As I write I overhear Felipe' say: "Si yo tendria fi 
me haria fraile" -To which Nahui2-who is also here 
-answered I did not get what-Every body here 
wants co add a few lines to you so good bye-Eduard
ito and many nice things to you-. 

Tina 

36 

[In Monna SaJa's handwriting.] 

Dear "Eddy": how we do remember you!-We are 

planning a new excursion, and already missing you. 
Hope you shall be back in 2 (two) months. Do not 
disappoint us. Lots of love. And-kisses and things 
from Monna. 

[In Nahui Olfn's handwriting.] 

Eddy merry Christmas-happy happy new year
and return Quick-good by-. 

Nahui Olin 

[In Felipe Teixidor's handwriting.] 

Querido Eduardo: estamos comiendo camarones
you rcmember?-camarones con mustard y despues 
tantita "chartreuse"- Estamos "sorry's" porque 
Eduardo no esta entre nosotros en este primer dia 
del afio nuevo-Hasta pronto Eduardo,3 

Felipe 



fin Rafael Sala's handwriting.] 

Dear Edward 
Happy new year and-Prosit [drawing of wine 

glass] wine. Everybody is crying for you-Come 
back soon [ drawing of volcano] Popo[ catepetl] lztaczi
huatl. [drawing of mountain I r drawing of agave] 
Pulquc and after borrachito [ caricature of drunken 
man l Well Good bye!! Come soon. Send me stamps 
r drawing of postage stamp] 

Rafael 

f At bottom of page , someone has drawn elaborate 
signatures for Peggy, Trini, and Xochitl, the Sala's 
three dogs. l 

LETTER 25.2 

Handwritten, signed letter 

April the 2d, Morning [1925] 
No. 36 

Well Edward I hope you get a good laugh out of me 
-I did-and unless you arc in an extremely gloomy 
mood you should: I sticked to my job4 half a day
five hours-that is the first morning and when I got 
home for lunch I knew l could not go back-so in
stead of returning in the afternoon I telephoned G. 
[Guastarobal who I admit was darn decent toward 
me-Edward I may be ridiculous absurd-a coward 
anything you want but I just had to quit-I have no 
other reasons in my defense only that during the first 
morning of work I felt a protest of my whole being-it 
was something instinctive-not reasoned-I did not 
let myself reason for then I might have fought with my 
instinct-I know-I know-I should have thought 
and known before-surely I had time-and I had no 
illusions about the work5-and yet not until I began 
it did the fear take hold of me-fear that the sacrifice 
I was doing of my time was not worth it-the work 
proved not worst than what I had imagined it-so it 
was not that-it was something vaguer but deeper
during the five hours which constituted the morning 
work I suffered tortures-I would have picked up 
my hat and walked out during the morning had it not 
been for the other help in the shop-but the moment 
I got out-I knew I was free free and that I would 
never go back-Oh, my dear one, it was good to 
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have had this trial-this morning of suffering-for 
now I appreciate so much more my freedom-my 
time-my life-everything. I am as drunk with this 
wonderful sense of being free-I know dear that I 
made a fool of myself-it is childish to have waited 
till I began to work to realize of its impossibility, but 
so it is and everybody may laugh at me-I do it my
self-mostly because I am so happy-so free! 

Now then what is there left for me? 
This: a new ardour-a new enthusiasm to take up 

photography again-to manage to live in any way 
that is not nine hour of uninteresting dedication to 
"Casa Guastaroba"-Exult with me dear-and do not 
fear for me-I am not afraid-nor worried-. 

Saw the Salas last night-dear people-they told 
me that when I announced my intention to work they 
feared for me yet said nothing to not discourage me
for they added "what had they to offer me in place if 
they took my good will away?" Ah dear one-how 
I wish you were here-the Salas are going to A meca 
Meca" for three days during holy week-great native 
festivals take place there then. I want to go with them 
-they insist-but how can the party be complete 
without you? 

I am hurrying with this letter-I want you to get 
the ,<iood news as soon as possible-and to exult with 
me-so hasta luego Eduardito and oh so many "book, 
books" to you. 

(A happy and free Tina) 
(happy because she is free) 

LETTER 25.3 

Handwritten, signed letter 

April the 11th [19251 

At the Salas-Just back from "Los Rcn1cdios"1-Monna 
[ andl Rafael [Sala I and I only went-Felipe [Teixi
dor] couldn't-Not even my by now famous "pota
toes salad" was tempting enough for him-My opin
ion of his lack of enthusiasm for excursions is I am 
sure a Airt in which he is involved. Can you beat that 
Edward? Felipe has a Airt-with a sei1orita across the 
street-So far it has only gone as far as ardent glances 
but who can say how far it will go?-1 shall keep you 
informed-I have already written you of Peggy's ill
ness-dear simpatica Peggy-She is better by now 



Edward Weston: 

Aq11ed11cr, Los Re111edios, 1924 

81:252:066 

but Xochitl is seriously sick-and their nice black cat 
has disappeared two three days ago-You can imag
ine what all this means to the Salas-Edward, it was 
up to me to make the famous group photo-which 
in this case was reduced to a couple-how sad! I also 
had the nerve to attempt the aqueduct" after your 
successful negatives-but there was sun today-per
haps there is where I can compete with you-I leave 
some room for the others-so, good bye, Eduardito 
-until soon-. 

[ In Monna Sala's handwriting. [ 

Darling Eddy: Tina is telling you almost all the excit
ing news.-You surely know of our failed trip to 
Ameca-mcca, it really seems that since you arc out 
of Mex. we can't make any good excursion. I am 
ashamed not having answer before your lovely letter 
but l promise to write you a long one.-l have to let 
room for the othcrs.-Lots of love and kisses and all 
to my dear Eddito, from Monna. 

[In Rafael $ala's handwriting. [ 

Dear Edward 
What in hell arc you doing in California? Why you 

not come back to Mexico? We have lots of fun with 
Tina and with everything-You know two days ago 
we found a beautiful indian mask in diorita stone. 
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[sketch of mask] Well Edward if you not come very 
soon these will be my last letter to you. 

I can not write any more because my cnglish for
bid me. 

Good £:,ye dear Eddy. 
Very truly yours, Rafael 

[In Felipe Teixidor's handwriting.] 

Querido Edward: My flirt is lovely. My flapper is 
very nice, but Xochitl and Peggy arc "casi" in the 
other side-. My flirt is not lovely! 

Felipe 

[In Modotti's handwriting.] 

Felipe's cnglish is all his own-there is only one thing 
I want to explain better: What he meant was that 011 

acco11111 of Xochitl and Peggy's illness his flirt suffered 
and was "not lovely"-This is from Av. Veracruz 
42-our studio-next evening-Easter day-Edward 
-this might just as well be Christmas instead of Eas
ter as far as "Easter spirit" is concerned-Beside I had 
a terrible shock this morning developing my aque
duct negatives: the best ones were cut by the bellows. 
Such stupidity on my side-I am furious with my
self. T he only excuse I have is that working outdoors 
I get so distracted-it is impossible for me to think of 
everything-Well, the blunder is made but Edward I 
am interested enough to want to return there and 
repeat exactly the same thing. (without the intrusion 
of bellows of course-) I have been so busy these 
days that imagine not yet have I been at the "pues
tos. " 0 The Salas bought some lovely things-among 
others a pig-the biggest I have seen yet. Rafael said, 
"Had E.[dwardJ been here he would have purchased 
it ahead of me-""' He is delightfully childish about 
such things-

A letter from you today. Ah, but it is nice to get 
letters from you! 

It is raining this evening-deliciously! Today was 
the biggest bull fight of the year"-Gaona's farewell 
fight-for the last three days people have stood in 
line purchasing tickets-[ shall surely send you to
morrow's paper-. 

This is all for tonight-so good bye-dear and 
many book books to you-. 

Tina 



Two pages from Letter 25.4: Tina Modotti to Edward Weston, 7 July 1925, EWA 

LETTER 25.4 

Handwritten letter 

July 7th Eve. P 925] 
No. 64 

So it seems from your letter of today that letter No. 
57 and print has really fallen in the hands of that sneaky 
crook12

-Too bad indeed-Of course I cannot remem
ber the contents of the letter-It might have been a 
very casual one and it may not-I regret the loss of 
print and proofs of several attempts-Now there is 
no use to send that over-In a way it pleases me to 
have that 011e print (the only new thing) to show you 
on your arrival. 1.1 

I have not been very "creative" Edward as you can 
sec-less than a print a month. That is terrible! And 
yet it is not lack of interest as much as lack of disci
pline and power of execution. I am convinced 1101v 
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that as far as creation is concerned (outside the crea
tion of species) women are negative-They arc too 
petty and lack power of concentration and the faculty 
to be wholly absorbed by one thing. 

Is this too rash a statement? Perhaps it is, if so I 
humbly beg women's pardon-I have the unpardon
able habit of always generalizing an opinion obtained 
mainly from an analization ofj11st my personal self
And speaking of my "personal self'': I cannot-as 
you once proposed to me "solve the problem of life 
by losing myself in the problem of art" - Not only 
I cannot do that but I even feel that the problem of 
life hinders my problem of art. 

Now what is this "my problem of life"? It is chiefly: 
an effort to detach myself from life so as to be able to 
devote myself completely to art-. 

And here I know exactly that you will answer: 
"Art cannot exist without /ife"-Yes-f admit but 
there should be an even balance of both clements 
while in my case life is always struggling to predom
inate and art naturally suffers-. 
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Two pages from Letter 25.4: Tina Modotti to Edward Weston, 7 July 1925, EWA 

By art I mean creation of any sort-You might say 
to me then that since the element of life is stronger in 
me than the element of art I should just resign to it 
and make the best of it-But I cannot accept life as it 
is-it is too chaotic-too unconscious-therefore my 
resistance to it-my combat with it-I am forever 
struggling to mould life according to my tempera
ment and needs-in other words I put too 11111c/1 art in 

111y life-too much energy-and consequently I have 
not much left to give to art-. 

This problem of"lifc" and "art" is my tragi-comcdy 
-the effort I do to dominate life is wasted energy 
which might be better used if I devoted it to art-I 
might have more to show for-As it is my efforts are 
wasted so often-they arc futile-. 

That is why I say: Women are negativc-(again I 
am generalizing) well, at least, I am negative as far as 
creation is concerned. 

Enough for to-night dear-. 
Hasta maiiana-
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LETTER 26.1 

Handwritten, signed letter 

Jan 23d. 1926 
No. 12 

The evening with Mrs. Carter was delightful-Con
suelo-Dan and little Collier 1"-All along, even be
fore the evening for our meeting came, I felt that I 
was going to see not strangers but old friends-They 
were all just the way I had pictured them-just the 
way you had described them-and they said the same 
about me-We wished for you and Mr. Carter to 
complete the evening-but you were there-in our 
hearts and conversation-I have called on Consuelo 
since-her enthusiasm and eagerness to be of help 
moves me-I admire her spirit of initiative-Really 
Edward I feel so helpless-when it comes to do things 



Tina Modotti: 

Roses, Mexico, 1924 

Collection, The Museum of Modem 

Art, New York. Gift of Edward 

Weston 

for myself I just feel impotent-I don't know which 
way to start or turn-You know what they say about 
a prophet in one's own country-well-in a way it 
works for me too: you see-this might be called my 
home town-well of all the old friends and acquain
tcnces not 011e takes me seriously a a photographer
not one has asked me to show my work-only the new 
group met through you-Consuelo is to introduce 
me to somebody who 111ay buy a print of the roses. 
She is also helping me turn in my camera for a Graflex 
!f we find a bargain-Really she is so admirable. 

No detailed comments now on all these lovely peo
ple whose acquaintance I owe to you-when we get 
together we will talk of them-. 

Tonight Mrs. Beals invited Frances, Mercedes'; and 
I to supper-She lives in Berkeley-! took advantage 
of Dorothea [Lange's] offer to use her studio-tomor
row l use it-am to photograph Alice's sister-maybe 
two sisters-. 

I am going to work hard when l return to M. 
[Mexico] and differently-if I can get a Graflex-I 
have always been too restrained in my work as yo11 

111ell k110111-but I feel now that with a GraAcx I will 
be able to loosen up-Frances has been very active 
and even made money here-which fact made me 
wish I was a Jew-. 
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This is all for now dcar-"short but hardly sweet" 
because I feel rather gloomy-but it is temporary so 
don't worry-rather forgive me-It seems so long, 
so long since I have been near you-talked to you-I 
miss you dear-Many many book books-. 

Tina 

LETTER 26.2 

Undated fragment of handwritten, signed letter, ca. 
December 1925 or January 1926'" 

It would be nice if Christel Gang went to Mexico 
during my absence-on account of the accomodation 
there at the house-as for the other sides in question 
in case she arrives while I am there: Are we not good 
pals dear? I assure you that l will help you and make 
it easy for you-really I would even welcome a chance 
to give my "ego" a lesson-Oh Edward dear-I feel 
so rich so fortunate to have known you in life-to 
have been near you-to have loved and to love you
Blessed be the day we felt that we had each some
thing to give to the other-. 

The little tests of my heads 17-how exquisite! Just 
the fact that you have made such immortal portraits 
of me shows your capacity to bring out the best in 
me-. 

Edward Weston: 

Tina Modotti, 1924 

81 :271 :001 

Does Brett speak well of me? I want the dear boy 
to like me because I love him very much-What 
would he like brought back from the U.S.? 



Edward Weston: 

Tina Modotti, 1924 

81 :271:003 

Mother is calling-by now the whole family has 
retired-£ was interrupted in my writing so it is al
ready late-. 

Good night-May peace be with you! 
XXXXXOOOOOO My first attempt at this style 

of kisses. 
T ina 

Did Elisa get my letter? It was mailed Dec. 19th. 
Please thank your nice sister for the handkerchief. 
T he green is delightful-maybe the figure will wash 
out? 

Frances [Toor[ here for supper last eve. Everybody 
liked her and she liked everybody-Oh what a nice 
"dago" supper! Aren't you a little envious? 
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LETTER 26.3 

Handwritten, signed letter 

Jan. 25th Evening [19261 
No. 13 

Eduardito: A letter from you today-How I look 
forward to those long cream coloured envelopes.
When one is handed me a thrill goes through my 
whole body. Today's letter contained the one of Roy 
jPartridge]-Strangc, just yesterday I wrote to the 
Partridges-apologizing for not having called yet. f 
told them that I would try and that if I found I could 
not get out to their place I would leave the print of 
glasses with Dorothea Lange for the Mills Gallery
Things have been very chaotic and difficult with me 
-but Consuelo [Kanaga I has done much to help me 
-also Dan. Today he took me around to all camera 
dealers in search of a second hand Graflcx-and try
ing to sell my Corona-Dear little Corona. I feel so 
attached to it-but you won't think me ungrateful 
for trying to sell it? I explained in my last letter the rea
son-and I can't get one without selling the other-. 

Tomorrow night we gather at Consuelo's. She has 
a lovely place-after Dorothea's Lange's-Tilly'" is 
due back this week. I plan to see her when she goes 
through S[an] F[ranciscoj-1 know she wants me to 
spend a few day in Carmel but fear l can't-. 

Have you had any sittings??? What about those 
children friends of Hamosa? What is the matter with 
Mexico that butter is so high? Rather discouraging
oh dear, there is much I want to talk to you about
all my impressions of the U.S.-all my reactions-all 
my ideas of working differently at photography
when I returned. really I am just bursting with things 
to talk over with yo11 dear-writing l can't-I feel 
too impatient for that-. 

How I enjoyed Roy's letter-dear people-I may 
still be able to sec them-surely l shall try. One dis
agrcable thing is that I have no place of my own
neither to work nor to concentrate-here at home it 
is i111possible-Yesterday I hoped to have Dorothea's 
place all to myself-instead the other photographer 
was there-a// day /ong-dcveloping, printing, spot
ting-you know how nervous I get working with 
people around. Alice's sister-one 011/y came one hour 
late and proved a very unsympathetic sitter-wooden 



expression-she is the "baby" sister-spoiled and con
ceited-Have not developed yet-. 

Tell Elisa I would like to eat some "pozole" also, 
and oh how I miss tortillas! 

In case you don't have Vocio's address it is: 271 
So. Lake St. L( os] A[ ngelcs]. I expect to be there the 
first week of Feb. 

Dan called me a "dirty foreigner" but next mo
ment he looked at me with those devilish twinkling 
eyes of his and I could not get angry-He is fine! 

Little mamacita is feeling fine these day-oh what 
a relief for us! We pet her and spoil her to death-Her 
regards to you-she and everybody else here loves 
you-Your name is always mentioned in connection 
with something nice-. 

What did you think of Ramiel's f McGehee I letter? 

l am grieved and sad over your bitterness in relation 
to him. 

Edward: Paul Eider's have two copies of" Ulysses" 
for sale, same edition as mine for $20.00. They told 
me that several copies arc smuggled through and not 
much demand for them a11y111ore. 

This is all for tonight. 
We had a very pleasant evening at Mrs. Beals in 

Berkeley. She is as nice as Carlton f Carleton Beals]
and we think Carlton is a111f11/ly nice, don't we? 

My regards to him-to the Salas-to Fisher'9-a 

hug to Elisa-to Brett my love-and to Eduardito 
book books-. 

Tina 

LETTER 26.4 

Handwritten, signed letter 

Feb. 9th 11926] 

Yesterday I went shopping for Brett-The trowsers 

were more expensive than you expected to pay, I 
looked around a lot but finally went back to Mullen 
and Bluett where I had gone first of all and paid $10.00 
-I <;ould have bought them for $8.50 but poor ma
terial-The blazer is not a very dark blue but it har
monizes beautifully with the trowscrs-it has some 
orange splashes and blue checks-The socks I also 
bought-
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I sold "Ulysses" to Mr. Parker for $20.00-1 feel 
like congratulating myself for the sale after discover
ing so many copies around here and in S. F.-Bcsidc 
you know what they say: "A bird in a hand is better 
than two in a bush" Mr. P. 's regards to you! 

Ramie! [McGehee] has not gotten in touch with 
me yet-When I talked to him on the phone he had 
been ill several days-perhaps he is still-It docs not 
look as if I will have the show in Japanese guartcr21

'-. 

I have been busy trying to dispose ofGuerrcro's2
' 

two paintings-at present they arc at the "Biltmore 
Art Gallcry"-on commission-. 

Next day: Ramicl just phoned-am to see him to
morrow-He has been ill-I have been all morning 
looking over old things of mine here in trunks-De
stroyed much-It is painful at times but: "Blessed be 
nothing." From now on all my possessions arc to be 
just in relation to photography-the rest-even things 
l love, concrete things-I shall lead through a meta

morphosis-from the concrete turn them into abstract 
things-as far as I am concerned-and thus I can go 
on owning them in my heart forever-A rather ob
scure and vague way to convey my idea-but I lack 

time to think before writing-This will be my first 

evening out-Rather hard to believe? Yet it is the 
truth-I go at Mrs. Revere's-friend of Fisher-the 
owner of house in Healdsburg. 22 

(I am dyi11g to sec you and have coffee together.) 
All tenderness to you, 

Tina 

LETTER 26.5 

Handwritten, signed letter 

Nov. 1-l- [1926] Sunday mar. 

Edward: I woke up with the nice feeling that you 

were here-My first thought was: I wonder if Ed
ward is up yet?-but the illusion did not last long
and the vision of yours and Brett's empty rooms hurt 
me as much as yesterday after my return hcre2

.1-. 

I want to write you at length Edward-but not 
now-I cannot sec now-. You know that poem 
of Ezra Pound on page 17224-You arc that to me 
Edward-No matter what others mean to me yo11 arc 
that-only you were embittered and had lost faith in 



me-but I never did because I respect the manyfold 
possibilities of being found in all of us and also be
cause I accept the tragic conflict between life which 
continually changes and form which fixes it immuta
ble-But I cannot write more-this terrible gnawing 
at my heart won't let me-Better begin packing for 
that I can do meckanically-. 

Till soon dear-you are on the train now but when 
this reaches [?] you you will be surrounded by all your 
boys-I keep visualizing the picture of you with your 
boys for it brings a smile of great tenderness and 
peace on my lips-. 

Tina 

NOTES TO LETTER 25.1 

'Felipe Teixidor (ca. I 895-1980), Spanish historian. Married Monn a 
Sala after Rafael's death. 

'Nahui Olin (Carmen Mondragon), poet and painter, mistress of 
Gerardo Murillo (Dr. Atl). 

'Translation: "Dear Edward: We arc eating shrimp. You remem
ber? Shrimp with mustard, and afterward we drink Chartreuse. 
We arc sorry because Edward is not with us. Until later, Felipe 
Teixidor." 

NOTES TO LETTER 25.2 

'Weston wrote to Johan Hagemeyer on March 19, 1925, "A letter 
from Tina. She starts work April I st for S250 a month-of course 
I am sad, but .... " The income from the studio could not have 
been large since at chis time Modotti and Weston were selling 
prints for between 50¢ and S8.00. 

'le is not known what type of shop Modotti was working in. Wes
ton mentions Guastaroba in his daybook entry for June 27, 1924, 
as a friend of Modocti's who bought her an American-style pie. 

"Amecamcca is a town 65 kilometers from Mexico City at the foot 
of volcanoes Popocatepetl and lxcaccihuatl. It is a city visited by 
tourists and pilgrims during Holy Weck and the Day of chc Dead. 

NOTES TO LETTER 25.3 

Los Remedios is a town 14 miles west of Mexico City. An aque
duct and church dedicated to the Virgen de los Remedios attract 
tourists and pilgrims. 

"Weston had photographed the aqueduct at Los Remedios in 1924. 
I le recorded this event in his daybook entry for September 22 
and 111 a letter to Flora. 

IWeJ were driven .. . to the 'Samuario de Nucstra eiiora 
de los Rcmcdios'-thc most interesting sight there was 
not the church, but the old aqueduct with its curious tow
ers like chose of Babel built by the Spaniards in 1620-chc 
span of the aqueduct is of simple and elegant lines-and 
intrigued me co expose two negatives-looking up from 
almost directly underneath .... (EW to Flora Weston, 
September 22, 1924, EWA) 
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"Pucstos arc the open-air stands selling popular crafts and folk arcs 
in Mexico City. 

'"Weston was captivated by the j11g11m•s, indigenous hand-made 
toys of Mexico, and began collecting them and photographing 
them in great numbers. In 1925 he wrote in his daybook, 

On the trastcro I have placed my new jugueccs-toys, a 
crimson spotted dog, a leopard, a couple of vicjitos, and 
pigs with bursting bellies. I never tire of the juguctes, 
they arc invariably spontaneous and genuine, done with
out striving, fancied in fun. One imagines the Indians 
laughing and joking as they model and paint. (Tlte Day
books ,if Edward ll'esro11, volume I, page 130. October 3, 1925) 

"Like the jugueces, bullfights captured Weston's imagination as a 
vivid aspect of his "savage pilgrimage" to Mexico. He spent many 
pages describing chem in his daybooks, and may have photo
graphed chem in a casual way. The Weston Archive contains two 
small prints of the activities in a bullring. In the archive is also a 
copy of "The Art of the Bullfight" by Waldo Frank. Weston has 
annotated and underlined passages in the text that help us under
stand what attracted him to the bullfight. Some of the underlined 
passages arc, 

In an art so profound and so dangerous, masterworks arc 
rare even as in ocher aesthetic field�. (p. 393) 

If for an inseam he breaks from the perfection of his 
pose to save his life, he loses his art. (p. 395) 

Weston's attitude to the bullfight was refined and stated most 
clearly towards the end of his stay in Mexico. 

There arc those \\"ho sec a bull fight ... and all they sec 
with their unseeing eyes and all they feel in their unfeeling 
stolidity ts a fight between a man and a bull with a few 
gored horses to groan over .... Perhaps they arc more 
humane, if less human, but they miss in life those fearful 

Edward Weston (?): 
Bullfight, Mexico City, ca. 1924 
EWA 



forbidden heights from which some see beauty masked 
and arrayed in alien guise. Refinement of aesthetic response 
or shocking sensuality; one may seek and find, each in his 
own fashion, in El Toreo. (The Day/,ooks of Edward Wesro,r, 

volume I, page 198-99, October 25, 1926) 

Modotti was less enthusiastic about the sport as Weston describes 
in one entry in his daybook, 

"I want to go with you," said Tina. I was surprised. Tina 
had not shown my interest and enthusiasm in los toros. I 
understood her though,-it was a gesture to please me 
rather than herself. (Tire Daybooks of Edward Westo11, vol
ume I, page 108, December 14, 1924) 

Modotti photographed a bullfight in Oaxaca in about I 926. (sec 
Constantine, front and back inside covers) 

NOTES TO LETTER 25.4 

'2We can only speculate about whom Modotti was referring to as 
"that sneaky crook." By July, Weston was back in Los Angeles, 
and it is possible that Flora Weston was receiving his mail. 

"We cannot be certain about what print Modotti may have sent to 
Weston. Her photographs from 1925 include: Head of Christ 

(Constantine, p. 103); Crrrcijix (Constantine, p. 102); Wine Classes 

(Constantine, p. 119); and El Mmrito. In addition to the small 
prints associated with Modotti's letters now in the Weston ar
chive, other small photographs she sent him are in the collection 
of the International Museum of Photography at George Eastman 
House. 

NOTES TO LETTER 26.1 

"Jean Carter was a friend of Weston who lived at 2759 Union 
Street, a block from his old studio. Consuelo Kanaga (1894-
1978) was a photographer currently working for the Sa11 Fra11risco 

Clrro11ic/e. She later worked for the Daily Worker and New Masses 

and exhibited with Weston as a member of the Group j/64. Dan 
may have been a reporter from the Chro11ide, and Collier Carter 
was Jean's son. 

"Mrs. Carleton Beals was the wife of the art critic and writer. 
Frances Toor was editor of Mexica11 Folkways magazine. Mercedes 
Modotti was Tina's sister. 

NOTES TO LETTER 26.2 

16An undated fragment of a letter Modotti wrote to Weston while 
she was still in California in late December 1925 or early 1926. It 
is difficult at this removed point in time and space to read the 
nuance in her tone of voice as she tells Weston she won't mind if 
Christel Gang visits him while she is in California. 

17 These photographs may have been the small platinum prints found 
in the Weston/ Modotti correspondence and reproduced here. 
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NOTES TO LETTER 26.3 

"Modotti may be referring to Tilly Pollak, who ran the Mission 
Tea House in Carmel, California. Pollak exhibited the work of 
artists including Johan Hagemeyer in her establishment. 

'''Eric Fisher, British teacher, was a good friend of Modotti and 
Weston. They occasionally went to parties together, and the day
book records one episode during Carnival week in I 926 when 
Fisher escorted Weston who was dressed as a woman. Weston 
remarks, "I became a shameless hussy!" (Daybook, volume I, p. 
I 51) Weston photographed Fisher with the kind of insight he 
reserved for the people he truly admired. Fisher, in return, appre
ciated Weston's energy. In a letter to Weston written in 1928, he 
said, "It is rather devastating to think too long on relativity. When 
I put you into the pot I find that your motor has almost cancelled 
my existence." (Eric Fisher to EW, November 7, 1928, EWA.) 

NOTES TO LETTER 26.4 

�'In July 1925, just before returning to Mexico, Weston had an ex
hibition of his photographs at the Japanese Shaku-do-Sha men's 
club on East First Street in Los Angeles. It was there that he met 
Christel Gang. 

"'Xavier Guerrero (1903-'), painter, political activist, who became 
Modotti's lover and later lived in Russia. 

22 Healdsburg, California, is a town approximately 70 miles north 
of San Francisco. This reference indicates that Modotti was still 
in San Francisco. 

NOTES TO LETTER 26.5 

2'Wcston and Brett had left on November 13 on the train for Juarez. 
In his daybook, Weston described the farewell at the train station. 

The leaving of Mexico will be remembered for the leaving 
of Tina. The barrier between us was for the moment bro
ken. Not till we were on the Pasco in a taxi rushing for the 
train did I allow myself to sec her eyes. 13ut when I did 
and saw what they had to say, I took her to me, -our lips 
met in an endless kiss, only stopped by a gendarme's whis
tle. . . Vamanos! last embraces all around-Tina with 
tear filled eyes. This rime, Mexico, it must be adios for
ever. And you, Tina' I feel it must be farewell forever 
too. (Tire Daybooks of Edu1ard Westo11, volume I, page 202, 
1926, last entry) 

241n an edition of Modem A111erica11 a11d Britislr Poetry, edited by 
Louis Untcrmeycr, which Weston and Modotti might have seen. 
Ezra Pound's Canto LXXXI is printed on page 172. It opens, 

What thou lovest well remains, 
the rest is dross 

What thou lov'st well shall not be rcft from thee 
What thou lov'st well is thy true heritage 
Whose world, or mine or theirs 

or is it of none? 
First came the seen, then thus the palpable 

Elysium, though it were in the halls of hell, 
What thou lovest well is thy true heritage. 



New Directions: 

California and Mexico, 1927-1928 

1927 

Modotti becomes member of the Communist Party; 
meets Vittorio Vidali at rally for Sacco and Van
zetti; works for El Machete; photographs fres
coes for Alexica,, Folkways magazine; romanti
cally involved with Xavier Guerrero 

Weston begins photographing shells and vegetables; 
Edward and Brett exhibit together at the Uni
versity of California at Berkeley; Weston meets 
Henrietta Shore; romantically involved with 
Christel Gang and Bertha Wardell; Cole Wes
ton falls out of a tree and breaks both wrists in 
August 

1928 

Modotti meets Julio Antonio Mella in June; works 
for El Machete 

Weston photographs rocks in the California desert 
and works on prominent San Franciscans proj
ect; opens portrait studio with Brett in San Fran
cisco in August; excerpts from the daybooks 
appear in Creative Art magazine in August 

What is love! Can it not last a lifetime? Will it 
ever for me? Do I only fool myself, thinking I 
am in love, and never really have been? And 
these girls, all friendly aftcr,-corresponding, 
meeting. Docs it indicate the affair was not so 
deep: otherwise might not the end come with 
an explosion, and a parting forever?' 
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Speculation. on the meaning and impermanence of 
love seems like a healthy exercise for a man in Wes

ton's situation in 1927 through 1928. Returning from 
Mexico, he was within a short time romantically in
volved with at least three and perhaps as many as six 
women. We cannot know what his attentions meant 
to these young women, but Weston needn't have wor
ried that a friendly parting indicated less intensity of 
feeling with Modotti, for the affection she felt for 
him was strong enough to transcend infidelity, long 
silences, and deep political disagreements. Far from 
ending communication between them when Weston 
left her to return to California, her letters seem to 
take on a new gentleness and concern. Her letters to 
him during this period do not tell us much about 
what she is doing. Instead, Modotti focused on Wes
ton's work, his career and his worries. 

The sequence of six letters Modotti wrote from 
June 25 to July 7, 1927, give us a vivid account of 
what it was like to see Weston's shell prints for the 
first time. Her thoughts are so clear and her voice so 
alive in these letters that it is easy to feel we are pres
ent at the first viewing of these radically new photo
graphs. The shock wave that accompanied seeing the 
shell photographs inspired Modotti's poetic juxtapo
sition of images in Letter 27.4. "They make me think 
of lillies and of embryos at the same time." 

As Modotti describes taking the photographs to 
lunch to show the Quintanillas, and then to Diego 
Rivera, we arc listening to someone for whom art is 
very serious. She had a memory for situational detail 
and nuance that enriches her prose sketch of Diego 
Rivera looking at the photographs for the first time. 
Rivera sharply exclaims, "Ah!" as Modotti holds up 



each print for him to see. Then, after a long silence, 
he asks if Weston is physically sick or perhaps more 
interested in the erotic than Rivera could have sur
mised from the portraits and photographs of toys he 
had seen up to that time. Then Rivera asked, "Why 
doesn't Weston go to Paris? Elie Faure would go wild 
over these things." (Letter 27.5) 

We do not know when Weston might have first 
heard about the French art historian Faure (1873-1937). 
Weston's eclectic tastes had exposed him to a wide 
spectrum of contemporary poetry, fiction, history, 
and criticism and he kept files of quotes from his 
reading, sometimes using these quotes in his letters, 
in his daybooks, and in his more polished writing. 
Among the scraps of paper and notebook pages in 
this file as it exists today in the Weston Archive are 
several quotes from the writing of Elie Faure. These 
arc in Weston's handwriting as it was after 1920 and 
before the mid-1930s. It is reasonable to think Weston 
would follow the suggestion of an artist he admired 
like Rivera to look at the writing of a critic he did not 
know. It is also very clear why Weston would write 
down some of Fame's lines. The sympathy in spirit 
between these two men is evident in passages like the 
following: 

Faure: 

The artist possesses all religions. Art has accom
panied, certainly, the greater part of the beliefs 
which pretend to create it. But it also precedes 
them. It survives them. 

A common moral law, a common plastic law, 
looks toward immobility and in consequence 
toward death. Art reproves imitation, because 
it dies of imitation. Morality preaches imitation, 
because it lives on imitation. 

That which would kill art, if art were perish
able, is the cult of 'Beauty. '

2 

Weston: 

T have registered the quintessential quality of 
the object in front of my lens, without subter
fuge or evasions, this holds for the technique 
and for the spirit, instead of offering an inter
pretation, a superficial or passing facet. 3 

Should we use 'abstract' in describing a pho
tograph? Better 'elemental form' or 'simplified 
form' ... If 'abstract form' was used to indi
cate form abstracted from nature, then I have 
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no quarrel. But no, its usage has come to mean, 
and I speak in connection with 'art,' something 
apart, something metaphysical, something done 
by the artist whose feet arc where his head should 
be, whose head is muddled in the mire. These 
nebulous persons believe themselves soaring, 
but like those who indulge in a clatter of cryptic 
words they really grope for the very spirituality 
which they lack.' 

It is possible that Modotti did not discuss her work 
with Weston in her letters precisely because it was 
moving away from the subject matter she had chosen 
under his tutelage and strongly toward subjects asso
ciated with her new lover and her new life style. In 
1927, Modotti became a member of the Mexican Com
munist Party and was briefly involved with the mur
alist and activist Xavier Guerrero. She was working 
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for the communist newspaper El Machete and for vari
ous other political groups as a translator and organiz
er. She was living alone during part of this period, 
and then living with the Cuban journalist and fellow 
party member, Julio Antonio Mella. 

In a letter to Weston that is now lost, Modotti 
described meeting the American novelist John Dos 
Passos. "He like all keen persons appreciates photog
raphy as it should be. We talked of Stieglitz. He spoke 
of his cloud pictures. Does not like them. Too vague 
he says and with such absurd titles." 5 Dos Passos came 
to Mexico in December 1926 to research articles for 
The Nerv Masses and for his own writing. He and 
Xavier Guerrero became good friends and together 
traveled to villages, Guerrero talking with the peasants 
while Dos Passos, in the background, sketched and 
took notes. Dos Passos's impression of Mexico is 
reminiscent of Weston's first feeling for the land and 
people. 

Everything is exciting and comical and full of 
drunkenness and fornication .... Mexico City 
is superb; sunshine and beer and cigarettes and 
flowers and Indians-marvelous looking people. 6 

Dos Passos's insight into the political destiny of 
the country was more acute than Weston's, however. 
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He saw mural painting as a means for explaining the 
revolutionary ideals to the people, and observed, 

It wasn't a case of ideas, of a lot of propaganda
fed people deciding that a little revolutionary art 
would be a good thing, it was a case of organic 
necessity. 7 

Several years later, Monna Sala wrote to Weston 
about Dos Passos, 

I have read lately a book that I have enjoyed a 
lot, ... 1919 of John Dos Passos, magnificent. 
John Dos Passos is a great admirer of your work, 
he is a dear friend and remind[s] us a lot of you 
in character, that same comprehension, human 
feeling of things, direct interpretation, articu
lated thought. 8 

Modotti also wrote to Weston about the work she 
had photographing murals for Frances Toor at Mexi

can Folkways magazine. She mentions in a jesting way 
an exhibition she enters and wins. "I accepted and got 
a pnze ... but don't get excited, it was just the fifth 



part of a first prize." (Letter 28.3) She was keeping 
the studio open, but she does not mention how much 
business was coming in, and she barely mentions the 
prints of her photographs she is sending him. We 
wish Modotti had written more about her work
what she was photographing, how she felt about it, 
how she was using the prints-because in the years 
1927-28, her work is shifting from what Manuel Al
varez Bravo called her "romantic" phase to her "rev
olutionary" phase." Instead of the Rowers and cere
bral architectural compositions of earlier years, she 
was photographing workers, political meetings, the 
poor, and emblematic compositions of the symbols 
of the revolution. It is by evaluating Modotti's pho
tographs of these years, that we will begin to decide 
how successful she was at uniting art and revolution 
in her work. 

NOTES 

'The Daybooks of Ed111ard Westo11, volume 2, p. 72 (September 10, 
1928) 

'The first Faure quote has been traced to his book The Da11ce over 
Fire a11d Water (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1926), p. 82. The 
other excerpts have not been located in the original published 
sources. All of them are found in Weston's quotation file in 
EWA/CCP. 

'Ed111ard Westo11 011 Photography (Salt Lake City: Gibbs M. Smith, 
1983), p. 47. 

'The Daybooks of Edward Westo11, volume 1, p. 150 (February 8 ,  
1926) 

'The Day/woks of Edward Westo11, volume 2, p. 5 (February 16, 
1927) 
''Townsend Ludington. Jo/111 D os Passos: A Twmtieth Ce11t11ry Od-

yssey (New York, I 980), pp. 250, 252. 
'Ibid., p. 251. 
'Manna Sala to EW, April 16, 1932, EWA. 
''Constantine, p. 97. 
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LETTER 27.1 

Handwritten, signed letter 

March 19, 1927 

I just purchased a copy ofNahui Olin's book'-[ shall 
pack it and next time I go to town mail it-Two 
pesos is the price-. 

Edward-too bad Frances [Toor] put my name on 
that photograph of piiiata in the last {Mexica11] Folk

ways-there is really nothing to it (I mean to the pho
tograph) and I hate to see my name under it! 

I asked 2 pesos for the glossy print of Diego [Ri
vera], with that I purchased the book-. 

March 22d 

Mailed the book yesterday-Mounted Jean's [Charlot I 
portraits but not delivered yet-but shall on my next 
trip to town-A letter from you yesterday-of March 
16th-Whenever the mozo [porter] of the building 

appears at my door with one of those long envelopes 
I feel a thrill run through me-To keep in contact 
with you means so much to me Edward-. 

Y ou spoke of some carvings by Krasnow� but did 
not include them. 

Henrietta Shore's' impressions of my photographs 
pleased me so much-I hope soon to see something 
of hers-If only reproductions-What age woman is 
she Edward? Why did we never hear her name be
fore? Why is she not included in "Part [?] of New 
York?" 

Lately l have been oh so busy with copies-Sun
day worked again at Segretaria-more fragments of 
new frescos.• Diego is so enthusiastic about my cop
ies that he would like me to even repeat the ones 
Lupercio' has done already-too big a job however, 
I said no-shall send you some copies by and by-. 

Next morning [March 23, 1927]:just reread your last 
Jetter-Your problem of deciding upon an adequate 
future home for your collection is indeed a problem 

-l cannot suggest anything-yes-one place-but 
it may sound foolish? I would like to sec your studio 
turned into a permanent gallery-would that be too 
impractical? For one thing I do not like museums or 
art galleries far away from the center of cities-That 
is why the L.A. Museum or the Fine Arts Palace in 



S. F. give me such anticlimaxes6-One has to almost 

make a day of a visit there-I would like museums to 
be right down town where one could drop in when
ever one has a few minutes and see perhaps only one 
picture or whatever one goes in to see-while as it 
is-one goes out to the museum let us say and is 
forced to not miss anything for God knows when 
one can take an other half a day for another visit-. 

Edward-do you ever see "The New Masses"?7 

In the March number there is an article-brief-by 
[John) Dos Passes about Mexican painters-also a 
very good reproduction of one of Diego's [Rivera] 
frescos. 

Also an interesting controversy between Ezra 
Pound and Hugo Gellert8-l dare say the latter got 
the best of it-. 

That is all for now-Rene9 has not answered yet. 
I shall make it a point to phone him today. 

Till soon dear and always my tenderness and de
votion to you 

Tina 

LETTER 27.2 

Handwritten, signed letter 

April the 1th [1927) 

Good morning Edward-These have been hectic days. 
The departure of Rafael and Monna 10 kept us all in 
such suspense and then my work here-Sunday I 
made copies of [Jose Clemente] Orozco's latest fres
cos for Anita [Brenner]-four-all good but Anita 
felt they could be taken from [a] better angle so as 
to give a better idea of the relation with architecture. 
It is not that she lacked confidence in my copies-I 
could see what she meant so I offered to do them 
over but with her there to tell me-However when 
she saw through the ground glass and compared the 
new picture with the one already done she had to 
admit they could not be improved on-we made one 
more with arches-. 

I have been busy printing sets of Diego's frescos
One set I sent you-one I gave Rafael-it pleased 
him so-one set I left with Aztec Land [Gallery]
Mrs. Lawton thinks she can sell copies and I want to 
leave one with Mr. [Fred] Davis also-. 
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I am so glad Pacheco's drawings arrived safely and 
that you liked them so much11-I cannot say whether 
he is pure indian-he seems so from his looks-next 
time I see him I shall ask-His name is pronounced 
as in english I mean the X-with the accent on the 
a = Maximo. He was born in a little indigenous vil
lage in the state of Hidalgo-His father was a peon
He says he always liked to draw, then came to Mexico 
after the mother died-he was then about thirteen 
years old-His first training was in the Academia de 
Bellas Artes-night class as he had to earn a living in 
day time-His first teacher was Fermin Revueltas 12 

whom at the time was painting in the Preparatoria
Revueltas soon noticed the exceptional talent of the 
young Pacheco so he asked him to be his assistant 
which P[acheco] enthusiastically accepted-He worked 
with Revueltas for about one year after which Diego 
[Rivera] asked him to work for him-with Diego he 
worked as assistant for about a year and a half and 
then left D. because he wanted to have more time to 
draw-so he got a job at a rubber factory and drew 
at night for months and months until his first exhibit 
in the Y.W.C.A.-He is about 22 years old-At pres
ent he is decorating a new school way out in the 
suburbs-Puig the minister of Ed. gave him the job 
-The medium is fresco of course which technique he 
knows well as a result of his training with Revueltas 
and above all with Diego. 

Next morning-Last night Frances [Toor] had a 
gathering of a few friends for Ernestine Evans and 
Ella [Wolfe] 13 who are leaving in a few days. Kon 
Khoje 14 was there also-Oh how fine he is! and last 
evening I somehow came closer to him than ever 
before! We spoke of you and he begged me to tell you 
he remembers you much-Felipe [Teixidor] also came 
-I have seen him every night since the Salas left
poor boy-he is all broken up. Not so much (as he 
himself said) because of their going as because of the 
way it all happened-He was comparing their arrival 
in Mexico when he set up house for them with so 
much enthusiasm-Even painted the wood work on 
Sundays-and then the day at the station he was just 
one of the many who went to say good bye-He is 
living at that boarding house where Gorlida and Eric 
[Fisher] lived-not far from here as you know-He 
is making a good salary now-is holding two jobs 
and yesterday he mentioned his debt to you and said 
soon-He has so many debts of course to pay up-. 

Saw [Fred] Davis yesterday-His regards to you 



-Well, I have delayed this letter long enough-so 
till soon dear-may you be well and all your dear 
ones also. 

Tenderly Tina 

[Marginalia] 
What an abominable pen! 

LETTER 27.3 

Handwritten, signed letter 

June 4 [1927] 

Oh Edward-how miserable I feel when so many 
days pass without sending you at least a few scrawls-. 

I just have undertaken too much lately and I never 
have a minute to myself-it would keep me suffi
ciently occupied just to print the frescos of Diego 
[Rivera]-! sell quite a lot of copies-but beside that 
I have promised the Cuetos'5 copies of their things
then more new frescos of LJose Clemente] Orozco 
for Anita [Brenner]-then some portraits-Lola Cue
to's-the german's-and again I had to do Frances 
fToor]-it was after all simpler to do her over than to 
have her get after me all the time-. 

So you see why I have not written-I could find a 
few minutes but I am always so nervous and lack the 
serenity of mind-At least my health is very good now"' 

-only because of that can I keep up with this present 
avalanche of work-There is so much I would like to 
write to you about-your last letter concerning Stieg
litz17 is here but it shall have to wait also-So this is 
just to inform you why I have been so sparing with 
letters-But I shall soon deliberately take a rest and 
turn to you with my pen-My heart is always with 
you dear even when my mind is not-You can under
stand that? 

Very tenderly, 
Tina 
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LETTER 27.4 

Handwritten, signed letter. Second section reproduced 
on page 4. 

June 25 [1927] 

My God Edward your last photographs 1
•
8 surely "took 

my breath away!" I feel speechless in front of them 
-What purity of vision they convey-When I first 
opened the package I couldn't look at them very long 
they stirred up all my innermost feelings so that I felt 
a physical pain from it-. 

Edward this is just to tell you I received them-. 

Today I have lunch with Felipe [Teixidor] and after 
showing them to him I shall write you again

Thankyou for the joy and stimulus these prints 
have given me-If I don't write again today it will 
surely be tomorrow-. 

Tina 

Uune 25, 1927] 
Same morning-A little later on-

I am just waiting for Felipe to come after me-your 
photographs arc here in front of me-Edward-noth
ing before in art has affected me like these photo
graphs-I just cannot look at them a long while with
out feeling exceedingly perturbed-they disturb me 
not only mentally but physically-There is something 
so pure and at the same time so perverse about them 
-They contain both the innocence of natural things 
and the morbidity of a sophisticated distorted mind
They make me think of lilies and of embryos at the 
same time-They are mystical and erotic-Felipe just 
phoned begging me to meet him at the "Pension"-so 
I shall hurry this in an envelope and mail it on my 
way-Till later in the day-. 

Same day-Evening 

Edward dear: 

I mailed you a brief note this morning-but now 
since having seen Felipe and shown him the photo
graphs here I am again-Pepe [Quintanilla] joined us 
during lunch and so when I began showing your pho
tographs he also was present-. 

Well Edward the impression was formidable for 



them also-I particularly was studying them since I 
was so strangely affected by the first sight of these 
your latest photographs-Well you know how keen 
Felipe is especially-though Pepe is also very sensi
tive and does not miss the subtleties of things-there
fore their comments and reactions were interesting to 
witness-On the whole their reactions were very sim
ilar to mine-Felipe was so carried away by the prints 
he made an impulsive promise to write to you about 
thcm'''-Wc three spent about two hours discussing 
the photographs and all kinds of problems stimulated 
by the photographs in front of us-The discussion 
was exceedingly interesting for me since it dealt pre
cisely with the approach of the artist in regards to 
life-Now then since the creations of an artist is the 
result of his state of mind and soul at the time of the 
creation these last photographs of yours very clearly 
demonstrate that you at present arc leaning toward 
mysticism-but since the life of the senses is there 
too your photographs are at the same time very sen
suous also and that is why in the note of chis morning 
I said that they are both mystical and erotic-I cannot 
even try to relate all that has been said by Felipe and 
Pepe and beside I really feel that Felipe will write you 
personally-. 

So far I have not even once mentioned the photo
graphic quality and the exquisite texture of the shells 
by you rendered-that of course has been duly com
mented by us-by me especially who looked at all 
chat with the photographic eye wide awake-. 

Next morning-June 26 [19271 

Last evening Rene [d'Harnoncourtl called-There is 
no question about his keenness of criticism and reac
tion to things-Strange Edward that without my say
ing a word of my reactions to the photographs he 
used the word erotic also-which reminds me of all 
the eroticism felt by different persons in some of my 
photographs like the calla lily-the roses and Tepo
tzotlan. Rene like me expressed the disturbance these 
prints caused him-To use his own words he said he 
felt "weak at the knees"-. 

I shall by all means show them to Diego [Rivera] 
in some way or other-I am supposed to go to the 
Seg. [ retaria] this coming week to copy his last fresco 
and shall take them along hoping to find him there. 

Lupe [Rivera] has had an other girl-Frances [Toor] 
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says this second one is a big child and very healthy-. 
By the way F[rances] begged me to ask you to 

send her some photos ofjuguetes for future numbers 
of [Mexican/ Folkways. 

I shall see Ledesma1
" about these new prints and 

see if he wants some-. 
This is all for the present dear-I hope you take it 

for granted that in spite of using the words disturb
ing-erotic etc.-1 am crazy about your latest crea
tions-they have been an inspiration and a joy and I 
thank you for them-. 

Strange that yesterday afternoon-in a shop on F. 
y Madero2

' l saw a window case full of shells some 
like the ones by you photographed. V cry likely I 
would not have noticed them before-. 

Tenderly 
T ina 



LETTER 27.5 

Handwritten, signed letter 

July 4th (19271 Evening 

Dear Eduardito: 

At last D[iego Rivera] saw your photographs! Do 
you remember his typical exclamation "Ah!" when
ever a new photograph was laid before him? The same 
this time as I slowly held up one print after the other 
-after the first breadth taking impression was over 
however, and after a long silent scrutiny at each print 
he abruptly asked me: "Is Weston sick at present?" 
Now Edward I am scrupulously repeating his words 
because I know you no doubt are highly interested 
in his reactions toward these photographs-I don't 
know just how this question of D. impresses you
as for me I interpreted it as expressing exactly the 
same physical uneasiness experienced by me-Then 
he went on: "These photographs are biological-be
side the aesthetic emotion they disturb me physically 
-sec, my forehead is sweating-" then: "Is Weston 
very scnsuaP" then: "Why doesn't Weston go to Paris? 
Elie Faure22 would go wild over these things"-and 
so on. 

Now Edward-I have scrupulously repeated to 
you the comments of the few persons to whom I 
have showed these prints-you can sec how begin
ing with me everyone has reacted in the same way 
toward them-And I ask to you: How do they affect 
people i11 the States? I cannot believe that such reac
tions were felt only here in Mexico. There is one 
more i111porta11l person whose opinion I know you 

anxiously await. LJean] Charlot-he is due in a day or 
two-in the meantime I send this on-. 

I received an almost unreadable letter from Elena2
' 

-I gathered from it that she wants me to send Elisa 
future letters she will send-Tell her that I never see 

E[lisa] any more but that if she has any message for her 
sister to send it on and I will comply with the "encargo" 
and as she wishes Pedro [Ortiz] will know nothing-

Tomorrow I shall mail you three photographs

The Calla Lily not reprinted yet-but r shall not 
forget-. 

Some people-friends of Ella !Wolfe] here from 
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N.Y. They wanted to visit the school in "colonia de 
la Bolsa"24-since I also was anxious to know it I 
offered to take them-Edward when we left the place 
we all had tears in our eyes-What that Sr. Oropeza 
(the founder and director) has accomplished is some

thing I will not attempt here to relate-And when we 
complimented him on his achievement he answered: 
"I could have done nothing without the children!" 
They have departments of Carpentering-Baking

Scwing-Printing-Photography-Farming-Shoc 
making etc. Everything on the smallest scale it is cer
tain-but serious-each department has an expert per

son as a teacher-I mean: a regular professional baker 
-shoe maker etc. Everything is run on the basis of 

syndicates-every department has its delegate-they 
hold weekly meetings and discuss the problems aris

ing during the week and the way to improve every
thing-they have a department of justice also elected 
by the boys and formed by boys-One case is this: 
a boy was found stealing a considerable amount of 

money from the general funds-How do you sup
pose they punished the boy?: By making him their 
treasurer-. 

Beside the manual labor they all have certain hours 
for general instruction-and some for gymnasium
games etc. I could write on and on about this but I 
would after all not be able to say all-Sr. Oropeza is 
writing a book on the founding and developing of 
this school-John Dewey (one of his greatest admir
ers) promi ed to finance the publication-. 

I am indeed sorry that we never visited the school 
while you were here, as we had so often planned-. 

Dear one-this is all for to night-. 
Tenderly as always 

Tina 

Something else D. said: "Weston should write-He 
would be a good writer-" (all these things were said 
as he carefully looked at your photographs again and 
again.) 



LETTER 27.6 

Handwritten , signed letter 

July 7th [1927] 

Good morning-My last letters to you have been 
so full of your photographs that I forgot to mention 
the delightfully quaint business announcement of the 
"good old days." 

Last evening LJose Clemente] Orozco was here
It had not occurred to me to show him your shell 
photographs-but we were talking about some of 
his latest frescos and he explained to me all the draw
ings a certain leg (in one of the frescos) represented
he was saying that he makes twenty thirty quick one 
minute drawings instead of one carefully finished
so I offered to show him all the GraAex nudes you 
have been sending-They interested him intensely
he said-"they are just like carbon drawings, yet, if 
an academic painter had made them they would be 
bad-as photographs they are not only good but 
strong and bold-they convince." Then I got out the 
shell prints-Well, in few words he liked them better 
than all your other collection put together-of one 
he said: "This suggests much more 'The Hand of 
God' than the hand Rodin made"-it is the one ar
rangement that has made everybody, including my
self, think of the sexual act-it is hard to describe 
it-you have two very similar-only in one arrange
ment the standing up shell is front view and in the 
second it is the back view-I mean the back view-is 
that clear? 

Edward-I have after all not sent the photographs 
I promised-I decided to wait a few more days and 
include the Calla Lily. 

Your letter of July 1th came yesterday-more Gra
Aex studies of Bertha [Wardell]25-beautiful-the one 
of legs crossed below the knee is exquisite-and the 
one sitting with legs crossed also one of my favor
ite[ s ]-and her head! 

l am afraid Lola Cueto sent Manna [Sala] one of 
the heads I made of her and I feel like apologizing for 
it in case you see it-This is what happened: I made 
half a dozen for her-then, two nights before their 
departure I went to say good bye to them-I did not 
know what to take them and I had some spoiled 
prints of her and I decided to give her those which 
she could use for newspapers and magazines since she 
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plans to exhibit abroad-instead when I handed them 
to her she said: Oh how fine-now l can send one to 
Monna, of the others l have only one left for myself 
and l do want to send one to Monna-1 felt terrible 
about this, since the spoiled prints are really very 
bad, yet I could not emphasize that point too much so 
as not to make her feel that I was giving her something 
really worthless-! tell you all this in self defense-. 

So Elisa in Los Angeles! I hope she does not be
come a burden to you!2

" 

Next mor. When Anita [Brenner] asked me for 
the print Goitia27 wanted it never occurred to me that 
you had left it with me-but yesterday looking for 
something else, I came across it-. 

Forgive the bother-. 
This is all for now dear-. 
Hasta lueguito28

-. 

LETTER 28.1 

[page missing, ca. January 8, 192829
] 

Tina 

... you and the boys-all children subjects-I am 
crazy about his latest things-such force that boy has! 
and his technique has improved greatly, naturally. (I 
refer only to the fresco technique.)3'' 

Going back to photography Edward-You don't 



know how often the thought comes to me of all I 
owe to you for having been the 011e i111porta11t being, at 
a certain time of my life, when I did not know which 
way to turn, the one and only vital guidance and 
influence that initiated me in this work that is not 
only a means of livehood but a work that I have come 
to love with real passion and that offers such possi
bilities of expression (even though lately l am not 
making full use of these possibilities). 

Really Edward dear-my heart goes out to you 
with such a deep feeling of gratitude and even though 
I do not mention this to you often I would like you 
to know how genuine and deep my appreciation is 
and will always be! And I am sure you believe me! l 
find myself again and again speaking with friends 
about this precious work which you have made pos
sible for me-I would so love to see you even a little 
while and tell you all the things my heart feels toward 
you-But the day may come-It will never be too 
late-Very tenderly dear please let me know how you 
are! 

Tina 

LETTER 28.2 

Handwritten, signed Jetter 

June 6 lca. 1928]1 ' 

Dear Master Weston-as Dr. Witte'2 rightly called 
you-your last letter came yesterday morning and 
caused the whole day to be a pleasant one-Before 
going farther let me answer your questions: Not the 
go11er11111e11t, nor the catltolics ended mass, but the priests 

-they went on a strike so to say-about using my 
name or not, really Edward I cannot decide']- Please 
just use whatever you prefer-know however that I 
have no objection to your using the real name-so 
what shall it be? I surely hope the Boni proposition 
realizes!'" I am so glad you like the Wittes-1 think 
they are real people! 

Edward-I have not much patience with people 
like Edith and Abad .15-Personally they are charming 
of course but they are always living in a chimera 
world-too weak to struggle with the present, with 
the immediate, they set all their hopes on the future, 
on what is "around the corner"-Now they have gone 
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to Spain, he at least, he went with no more prepara
tion or surety of what he can do or attain there than 
when they came to Mexico-less perhaps-and nat
urally disappointment is theirs-they left with much 
bitterness toward Mexico. How absurd to blame it 
on the country! As you know by now I, at first 
helped them in what I could, my help did not confine 
to the loan-but when I began to realize how they 
were I felt that all the assistance one can bestow on 
them is not really helping them but helping their 
weaknesses. 

Mamacita is going to live in Pasadena with Mer
cedes [Modotti)-1 understand they will have a house 
with yard for mother to raise chickens-so you must 
not fail to call on them some time! 

My best to the good looking guy31'-And to you 
Eduardito my devotion always 

Tina 



LETTER 28.3 

Typed, signed letter 

Mexico, Sept. 18 1928 

Dear Edward: 
Has Jean !Charlot] written you? I read him your 

last letter in which you mention having sent him a 
long letter to Yucatan;37 it never reached him, he felt 
very bad about the loss, and promised to write you. 

Did you receive the magazine I sent you care of the 
Glendale address?·'8 I have lost your S[ an] F[ rancisco] 
address and took a chance on sending it there, and 
now I take another chance in sending you this letter, 
also there. I hope it reaches you. 

"Creative Art" has not come yet and I am impa
tiently looking forward to it.39 

Edward, had I told you that an exhibit of Photog
raphy took place here? Gee, I wish you had seen it; it 
surely was a mess! I also exhibited; I first had refused, 
but nice people like Garduno insisted so and I couJd 
see that they interpreted my refusal to snobbery, so I 
accepted and got a prize thereby. But don't get ex
cited, it was just the fifth part of a first prize, since 
they had five first prizes; a delicious way of pleasing 
several at one time, and of not showing partialities, 
don't you think so? We did not get the prizes yet, but 
I understand they consist of a medal (being executed 
in Paris) and of a diploma-Are you not proud of 
your disciple? I wish you could have read some of the 
newspaper comments on the various prints. Of one: a 
head of an old man with a long beard, a terrible thing, 
the sort of thing Jane Reece•" might have done and 
called "Son of Man" for instance, a would-be art critic 
said, "The technique with which the beard is ren
dered makes one feel the brush strokes of Cezanne." 
Enough said, don't you think Edward? 

Your question about Diego [Rivera]: No I have 
not heard that his things were to be destroyed, al
though there is a large number of people who would 
gladly destroy them if they could. Of course I do not 
like his late things at all, and I tell him so, but he 
insists that even seen only as "painting" they are the 
best things he has done. As time goes by, I find my
self liking LJose Clemente] Orozco's more and more, 
I feel the genius. His things overflow with an inner 
potentiality which one never feels in Diego's things. 
Diego comments too much, lately he paints details 
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with an irritating prec1s1on, he leaves nothing for 
one's imagination. With Orozco's things, you feel 
that you can begin where he leaves off and that is 
very satisfying. With Orozco one also feels that he 
never says all he feels and knows, he is too impatient 
for that, he just suggests, and goes on, at first I at
tributed that to faulty craftmanship, but now I think 
differently. 

Well, good night dear Edward, I also think of you 
often and I am always conscious of the fineness of 
your being and of your life. Remember me to the 
boys, please 

Devotedly Tina 

NOTES TO LETTER 27.1 

'Weston scholar Amy Conger has examined three books by Nahui 
Olfn and docs not believe any of the reproductions in them are 
Weston photographs. What book Modotti refers to, is thus a 
mystery. 

'Peter Krasnow (1886-1978). Los Angeles artist. Weston knew 
him and his wife, Rose, before he went to Mexico, and they 
stayed in touch with each other to the end of Weston's life. Kras
now painted a portrait of Weston in 1925, and Weston photo
graphed the Krasnows in his studio and by their home in Los 
Angeles. In 1954, Weston furnished photographs of Krasnow's 
sculpture for a catalogue to accompany an exhibition at the Pasa
dena Art Museum. 

'Henrietta horc. painter. Weston describes in his daybook meet
ing her in February 1927. She began painting a portrait of him 
and reading and commenting on Weston's daybooks. In the day
book entries for this period, Weston uses his meetings with Shore 
to record his emerging philosophy of pre-visualization. Shore 
used shells, rocks, and plane forms in her painting and occasion
ally loaned some of her models to Weston. He wrote, 

I was awakened to shells by the painting of Henry. I never 
saw a Chambered Nautilus before. If I had. my response 
would have been immediate! If I merely copy Henry's 
expression, my work will not live. If I am stimulated and 
work with real ecstasy it will live. Henry's influence, or 
stimulation, I sec not just in shell subject matter, it is in all 
my late work,-in the bananas and the nudes. I feel it not 
as an extraneous g.irnish but as a freshened tide swelling 
from within my self. (The Day/,ooks of Ed111ard lf/esro11, 

volume 2, p. 21, May 1927). 

Shore visited Mexico during the last half of 1927 and met Modotti 
several times. 

'Modotti was photographing the frescoes of Rivera, Guerrero, 
and Orozco for ,\lcxic1111 Folk111ays magazine. (sec Constantine, 
pp. 98-101) 

'Lupercio, Mexican photographer, whose work was included in 
Bertram Wolfe's Portrait of Mexico (New York, 1937) along with 
photographs by Modotti and Manuel Alvarez Bravo. 



''In 1927, neither the Palace of Fine Arts in San Francisco or rhe 
Los Angeles County Museum were located in the heart of the 
downtown areas. Since then, both cities have grown by many
fold to engulf the museums and extend far beyond them, giving 
Modotti's remarks the ring of nostalgia. 

'The New Masses began publication in May 1926 as the latest of a 
number of "little magazines" of radical opinion. Its contribu
tors included Lewis Mumford, Katherine Anne Porter, Theodore 
Dreiser, Ernest Hemingway, Taylor Caldwell, and John Dos Pas
sos. One of the founding editors was Carleton Beals, close friend 
of Modotti and Weston. 

"Hugo Gellert (1892-?), was a Hungarian-born artist who worked 
in New York City as a muralist and lithographer. 

''Rene d'Harnoncourt (1901-1968), worked with Fred Davis of 
the Sonora News Company. He later became the director of the 
Museum of Modern Art in New York City after Alfred Barr, Jr. 
Weston describes meeting d'Harnoncourt in 1926 when he and 
Modotti were traveling for Anita Brenner's Idols behind Altars 
project. They were shopping for juguetes at the local market in 
Patzcuaro. 

When Rene joined our little party we were a bit distressed. 
Conspicuous enough as new arrivals arc in a small city, we 
were now destined to be heralded far and wide like a cir
cus come to town. For Rene was just six foot seven, wore 
checkered knickers and white spats. The small-statured 
Indians looked up, stretching their necks as though Rene 
might be a New York skyscraper,-first amazed, then con
vulsed. But Rene was so charming a companion that we 
forgave him this undesired publicity. (The Day/woks of Ed
ward Weston, volume 1, p. 172,July 1926). 

Just before leaving Mexico to return to California, Weston showed 
d'Harnoncourt his photographs. 

He burst into superlatives, excited gesticulations. "The 
modern painters arc all off. They have chosen the wrong 
medium to express their ideas-but they would not dare 
admit so if they saw these photographs. This print (Three 
Ollas of Oaxaca) is the beginning of a new art.' (The Day
books of Ed111ard Westo11, volume 1, p. 188, August 29, 1926). 

NOTES TO LETTER 27.2 

'"Rafael Sala was seeking treatment for cancer in the United States. 
Although he underwent surgery, he did not improve. He died in 

June 1927. 
"Weston records this birthday present in his daybook. 

On my birthday there came,-scnt by Tina,-seven draw
ings by Pacheco, on commission. 1 decided at once to 
make myself a birthday present: seldom now do 1 desire 
to possess drawings or paintings,-but this one,-a deep 
sea fantasy l gucss,-1 want to live with it. It is, of course 
more than a fanrasy,-a spiritually moving conception. 
The boy couches the same chord in me that Henrietta 
Shore docs. He has that which is beyond emotion or in
tellect. (The Daybooks of Ed111a!'d Westo11, volume 2, p. 11, 
March 26, 1927). 
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"Fermin Rcvueltas (1903-1935). painter, and cdicor of lrrndiador 
magazine. 

"Ernestine Evans was the editor of The F,·escoes of Diego Ri1 1era 
(New York, 1929) which was illustrated with phocographs by 
Tina Modotti. Later she became an editor at J. B. Lippincott 
publishing company in New York. Evans was in Berlin in I 930 
and saw Modotti there. 

Ella Wolfe was the wife of Bertram D. Wolfe, the co-founder 
of the Communist Party in Mexico. The Wolfcs were later ex
pelled from Mexico for their political activities. Weston made 
several portraits of Ella. 

14Wcston mentions "Khan Khoje" as being at a spaghetti dinner 
Modocti prepared in 1924 and describes him as a "Hindu." He 
commented, "How very much 1 like him." (Tl1e Dnybooks 4 
Edward Westo11, volume 1, p. 84, July 19, 1924). 

NOTES TO LETTER 27.3 

"German Cucco and his sister Lola were both artists and friends of 
Modotti and Weston in Mexico. Weston describes visiting their 
house in 1924. 

Last night co visit Senor y Se1iora Cucto,-chocolatc as 
usual. On the walls were many paintings- ... Brilliantly 
executed rugs, painted gourds, experiments in other crafts, 
all very Mexican, very personal. One carpet of an intense 
green and red vibrated so violently as to actually dizzy 
me. I could hardly look at it. Their collection of Aztec 
antiquities, small bur fine, increased my ever growing re
spect for the civilization destroyed by the Spaniards. (T/ie 
Day books of Ed11,ard Westo11, volume I, p. 43, January I 8, 
1924). 

'''This is an indication of how closely Modotti and Weston were 
keeping in touch with each other. Weston writes in his daybook 
at about this time, "I have not heard from Tina for over a week, 
which worries me, for last letter she was in bed with severe 
grippe." (The Daybooks of Edward Westo11, volume 2, p. 20, May 7, 
1927). 

"In May 1927, Consuela Kanaga took six or eight photographs by 
Weston with her on a trip to New York. Weston records in his 
daybook that Kanaga had written him about showing the photo
graphs to Alfred Stieglitz. 

She writes: 'Stieglitz seemed disappointed. 1 -k thought 
your technique was very fine but felt the prints lacked life, 
fire, were more or less dead things not a part of today.' (1) 
If 1 had sent my toilet, for instance, how then would he 
have reacted> And must I do nothing but toilets and smoke
stacks co please a Stieglitz! Is his concern !only! with 
subject matter? Arc not shells, bodies, clouds as much of 
today as machines> Docs it make any difference what s11b
jcct 111a((er is used to express a feeling toward life! And 
what about Stieglitz' famed clouds> Arc they any more 
today than my subject matter> He contradicts himself1 . .. 
I recall the dream I had two years ago in Mexico-that 
Alfred Stieglitz was dead. If dreams arc symbolic-this 
was an important dream to mc-(The Daybooks of EdJ11ard 
Westo11, volume 2, p. 24, May 20. 1927). 



Judging from Modotti's remark, Weston may have written the 
same account to her. We have no firsthand evidence of what 
Stieglitz's comments to Kanaga actually were. However, a year 
later, when Weston's latest work and pages from his daybooks 
were published in Creati11e Art magazine, Stieglitz wrote to Paul 
Strand, 

Yes, I saw Creative Art ... the Weston reproductions and 
his literature-the former nothing very wonderful (even 
allowing for reproduction) considering the sources he de
rived from. . . 13ut he is not stupid and empty. If he'd 
only forget trying to be an artist, maybe he'd come closer 
to being one. (Alfred Stieglitz to Paul Strand, September 
2, 1928, Alfred Stieglitz Archive, Beinecke Library, Yale 
University) 

NOTES TO LETTER 27.4 

'"Weston had been photographing shells since May when he saw 
a painting by Henrietta Shore of a chambered nautilus. By June 
he was showing them to friends, and one that he had exhibited 
in San Diego had been purchased. 

'"No letters from Felipe Tcixidor exist today in the Edward Wes
ton Archive. 

�'Modotti may be referring to Enrique Fernandez Ledesma, director 
of the National Library of Mexico, or Gabriel Fernandez Ledesma, 
editor of For111<1 magazine. 

11 Avenue Francisco y Madero, one of the main thoroughfares in 
Mexico City, leading to the cathedral and Plaza de la Constitucion. 

NOTES TO LETTER 27.5 

"Elie Faure (187 3-1937), French art critic. 
''Elena and Elisa Ortiz were the two servants employed by Weston 

and Modotti in Mexico. They both emigrated to California to 
work for Weston. 

24Colonia de la Bo Isa is one of the working-class districts of Mexico 
City. 

NOTES TO LETTER 27.6 

""Bertha" is in Weston's handwriting. "Ruth," written by Modotci, 
has been crossed out. Bertha Wardell, a Los Angeles dancer, 
began posing for Weston in early March 1927. He made a series 
of photographs of her muscular body in rest and in dance poses 
over the next year. 

'"Ironically, Weston was sexually involved with his servant at this 
time. In his daybook he wrote, 

Now, I am most completely satisfied-physically, by K. 
[KathlccnJ or E. [Elena or ElisaJ. To be sure K. has a good 
mind for a young girl, but E. has nothing for me but an 
exciting body! A strange twist of life has found one of my 
loves working for another: E. is now B. [Bertha Wardell J's 
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maid,-and neither know! (The Daybooks of Edward Weston, 

volume 2, pp. 25-26, May 31, 1927). 
"Francisco Goitia (1882-1960), Mexican artist, who showed Wes

ton the casa de 11eci11dad where he made his series of photographs 
of the enclosed courtyard with laundry drying. Weston recorded 
this occasion in his daybook, 

We met Goitia, a Mexican painter, in the patio of this place 
the .night before ... We found him sketching the patio, 
though he could not possibly have seen it through the wall 
of washing hung from a cobweb of ropes .... A great 
opportunity co do something for mysclf,-chis maze of 
ropes and festooned washing, the zigzag of the cement 
community wash tubs. (The Daybooks of Edward Wes/011, 

volume I, p. 197-98, October 22, 1926) 

'"Translation: "Sec you a little lacer." 

NOTES TO LETTER 28.1 

"'First page of this letter is missing, but part of it is quoted by 
Weston in his daybook entry for January 8, 1928. 

"Modotti may be referring to Maximo Pacheco, who had been 
painting frescoes in several of the primary schools in Mexico 
City. 

NOTES TO LETTER 28.2 

"The date of chis letter can be tentatively assigned based on inter
nal evidence. It is known chat Weston's friends Edith and Abad 
went co Mexico in December 1927, and since Modotti mentions 
that they have left Mexico, she must be writing after that date. 
Albert Boni was interested in publishing a book on Mexico with 
Weston's photographs and daybook entries in lace May of 1928. 
This would confirm that the letter had been written in June 1928. 

"Dr. and Mrs. Witte were a German couple who knew Modotti 
and Weston in Mexico City. Modotti lacer visited them in Berlin. 

''This may be a reference co titling Weston's photographs of 
Modotti chat he was hanging in the exhibition in the Berkeley 
Art Museum. 

"See Tl,e Daybooks of Edward Wesro11, volume 2, p. 59. 
';Friends from Los Angeles. 
"'Modotti is probably referring co seventeen-year-old Brett Weston. 

NOTES TO LETTER 28.3 

"Jean Charlot was working on the Carnegie Institution study of 
the ruins in Chichcn ltza in the Yucatan. 

'"Modotti may be referring co the issue of Forma: Revista de Arres 

Plasricas I, no. 4 (1927), which contained her photographs. 
wwescon published several pages from his daybooks in the August 

1928 issue of Albert Boni's magazine Crearive Art. 

"''Jane Reece (1868�-1961), pictorial photographer from Dayton, 
Ohio. 



Separate Destinies: 

Carmel and Moscow
) 

1929-1931 

1929 

Modotti's lover, Julio Antonio Mella, is shot and 
killed in January; she exhibits at the Universi
dad Nacional Autonoma in November; pub
lishes her thoughts on photography in "Sobre 
La Fotografia" in Mexican Folk11Jays 4 (1929). 

Weston meets Sonya Noskowiak in April; he exhibits 
at Film und Foto in Stuttgart; opens a studio in 
Carmel in January. 

Idols behind Altars is published with the photographs 
made by Weston and Modotti. 

1930 

Modotti is imprisoned ,  then deported from Mexico 
in February; she arrives in Berlin in April; moves 
to Moscow in October. 

Weston's first grandchild is born in March; he exhibits 
at the Alma Reed Delphic Studios Gallery, New 
York City, in October; is living with Sonya 
Noskowiak in Carmel, California. 

1931 

Modotti begins working with the International Red 
Aid in Moscow; ceases to make photographs; 
lives with Vittorio Vidali. 

Weston exhibits at the Galerie Jean Naert in Paris, 
Denny Watrous Gallery in Carmel, the San 
Diego Fine Arts Gallery, Brooklyn Botanic Gar
den, and Delphic Studios in New York. 

1932 

Modotti is visited by Lotte Jacobi in Moscow. 
Weston exhibits with Group f/64 photographers in 

San Francisco. 
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1934 

Modotti leaves Moscow; moves to Paris. 
Weston moves to Santa Monica with Brett; initiates 

the Edward Weston Print of the Month Club. 

1935 

Modotti goes to Spain for the duration of the Spanish 
Civil War; meets Robert Capa. 

1937 

Weston receives first Guggenheim Fellowship awarded 
to a photographer; begins traveling in the west
ern United States with Charis Wilson. 

1938 

Weston receives extension of Guggenheim fellowship; 
moves to Wildcat Hill in Carmel , California. 

1939 

Modotti returns to Mexico with V ittorio Vidali; works 
as a translator; may have begun photographing 
agam. 

Weston marries Charis Wilson. 

1940 

Weston publishes Cal!fomia and the West. 

1941 

Weston travels across the United States making pho
tographs for a Limited Editions Club version 
of Leaves of Crass by Walt Whitman; photo
graphs cats. 

1942 

Modotti dies in Mexico City on January 6. 



Photographer unknown: 
Tina Modotti and unidentified 

woman on steps of train to 
Tacubaya, ca. 1928 
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TIIC DECISIO EDWARD WESTON AND TINA MODOTTI 

made in 1926 to live apart seems in retrospect insig
nificant in comparison to the distance fate put between 
them in 1929. The fact that Modotti was living in 
Mexico and Weston in California had not altered their 
shared concerns for friends, work, and each other. 
Weston still expressed worry over the Au that Modotti 
had caught, and Modotti still teased him about his 
good-looking sons. But after 1929, it was as if these 
two lives were on speeding trains going in opposite 
directions. 

In mid-January 1929, Weston moved to Carmel 
to open a studio. The change from Glendale, already 
part of the urban sprawl ofLos Angeles, was a relief. 
He began photographing the cypress trees, rocks, 
and kelp of Point Lobos while continuing his com
mercial portrait business and participating in the cul
tural life of the Carmel area. There was an atmo
sphere of tolerance for eccentricity and support for 
creativity. There was money around and taste and the 
time to display both at many social events. Weston 
began a new relationship with Sonya Noskowiak 
who was herself a photographer and who had worked 
for Johan Hagemeyer. 
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For Modotti, 1929 started out well . She was in love 
with the young Cuban revolutionary Julio Antonio 
Mella whom she had met the year before at a demon
stration protesting the execution of Sacco and Vanzetti. 
They had been living together for about five months, 
Mella wprking as a journalist and Modotti as a trans
lator for El Machete and as photographer for Mexica11 
Folk111ays. Their life was disrupted unexpectedly on 
January 10th when Mella was shot and killed while 
he and Modotti walked home late at night. Evidence 
pointed to an assassin who was an agent of the right 
wing government of Cuba, but Modotti's apartment 
was searched by the police, her letters and phoro
graphs confiscated, and a campaign begun in the news
papers to implicate her in Mella's murder. After weeks 
of police questioning and vilification in the press, the 
case against Modotti was dropped. Her letter to 
Weston during this period, if there were any, are lost, 
but he mentions the news in his daybook. 

Startling news has come from Mexico. Tina is 
featured in the headlines of every paper, even in 
California papers, as the only witness to the 
assassination of a young Cuban communi t, 
Mella. Indeed, she was more than witness, the 
boy's beloved it eems, and walking with him 
when he was shot. The murder may cause a 
break between the Cuban and Mexican govern
ments. My name was brought in, but only as 
having gone to Mexico with Tina. Poor girl, 
her life is a stormy one.' 

And later, "A letter from Tina disclosing her strength 
through a terrible ordeal: she has maintained and 
proved her innocence. " 2 Modotti described her situ
ation in Letter 29. I and adds, "I cannot afford the 
luxury of even my sorrows today." 

Modotti's affair with Mella though brief, came at 
an important junction in her life. We sense his im
portance to her in the photographs she made of him 
as a monumental, romantic profile against the sky, 
and as a rather idealized corpse with peaceful, slightly 
smiling lips.' She also photographed the object that 
must have most clearly held his aura for her, his type
writer. In one of the reproductions of this print, the 
paper in the carriage can be read to say, " ... inspira-
tion ... artistic ... in a synthesis ... exists among 
the ... " 

In December, Modotti's photographs were exhib
ited at the Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mex
ico. The reviews praised her work for its synthesis of 
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ideological and aesthetic images . In conjunction with 
the exhibition, David Alfaro Siqueiros gave a lecture 
called "The First Revolutionary Photographic Exhi
bition in Mexico." Modotti sent an announcement of 
the lecture to Weston and wrote on the back, 

I wish you had heard S's conference! It was 
great. Such profound knowledge of the history 
of art through the ages and such a vital and 
significant viewpoint. We were surely smart in 
getting over the programme. But after the Gov., 
the University, and all the politicos mexicanos 
pride themselves of their 'revolucionarismo' they 
couldn't very well refuse. 4 

At about the time of her exhibition, Modotti wrote 
the only published expression of her thoughts on pho
tography. In her article, "Sabre la Fotografia," which 
appeared in Mexican Folkivays (number 4, 1929), we 
find an advocacy of socially responsive photography 
fused with the unflinching eye that was her legacy 
from Weston: 

I consider myself a photographer, nothing more . 
. . . l try to produce not art but honest photo
graphs, without distortions or manipulations . 
. . . Photography ... takes its place as the most 
satisfactory medium for registering objective life 
... and from this comes its documental value. If 
to this is added sensibility and understanding 
and, above all, a clear orientation as to the place 
it should have in the field of historical devel
opment, I believe that the result is something 
worthy of a place in social production, to which 
we should all contribute.; 

Creative Art magazine published an essay on Mo
dotti's work by Carleton Beals in 1929 (number 4, 
February 1929) in which Modotti elaborated on her 
rejection of the platinum print and all that it stood for. 

Today ... she declares that her ideal is a per
fect snapshot. The moving quality of life rather 
than still studies absorbs her. Looked at from 
this angle, camera-work, she feels, expresses 
the life of today better than painting or any 
other medium .... She no longer contents her
self with perfect platinum prints for wealthy 
collectors but has become desirous of a wider 
audience. Anything now becomes subject mat
ter for, seized upon instinctively by some law 



of artistic form which corresponds to her own 
inner piritual architectonics.'' 

On February 5, 1930, the newly inaugurated Pres
ident of Mexico, Pascual Ortiz Rubio, narrowly es
caped an attempt on his life. The man who had fired 
the gun was arrested, but this did not satisfy the gov
ernment. The government began rounding up its op
ponents, and among these was Tina Modotti. After 
being jailed for two weeks, she was deported to 
Germany. 

While Modotti was heading across the ocean to
wards political exile, Weston was focusing more and 
more closely on a personal world of trees and rocks 
in Carmel. He felt the changes that were pulling him 
away from Modotti and wrote about them in a rather 
startled voice in his daybook. 

Tina, according to newspaper reports has been 
deported from Mexico, because of her commu
nistic activities,-'an undesirable citizen!' She 
expected this move, and so wrote me, long ago 
sending me her books to care for. Dear, lovely 
Tina! You seem so much more remote in Ger
many-so the paper stated her destination-for 
now I cannot picture your surroundings. 7 

Modotti finally set foot in the gray streets of Berlin 
a month and a half later. The worldwide reverbera
tions of the stock market crash of 1929 and the irresis
tible rise of the repressive and distorted government 
of the Nazis must have created an environment of 
mordant contrast to life in Mexico. The somber tone 
of Modotti 's letters recall the opening lines of "A 
Berlin Diary" by Christopher Isherwood, who lived 
in Berlin from 1929 to 1933. These writings, which 
he originally planned to title "Die Verlore11e11," begin, 

From my window, the deep solemn massive 
street. Cellar-shops where the lamps burn all 
day, under the shadow of top-heavy balconied 
facades, dirty plaster frontages embossed with 
scroll work and heraldic devices. The whole dis
trict is like this: street leading into street of 
houses like shabby monumental safes crammed 
with the tarnished valuables and second-hand 
furniture of a bankrupt middle class. I am a 
camera with its shutter open, quite passive, re
cording, not thinking .... Some day, all this will 
have to be developed, carefully printed, fixed." 
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In the period of a few months, Modotti went 
from an enthusiastic advocate of photography's role 
in creative and political life, to seriously considering 
abandoning photography altogether. Her letters from 
Berlin witness a desperate internal struggle as she 
considers one by one the possibilities for work, and 
rejects each one in its turn. She finds herself unsuited 
in her new situation for portrait photography, photo
journalism, and propaganda. Talking and thinking her 
way through one of the major decisions of her life, 
she describes her dilemma to her sharpest critic and 
admirer, Weston. 

Modotti continued making photographs in Ger
many. They seem for the most part undistinguished 
views of people in the streets-examples of the ironic 
Mediterranean eye turned on stolid Berliners. She 
may have published some of her work in German 
periodicals. In her letters, she described the problems 
of setting up a darkroom in a city where apartments 
with running water arc scarce, and considers the effect 
a smaller camera would have on her style. She is aware 
of the permeation and inAucnce of photography in 
Europe ("here everybody uses a camera") and asks 
Weston to uggest some names of photographers she 
could visit. We do not have his letter in response, but 
his recent experience with the Stuttgart Fil,11 1111d Foto 

exhibition would have familiarized him with the major 
names in German photography. 

We know that Modotti met Lotte Jacobi, a photog
rapher only one day apart from her in age who shared 
an interest in the theatre, and who had been running 
the family studio in Berlin since 1927. Jacobi helped 
Modotti by arranging a small showing of her work. 

Another contact Modotti made in Berlin was Ella 
Winter, the wife of journalist Lincoln Steffens, who 
was passing through on her way to Moscow. In a let
ter to Weston, Winter mentions meeting Modotti. 

Yesterday I ran into Tina Modotti. She has 
been in Berlin four months. I am taking some 
shoes for her to Ramirez, to Moscow. We talked 
of you as you may imagine. She was visiting 
Ernestine Evans. Tomorrow we leave for Russia. 
Will one ever be the same again? I look forward 
to it with terrified cheerfulness!" 

After six months, Modotti left Germany and trav
eled to Moscow. Here she was able to join Vittorio 
Vidali, an Italian activist she had met in Mexico. They 
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had left the country at the same time, possibly on the 
same boat, and now that they were reunited, they 
began a love affair that lasted until Modotti's death 
twelve years later. 

These next twelve years arc not documented in 
Modotti's letters to Weston. Weston, for his part, 
mentions her rarely in his daybooks, and then only to 

mention that her work will be included in an exhibi
tion in a Harvard gallery and to reminisce about their 
life in Mexico. 
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Last page from Edward Weston's 

daybook, 22 April 1944 

EWA 

We called up the past, and the days of 1920-1, 
at Tina's and Robo's,-when Robelo lived, and 
I was first enamoured of Tina: Robclo was too, 
and God knows, many others. The Parade of 
suitors marched in and out, until my last day in 
Mexico, keeping me in hot water. Tina was to 

be my great test and lesson,-my last possessive 
love. 1

" 

In a letter to Miriam Lerner in 1939, Weston writes 
about Modotti as if he were trying to numb the last 

raw nerves of feeling for her. 

Tina has cut off all of her old friends. I have not 
heard from her in years. I think she is right 
considering her place and position. She would 
not be the same Tina to us, we would not be the 
same to her. Better have memories. 11 

A final entry in his daybook indicates the privileged 
place Modotti occupied in his heart. 

Many deaths have saddened these last 10 years, 
but two were especially poignant to me-Tina 
and Ramiel. Tina returned to Mexico to die. 
Ramie! went to sleep in his little Redondo home, 
after a long painful struggle. Tina and Ramie!, 
always linked in my mind, always clasped to 
my heart. 12 



Modotti's last letter to Weston was written about 
three months after she arrived in Moscow. She may 
have already been working for the Comintcrn and 
International Red Aid as assistant to Lenin's own sec
retary, but her letter honors the emotional ties to 
Weston formed long before her allegiance to the Party. 
She docs not go into details of her new life. She does 
not tell him about rejecting the Party's request to con
tinue photography in what would probably have been 
the agitprop mode. She says nothing about living in 
a small hotel room, working long hours as a trans
lator and writer dedicated to the rootless life of resis
tance to fascism in Europe. 13 She sounds more opti
mistic than she has for years, more like the slightly 
breathless and enthusiastic woman Weston had known. 
To Weston, living with his sons in the wild beauty of 
Carmel, Modotti's letter must have sounded like the 
faint echoes of a familiar voice down a long, unfamil
iar corridor. 
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LETTER 29.1 

Typed, unsigned letter 

April 5, 1929 

My dearest Edward: 
Monna [Sala I just told me the terrible news about 

Brctt'-1 am so upset that l cannot think clearly-is 
he better? will his leg be normal again? poor boy, I 
cannot quite grasp this misfortune-it seems so terri
ble! Please give him my deepest sympathy and tell 
him I feel for him with all my heart! and for you 
Edward too; I know how you must feel and suffer! I 
have gone through so much suffering myself latcli 
and my heart is so full of pain and bleeding that it 
makes me all the more receptive to the suffering of 
the beings which are dear to me. Oh Edward, for a 
few moments to be near you-to be able to give vent 
to al1 the pent up emotions which gnaw at my heart
you might not agree with all I would say-that does 
not matter; but you would understand the tragedy of 
my soul and feel with me-and that, not everybody 
can do! 

But I cannot afford the luxury of even my sorrows 

today-I well know this is no time for tears; the most 
is expected from us and we must not slacken-nor 
stop halfway-rest is impossible-neither our con
sciences nor the memory of the dead victims would 
allow us that-I am living in a different world Edward 
-strange how this very city and country can seem so 
utterly different to me than it seemed years ago! At 
times l wonder if I have really changed so much my
self or if it is just a kind of superstructure laid over 
me. Of course, l have changed my convictions, of 
that there is no doubt in the least, but in regards to 
mode of living, tastes, new habits, etc., arc they just 
a result of living in a certain environment, or have 
they really taken the place of the old life? 1 did not 
make this very clear; I mean: are these new habits 
taken up just in order to keep pace with the new 
environment or have they real1y taken the place of 
the old life? l have never stopped to question this 
before and l cannot understand why l am doing it 
now, l guess dear it was just a desire to talk with you 
a while like in the old times-. 

Benvenuto' is here and sends saludos to Eduardito; 
He is such a fine and wholesome boy, and such a 
precious camarada! 
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Letter 29. I: Tina Modotti to Edward Weston, 5 April 1929, EWA 

Good night Edward, again my best to Brett, may 
he be well soon! ls there anything we can do for you 
both? 

P. S. -There is something I have been forgetting to 
ask you in my last letters-Things arc very insecure 
here for "pernicious foreigners"-[ am prepared for 
the worst-any day they may apply the "33" 0 on us 
-I want to have all the things in shape, as much as 
possible-What shall I do with all your negatives of 
orders?' The only customer who has reordered once, 
has been O'Hca"-che ochers have been lying idle 
all these years-Shall I send them to you? Please 111-

struct me! 
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LETTER 29.2 

Typed, signed letter 

Mexico D.F. July the 4th 119291 

Dear Edward: 

1 just got through wrapping up twenty (20) photo
graphs for the Berkeley Art Museum. Only twenty 
and now that they are all wrapped and ready to send 
I wish I could omit about half of them. I am sure that 
if it wasn't for the trouble of undoing the package l 
no doubt would discard at least ten. Really Edward it 
takes a lot of nerve on my part to send to chis exhibit, 



and especially to send to you the poor efforts of these 
last two years of work. But I have written you enough 
already so that you will be prepared for the worst. I 
beg of you, and even insist from you that you please 
eliminate all those that according to your criterion 
would be better left out. When I speak of criterion I 
refer to the technical part of the work of course, be
cause that is what worries me the most. You know 
Edward I still retain the good standard of photo
graphic perfection, the trouble is that I have lacked 
the necessary leisure and peace to work satisfactorily. 
I had to take advantage of few sporadic moments and 
interrupt my work constantly, and the final result 
suffers. At times l feel that it would be more honest 
on my part to give up all pretences and not do any
more photography, outside of the purely commercial 
and portraiture work. Yet it is a sacrifice and it hurts 
me to even think of that, so I go on but the results 
never satisfy me. 

Edward, I am not sending the prints mounted, I 
am hoping the museum will attend to that, in their 
letter they did not specify that point; but in case they 
expect them mounted I beg you and Brett to do it. 
Forgive me please for this imposition but I really 
thought that it was giving them too much impor
tance if mounted and the custom house people might 
charge duty or something. 

l wish that the portrait of LJulio Antonio] Mella 
had his name on the bottom, even though the others 
have no title. 

Your letter including the one of the art dealer I 
passed on to Diego [Rivera],7 and he told me that he 
had had an offer to show at the Stendhal Galleries" 
and he begged me to write you and ask you which of 
the two places you considered more important. He 
has not enough to send to both and would follow 
your advise. 

So please at your next moment of leisure drop a 
few lines about this matter. 

This is all for the moment dear, I send you and 
Brett my tenderest embraces and thoughts. 

T ina 

Perhaps you can add the few photographs of mine'1 

which you have. I cannot remember exactly which 
ones they are but I know they must be from the best. 
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LETTER 29.3 

Typed, signed letter 

Mexico D.F., September 17th [1929] 

Dearest Edward: 

Que te pasa? porquc tan silcncioso?1
" Is all well 

with you? do drop me a few lines soon and tdl me 
how you and Brett arc; as you sec I am still in Mex

ico but it is so disagreeable to not know how much 
longer one is allowed to remain, it makes it almost 
impossible to make any plans for work, but of course 
the wisest attitude is to simply go on, do everything 
one intends to do as if nothing was ever going to 
happen to spoil one's plans. 

Listen Edward, do you remember the name of that 
retoucher that worked for us for years, here, before 
that lame one? I remember that he did very good 
work, though he charged high, but l am so desperate 
that I would pay any price in order to get decent 
work. Perhaps he is not in the city any more, any 
way I would like to investigate, and I cannot do it 
because I do not remember his name. 

l am sending you a few of the snapshots done in 
Tjchuantepec], 11 forgive me but I am just sending 
you from the ones I happen to have duplicates on 
hand, of course I have many more done while there, 
but alas, mostly arc in the same condition as the ones 
I am sending you, either messy or moved, all the 
exposures had to be done in such a hurry, as soon 
as they saw me with the camera the women would 
automatically increase their speed of walking; and 
they walk swiftly by nature. 

l am going to send you three or four more prints 
in case there is time to add them to the exhibit. I shall 
do it in the next week. 

Today I received a lovely letter from that dear Mrs. 
Witte, 12 from Germany; do you ever hear from them? 
Tell me Edward, do you ever think any more about 
going to Europe? Wouldn't it be a thrill if in some 
future day we should meet there? You know I feel 
pretty sure that ere long l will be going there; every
thing tends that way and to tell you the truth I begin 
to feel restless. At home we arc planning to send 
mamacita back, but I believe I already mentioned that. 

I am thinking strongly to give an exhibit here 11 in 
the near future, I feel that if I leave the country, I almost 
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owe it to the country to show, not so much what I 
have done here, but especially 111hat ca11 lie done, with
out recurring to colonial churches and charros and 
chinas poblanas, and the similar trash most fotogra
phcrs have indulged in. Don't you think so dear? By 
the way had I ever told you that I was offered the 
position of official photographer of the National Mu
seum, some months back? Well tempting as the offer 
was, I could not accept it. Many have criticised me 
for the refusal but both as a member of the party and 
as companion to !Julio Antonio] Mella it would have 
been impossible, the government here did nothing 
absolutely to bring about justice, when they had all 
the opportunity in the world, they had the most re
sponsible one of the guilty in their hands and they 
let him go frcc. 14 Anyway, as far as work is con
cerned I have always plenty of it, in fact more than I 
can do, considering that I cannot give all my time to 
photography. 
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Well dear one, I must close now, with a big hug to 
you and to Brett! 

Tenderly always! 
T 

Next day. 
ls it not remarkable? Last night I wrote you the 

prcccdi1;ig page and before I had time to mail it, this 
morning the post man delivered me a well known 
envelope with better known handwriting! I am de
lighted to have heard from you! 

[ shall deliver Dr. A. B. Cecil's letter to Diego 
[Rivera] today.'' Now about his exhibiting I know 
that he has hardly anything to show, you know that 
he docs not indulge much in canvas painting and the 
few he docs he sells almost immediately. Zeitlin'" sold 
him one for 750.00 Dollars just from photograph be
cause DI icgo I did_ not feel like sending the painting 
on approval. Now Zeitlin is on the verge of selling 
him an other one in the same way. You can sec that 
what the wealthy clients really arc after, is his 11a111e, 
for how can you explain choosing a painting just from 
a photograph of it. 

Contemporary to your letter an other one came 
from the curator of the Berkeley Museum, asking me 
to send on the pictures; she evidently docs not know 
they arc already in your hands. 

Had I not told you Diego had gotten married? l 
intended to. A lovely nineteen year old girl, of gcr
man father and mcxican mother; painter herself. 17 A 
VER QUE SALE! His new address is: Pasco de la 
Refon11a 104. 

But the most startling news about D[icgol is an 
other one, which will be spread through all the cor
ners of the world tomorrow, no doubt you will know 
of it before this letter reaches you: Diego is out of the 
party. Only last night the decision was taken. Reasons: 
That his many jobs he has lately accepted from the 
government-decorating the Nat. Palace, Head of 
Fine Arts, decorating the new Health Department arc 
incompatible with a militant member of the p[artyl. 
Still the p[artyl did not ask him to leave his posts, all 
they asked him was to make a public statement declar
ing that the holding of these jobs did not prevent him 
from fighting the present reactionary government. 
His whole attitude lately has been a very passive one 
in regard to the pl arty] and he would not sign the 
statement, so out he went. T here was no alternative. 
Y ou sec there arc so many sides to this question, we 
all know that he is a much greater painter than he is 
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a militant member of the pl arty] so the pl arty] did 
not ask him to give up painting, no, all they asked 
him was to make that statement and live up to it. We 
all know that all these positions were trusted upon 
him by the gov. precisely to bribe him and to be able 
to say: The reds say we arc reactionaries, but look, 
we arc letting Diego Rivera paint all the hammer and 
sickles he wants on public buildings! Do you sec the 
ambiguity of his position? 

I think his going out of the party will do more 
harm to him than to the p[arty]. He will be consid
ered, and he is, a traitor. I need not add that l shall 
look upon him as one too, and from now on all my 
contact with him will be limited to our photographic 
transactions. Therefore I will appreciate if you ap
proach him directly concerning his work. 

Hasta luego dear. 
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LETTER 30.1 

Typed, signed letter 

Tam pico, Feb. the 25th 119301 
On board the "EDAM " 

My dear Edward: 
I suppose by now you know all that has happened 

to me, that l have been in jail 13 days and then ex
pelled. And now l am on my way to Europe and to 
a new life, at least a different life from Mexico. 

No doubt you also know the pretext used by the 
government in order to arrest me. Nothing less than 
"my participation in the last attempt to kill the newly 
elected President." l am sure that no matter how hard 
you try, you will not be able to picture me as a "ter
rorist," as "the chief of a secret society of bomb throw
ers" and what not .... But if] put myself in the place 
of the government I realize how clever they have been; 
they knew that had they tried to expel! me at any 
other time the protests would have been very strong, 
so they waited the moment, when, psychologically 
speaking, the public opinion was so upset with the 
shooting'" that they were ready to believe anything 
they read or were told. According to the vile yellow 
press, all kinds of proofs, documents, arms, and what 
not, were found in my house; in other words every
thing was ready to shoot Ortiz Rubio and unfortu
nately, I did not calculate very well and the other guy 
got ahead of me ... this is the story which the mexi
can public has swallowed with their morning coffee, 
so can you blame their sighs of relief in knowing that 
the fierce and bloody Tina Modotti has at last left for 
ever the mexican shores' 

Dear Edward, in all these tribulations of this last 
month, I often thought of that phrase of Nietzsche, 
which you quoted to me once: "What doesn't kill me, 
strengthens me,"'" and that is how I feel about myself 
these days. Only thanks to an enormous amount of 
will power have l kept from going crazy at times, as 
for instance when they moved me around from one 
jail to another and when they made me enter a jail for 
the first time and I heard the slamming of the iron 
door and lock behind me and found myself in a small 
iron cell with a little barred skylight, too high to look 
out from. An iron cot without mattress, an ill smell
ing toilet in the corner of the cell and I in the middle 
of the cell wondering if it was all a bad dream. 
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Letter 30.2: Tina Modotti to Edward Weston, 9 March 1930, EWA 

Well it would be impossible for me to go into de
tails about all the impressions and experiences of these 
past weeks, some time I hope to relate them verbally. 

Now I am on my way to Germany. Please drop 
me a few lines to chi� address: Chotopatoya, Fried
rich Strasse 24-IV, Berlin S.W. 48 Germany. But don't 
put my name on the outside address; use two enve
lopes and put my name on the inside one. 

They gave me only two days, after the 13 of jail, 
to get my things ready; you can imagine how I left 
everything. Fortunately my friends all helped me so 
much; I can't tell you how wonderful they have all 
been to me. 20 

f am still in a kind of a haze and a veil of irreality 
permeates over everything for me; I suppose in a few 
days I will be normal again but the shocks have been 
too brutal and sudden. 

I trust all of you arc well; receive a tender and 
loving embrace from someone who loves you very 
much. 

Tina 
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LETTER 30.2 

Handwritten, signed letter on stationery printed with 
scythe/corn/bandolier photograph in green ink. 

New Orleans, March the 9th [1930] 
U.S. Immigration Station 

My dear Edward-
First of all will you please overlook and forgive 

this paper?11 It was a gift to me but I find it very 
messy-still I use it for lack of other at present. 

I cannot even remember when I wrote you last, so 
much has happened in these past weeks and such un
expected things too-as for instance my presence here 
-but I have gotten to the point where I just accept 
philosophically what comes along-You know the 
old saying: "It never rains unless it pours"; Well that 
just about fits my condition at present. I thought that 
after 13 days in jail in Mexico City-followed by 



two days, (all I was granted to get my things ready) 
and after being taken to Veracruz and put on a boat, 
via Europe, my troubles would be over-but no in
deed-in the first place l learned that the boat em
ployed one month and a half for a voyage that could 
be done in three weeks-but since on this boat, pas
sengers are accidental, and its specialty is cargo we 
stop at all the following ports: Vcracruz-Tampico
New Orleans-Havana-Vigo-Coruiia-Boulognc 
Sur Mer, and at last Rotterdam. This would not be 
so bad if I travelled as a nor111al passenger, but in my 
condition of expelled by the Mex. Gov. I a111 strictly 
watched in all ports and not allowed to touch shore
excluding this port where the U.S. Im. authorities 
brought me here, and here I am relegated for eight 
days, that is till the damned boat gets through its 
loading and unloading. 

l hope Edward, that you enjoyed a good laugh 
when you heard I was accused of participating in the 
attempt to shoot !President Pascual] Ortiz Rubio
"who would have thought it ch? Such a gentle look
ing girl and who made such nice photographs of flow
ers and babies-." J can just imagine comments of 
this order being made by readers of Mexico's yellow 
press on reading all the sensational "informations" 
headed by huge titles on the front pages, calling me 
"la inquicta agitadora comunista" "la cclcbrc foto
grafa y comunista" and so forth-"EI Universal" of 
Mexico City among other things, published the fol
lowing: " ... in the house of Tina Modotti, the author
ities found documents and plans which clearly indi
cate that her intention was to commit a crime similar 
to Daniel Flore in the person of our President, Jug. 
[?] P[ ascuall Ortiz Rubio; and her not having carried 
out her intention is only due to the fact that Daniel 
Flores got ahead of her ... " (Can you beat that?) 

The truth of the whole matter is this: the Mex. 
Gov. was eager to expel! me but they needed a good 
pretext, so they took advantage of the attempt to 
shoot 0. R. and profited from that psychological sen
timental-hysterical state public opinion is full of dur
ing any public commotion-. 

I am wondering dear if I have already written you 
all this-perhaps so-as I said before I have forgot
ten when I wrote you last-. 

The place I am in now is a strange mixture be
tween a jail and a hospital-a huge room with many 
empty beds in disorder which give me the strange 
feeling that corpses have laid on them-heavy barred 
windows and door, constantly locked this last one. 
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The worst of this forced idleness is, not to know 
what to do with one's time-[ read-I write-I smoke 
-I look out of the window into a very proper and 
immaculate american lawn with a high pole in the 
center of it from which top the tars and Stripes 
wave with the wind-a sight which should-were I 
not such a hopeless rebel-remind me constantly of 
the empire of "law and order" and other inspiring 
thoughts of that kind-. 

The newspapers have followed me, and at times 
preceded me-with wolf like greediness-Here in the 
U.S. everything is seen from the "beauty" angle-a 
daily here spoke of my trip and refcrcd to me as to 
a "woman of striking beauty"-othcr reporters to 
whom I refused an interview, tried to convince me 
by saying they would just speak "of how pretty I 
was"-to which I answered that I could not possibly 
sec what "prettiness" had to do with the revolutionary 
movement nor with the expulsion of communists
evidently women here arc measured by a motion pic
ture star standard-. 

Well, my dear l must stop now-the bell is ring
ing for supper-and the matron (who suffers from 
diabetes, poor soul) will come for me any minute to 
escort me to the dining room where she doesn't take 
her eyes off of me for fear this "terrible radical" 
might escape and infest the country with her poison
ous propaganda-. 

As soon as I have an address I shall send it to you 
from Europe-till then au revoir my dear-always 
my devotion to you and a big hug to Brett. 

Tenderly 
Tina 

LETTER 30.3 

Typed, signed letter on stationery with Modotti's 
name printed on top 

Berlin, April the 1-tth I l930] 

My dear Edward: 
Berlin at last!22 In fact I have been here ten days 

already but the first days have been taken up looking 
for a room and other matters of immediate attendance. 
Now I have found a room, very convenient and pri
vate where I can live as cheaply as can be expected in 
a foreign country. For a while it will do. 



I cannot yet say whether I will remain in Germany 
or not, so many things have to be taken in consider
ation: first l want to be where I can be most useful to 
the movement and then where I can make a living. 
The idea of portraiture in Berlin rather frightens me; 
there are so many really excellent photographers here, 
and such an abundance of them, both professional 
and amateur, and even the average work is excellent; 
I mean even the work one sees in the windows along 
the streets. Besides there are so many restrictions and 
taxes, enormous taxes, for one in business. (If my 
landlady here wants to buy an egg, for instance, she 
must pay a tax, and if afterward I want to buy that 
egg from her, I must pay a tax to her, and so on ... ) 
All this is caused of course by the terrific war loans 
exacted from this country; and only thanks to the 
admirable teutonic stubborncss and self pride can this 
nation keep from going under. But the strain shows 
on the people; they never laugh, they walk the streets 
very gravely, always in a hurry and seem to be con
stantly conscious of the heavy burden which weighs 
on their shoulders. 

But going back to photography, I have been won
dering if I could work out a scheme by which to get 
a sort of income from the blessed U.S. Perhaps by 
contributing to periodicals, magazines, etc. I feel that 
if Frau Goldschmidt2

' gets around one hundred marks 
for articles in the New York Times I should be able 
to do the same. What do you think? 

Speaking of Frau G.: last evening I was invited 
at their house. l needed to see Prof. Gf oldschmidt] 
who is a member of the International Anti-imperialist 
League and there was no way to avoid the wife, but 
oh Edward, how horrible she is! Such a poseur and 
such a bourgeois at heart, posing as a grand lady and 
as an intellectual. Poor professor, always the same, 
accepting matrimony very philosophically as an in
evitable evil (at least in the case of Frau G[oldschmidt] 
for a wife, matrimony can be justly called an evil; I 
am sure you agree with me, knowing the certain wife 
in question.) Herc in Berlin she is even worse since 
she naturally considers herself in her dominion. It is 
plain that her effort is to transform her drawing room 
in a "salon" in the french sense of the word, but it is 
all so shallow and forced, really unbearable to me. 

But oh, on the other hand, how can I praise suf
ficiently that exquisite and heavenly creature called 
Lady Witte! Of course they were the first people l 
looked up in Berlin. In all her letters to me in Mexico 
she had told me of having a room all ready and wait-
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ing for me and she was also waiting for me with her 
arms opened! I love her so much, there is such an 
understanding in her and Mr. Witte, and she emanates 
such a spiritual beauty that the best of one is stimu
lated in her presence. Of course I could not accept her 
invitation and live at her home, but at least l had to 
promise to sleep there whenever I called on them. 
She will not listen to any reasonable reasons and in
siS<s in calling that charming room: Tina's room. 

Now I want to tell you of something which hap
pened to them, really a tragedy and they feel terribly 
about it. They were even reluctant in telling me of 
this and only accidentally I learned of it. They do not 
want you to know of it, but I am going to disobey 
them because I want you to please if you can in some 
little way mitigate their loss : It happens that on their 
way from America to Europe, they lost among 
other things, all the beautiful photographs they se
cured from you. They will never get over this loss, I 

could see how heart broken they are over it. l asked 
if you knew of it, then is when they said they don't 
even want you to know of it, and it seems they can
not afford to reorder the same pictures over, for other
wise I know they would do it. (They live well but 
carefully, that much I could see myself, and his health 
is not very good just now.) Now Edward dear, I 
know that this news will sadden you also very much, 
to hear that your valuable work has been lost, and yet 
I felt the impulse to tell you because I wondered if 
you by chance happen to have a print that you could 
send these dear people, whether one of the same they 
had chosen or not it docs not matter, though of 
course they did speak of the print of me with special 
tenderness. But I could give them one of the many 
you were so gracious to give me and send them in
stead something else. Dear Edward, I know it is ask
ing a lot from you, and I would never do it if it was 
not concerned with such dear and lovely friends. 

Now I must close, much to my regret, for I could 
go on for hours writing about so many things; Berlin 
is a very beautiful city, even though I have not yet 
seen the sun once during my ten days here; and for 
one coming from Mexico the change is rather cruel. 
But I know that the wisest thing is just to forget sun, 
blue skies, and other delights of Mexico and adapt 
myself to this new reality, and start, once more, life 
all over ... 

Do you by chance know some photographers in 
Berlin? If so will you please give me a note to them. 
I well know of course that it is not good policy to 



look up photographers if one is also a photographer, 
but all I would want from them is practical advice as 
co purchasing materials, and find a place to do some 
printing, etc. If possible I never again want to go to 
the trouble of fixing up a dark room, and I hope co 
be able co work in some dark room. If l was in the 
U.S. I would become a member of the Photographers 
Association and make use of their work rooms; per
haps something like that exists here, I shall sec. 

My affectionate thoughts to Sonia, 14 and to the 
two boys, always my devotion to you dear, 

Tina 

My love to Tilly [Pollak]. I shall write to her very 
soon 1 

I typed on the verso of page one l 

The address you already have is always good even if 
I should leave Berlin, only I must correct it a little: 

CHATTOPADHYAYA 
BERLIN S.W. 48 
FRIEDRICHSTR. 24 IV Germany 

And please dr 110! put my name on the outside 
envelope. 

LETTER 30.4 

Typed, signed letter on letterhead stationery printed 
with Modotti's name 

Berlin, May the 23d, 1930 

My dear Edward: 
l wonder why this silence from you?'; Did you 

receive my letter of the 14th of April? It seems l have 
written you since then also, though I am not sure, I 
keep track of the letters l send and on! y the 14th of 
April is annotcd; perhaps the feeling that I have writ
ten to you more is due to the many many times I have 
thought of you, during all my photographic troubles 
here. Have I told you of my surprise on arriving here 
to discover that throughout all Europe different sizes 
arc used altogether for films, papers, cameras, etc. 
That was my first trouble. 1 kept awake at nights 
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wondering what to do: either l should have sold my 
graflex or order films from the U.S. I decided to do 
the last of these two things since nobody would have 
interest in my graflex on account of its format. Nat
urally l could not afford co buy another camera unless 
I could first sell this one. Then came the problem of 
all my negatives 8 by 10. I brought absolutely nothing 
from Mexico outside the graAcx. I needed a printing 
frame 8 by 10 and have had to have it made to order. 
Paper that size I have had to order in larger quantities 
than I wished co, otherwise the factory here would 
not cut it special. You would be surprised perhaps to 
know that most photographers here still use glass 
plates."' Then there is the trouble of different stan
dards of measurement: you know, not grains, but 
grammes. A hell of a mixed up affair. And on cop of 
it all, the difficulty of the language! I tell you I have 
almost gone crazy. 

I had the hope, on arriving here that I would be 
able to make arrangements with some other photog
rapher, or photographers' association, where I could 
go co do my work; l even went to sec the manager of 
the Eastman Co. but nothing came out of it. So I had 
to buy an enlarging apparatus and enough "tools" to 
work with. l did this unwillingly, since I wanted co 
feel that I could pick up and go whenever I felt like it 
(or whenever I was forced to ... ) now I feel in a way 
tied down to my dark room. (which by the way is 
not ready yet, that has been an other hellish problem) 
I needed to find a furnished room (since I absolutely 
refused co invest in furniture also) with an other 
smaller room next to it, 111if/, 111atcr. I underlined the 
water part, because one ought to be in Berlin co real
ize the difficulty of finding rooms with water. At last 
1 have what I needed; of course, the furnished room 
is not fit for a studio, but since l am going to try 
getting along without making portraits, I don't need 
a studio. 

Oh Edward dear, how I longed for you to help me 
out during these past weeks! Just co talk to you and 
discuss these nasty affairs with you would have helped 
me; I have felt like giving up photography altogether, 
but what else can I do? 

I page two letterhead of Modotti's name has this typed 
comment below it. I 

(It seems pretentious, and l dislike using this paper, 
with such "cstridentista"27 lettering, but I have no 
other.) 



[letter continues] 
Even in photography, I don't yet know just what to 
do. I said a moment ago that I am going to try getting 
along without making portraits; partly because I _pre
fer not to, and partly because competition here 1s so 
great, and the prices so cheap that I do not feel valiant 
enough to step in and compete. Of course I am t�lk
ing about really excellent portrait work; were 1t JUSt 
the trash turned out in Mexico by the photographers 
we both know, I would not even give them a thought 
and just go ahead, but this is really exce_llent work 
and r don't sec how and why they almost give 1t away. 

r have been offered to do "reportage" or news paper 
work, but I feel not fitted for such work. I still think 
it is a man's work in spite that here many women do 
it; perhaps they can, I am not aggressive enough. 

Even the type of propaganda pictures I began to 
do in Mexico is already being done here; there is an 
association of "workers-photographers" (here every
body uses a camera) and the workers themselves °:a_ke 
those pictures and have indeed better opportu111t1cs 
than I could ever have, since it is their own life and 
problems they photograph. Of course their results 
arc far from the standard I am struggling to keep up 
in photography, but their end is reached just the same. 

I feel there must be something for me but I have 
not found it yet. And in the meantime the days go by 
and I spend sleepless nights wondering wondering 
which way to turn and where to begin. I have begun 
to go out with the camera but, 11ada. 2

" Everybody 
here has been telling me the graflex is too conspicuous 
and bulky; everybody here uses much more compact 
cameras. I realize the advantage of course; one does 
not attract so much attention; I have even tried a won
derful little camera, property of a friend, but I don't 
like to work with it as I do with the graflcx; one 
cannot sec the picture in its finished size; perhaps I 
could get used to it, but anyway buying a_ came'.·a 
now is out of a question since I have had to 111vest 111 

the enlarging apparatus. Besides a smaller camera 
would only be useful if I intended to work on the 
streets, and I am not so sure that I will. I know the 
material found 011 the streets is rich and wonderful, 
but my experience is that the way I am accustomed 
to work, slowly planning my composition etc. is not 
suited for such work. By the time I have the compo
sition or expression right, the picture is gone. I guess 
I want to do the impossible and therefore I do nothing. 
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And yet I shall have to decide soon what to do, for 
although I can still afford to "take it easy" for a while, 
this cannot go on for ever. Besides, my mental state 
is not a very pleasant one. If only I had somebody 
with whom to tell all my troubles, I mean somebody 
who could understand them, like you could Edward. 

J was advised not to give an exhibie' till fall, that 
being the better time; by then I ought to have some
thing of Germany to include, which would all _be 
very good, if only I begin to work soon. Otherwise 
all I will have is "mcrda." 

The weather has been so nasty, cold, grey miser
able; the sun only appears at moments; one cannot 
really rely on it, you can imagine how I frcl afrcr the 
weather I am accustomed to, both in California and 
Mexico. Well, there is nothing to do but go ahead; I 
recall often chat wonderful line from Nietzsche you 
told me once: What docs not kill me strengthens me. 
But I assLirc you this present period is very near kill
ing me. 

I see chc Wittcs once in a while. They are won
derful friends to have and their kindness to me is like 
a ray of sunshine. And yet I don't tell even them all 
my troubles, I am terribly scrupulous being a new 
comer here. I feel constantly that I muse solve my 
own problems and not bother friends too much. And 
yet I have done nothing in this letter but cell you all 
my problems, but you arc far away and certain things 
nobody but you can understand; besides you must 
not worry about me; I will find a way out somehow 
and perhaps by the time this reaches you I will be in 
a more settled state of mind. So please dear don't let 
chis interfere with your own problems and worries; 
but do drop me, if only a line, for I am hungry for 
your words. . . If you have not yet but intend sendmg the W1ttes 
one of your photographs, please do not mention their 
lose ones; I am afraid they will resent my having told 
you. 

Always my devotion to you, 
Tina 

and best regards to Brett and Sonya! 



LETTER 30.5 

Signed, typed letter on stationery printed with Mo
dotti's name. 

Berlin May the 28th [1930] 

Dear "grandfather"!" 
How l laughed over the information regarding 

Chandler's matrimonial progresses! Well, your being 
a grandfather sounds worst than it really is, for I am 
sure if you had the little imp near you you would just 
play with him, or her, with the same precious youth
fullness which belongs to you. 

Your letter reached me yesterday; oh how happy I 
was to hear from you! A few days ago l wrote you 
again but now I almost regret having sent it; I was in 

such a despondent state of mind and weak enough to 
not just keep it to myself and made you the victim of 
my weakness. Please forgive me, and do not worry 
about me; I will fight my way and the last word has 
not been said yet. And all these trials will bear some 
fruit, I am sure; in other words, I have enough self 
confidence and realize I must not undervalue my ca
pacities. Only there are moments, who doesn't have 
them?, when everything appears black (perhaps they 
are black and those arc the moments of most lucidity) 
but maybe next day the sun shines and the little birds 
sing, and the panorama changes as if by magic! 

Dear one; about the Wittcs pictures; I did not mean 
that you should replace all the pictures they lost (I 
don't even know how many they were) but just to 
send one, and of course I cannot ask them which one, 
as they would never permit me to make it known to 
you their loss. That is why in my last letter l begged 
you to not mention to them their loss. They arc very 
sensitive people and feel terrible about their loss and 
would feel even more terrible and mortified if you 
knew of it. The idea is just that they should have an 
Edward vVes/011 print; so send anyone you can spare. 
Of myself I made them choose among the many ex
quisite heads you made of me. They did not want to 
do it and to convince them I had to show them the 
negative (the one with both hands on chin)" and only 
then did they accept it because I could reprint it for 
myself. When you send the print for them just say 
you wanted them to have it and never mention the 
loss, please! 
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I wish l could sec Sonia's [Noskowiakl work.n 
Frances [Toor] has written me so beautifully of Sonia 
and it just seems as if I know her. Docs she think I 
am a crazy nut? Please give her my very best wishes 
and all my tenderness! 

l was interested in your decision about the glossy 
paper." Yes, I can just picture the "pictorialists" lift
ing their arms in horror at this new "outrage" by this 
terrible terrible iconoclast Edward Weston! Do you 
mind telling me what paper you now use? Is it ameri
can or foreign? 

So far I have undertimed everything I began to 
make: this damned light after Mexico! And yet I had 
accounted for it; but I will know better in the future. 

A big abrazote to you, Sonia, and the boys from 

Tina 

LETTER 31.1 

Handwritten, signed letter. At the. top, 111 Weston's 
handwriting, "Tina's last letter to me." 

January 12-1931 
Moscow 

My dear Edward: 
I have been living in a regular whirlpool ever since 

I came here in October, so much so that I cannot even 
remember whether I have written to you or not since 
my arrival. But at any rate, today l received the 
announcement of your exhibit.·14 Uust about three 
months later due to carelessness of the person who 
forwards my mail in Berlin) and I cannot wait one 
day longer to send you my saludos with the same 
feeling of always! 

l have never had less time for myself than right 
now; this has its advantages but also drawbacks, the 
main one being the utter lack of time to devote to 
you, for instance, if only through a few badly scrib
bled words! There would be so much to write about 
life here, but no hay ticmpo-1 am living a complete
ly new life, so much so that I almost feel like a differ
ent person, but very interesting. 

Edward, as I wrote the above, I just got an idea, I 
swear it had never entered my mind before: Do you 
know of anybody that would buy my Graf1ex, very 
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cheap? I could sell it here easily but the impossibility 
to get this size films makes it impossible. l need not 
add that it is as good as new and if you could find a 
buyer I would find the way to send it to you, people 
come and go daily. It has a Tcssar lens 4/5-2 maga
zines, perhaps one can get one hundred dollars for it, 
and if necessary even less. I want to sell it so as to buy 
me a "Lcica.'' 

Forgive this interruption: What I meant to say still 
i that I liked immensely the short introduction1' to 
the leaflet announcing your exhibit. So different and 
intelligent! 

So at last New York enjoyed the treat of your 
work! l wonder if you plan to remain in Carmel indef
initly? Dear Edward, if you ever arc in the mood for 
a few words to me,"' the Berlin address is still good, 
only if possible write compact, for many reasons-. 

I low arc the muchachos? and Sonia? My best 
thoughts to you all 

Tina 
[ on verso! 

(I must beg you to divulge as little as possible my 
presence here. It might cause me troubles me in the 
future. Thanks!) 

NOTES TO LETTER 29.1 

'13rett Weston had been horseback riding with Merle Armitage on 
March 11, 1919. His horse fell and crushed Brett's leg, which 
required surgery and a lengthy convalescence. 

'On January 10, 1929, Modotti's companion, Julio Antonio Mdla, 
was shot and killed. 

'13envenuto was Modotti's younger brother. Monna Sala wrote to 
Weston about him. 

I saw dear TinJ last week, she is a brave girl and very 
much to be admired. She has gone through a lot of sad 
things but she is a strong female, ,1 faithful friend. We do 
not sec her as often as we would like to, but we know that 
she is busy all the time. She never come, to sec us or goes 
to sec any body; but every body loves her just the same 
and understand. what shall be friendship without under
standing' Now her brother Ucnvcnuto is here, I haw not 
met him yet, bur all those that have met him already they 
say that he is a charming chap and Tina was telling me that 
he will be a great company to her and great help to her 
now .... (Monna Sala to EW, March 2, 1929, EWA) 

'Modotti here rcfrrs to Article 33 of the Mexican Constitution 
which provided the grounds for expelling undesirable foreigners. 

'Some negatives may have been sent to Weston at this time, but 
he ,1lso rook some with him when he lcfr Mexico. ,111d Modotti 
still had some when she arrived in Germany 111 1930. 

''Patrick O'Hca, wealthy Irish businessman whose portrait Weston 
had made. 
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NOTES TO LETTER 29.2 

-Weston was help111g Diego liivcra tine! places to exhibit h1, work 
in the United States. 

"Stendhal G,illeries, 7055 Hillside Avenue, Los Angeles. 
''Weston had examples of Modotti's work that he had brought 
back with him from Mexico and that she had sent in her letters. 
Eventually he gave llosl'S (1924) and Elisa (1924) to the Museum 
of Modern Art in New York City. Others he arranged to Juve 
exhibited during the I 93();. 

NOTES TO LETTER 29.3 

'"Between September 17 Jnd Modotti's previom letter, Weston's 
solitary hfr m C,umd lud become more crowded .111d busy. Ram1d 
McGeh.:c, Sonya Noskowiak. ,1s well as his three sons, Brett, 
Neil. and Cole, \\"ere all stJying with him. 

"Modotti may be referring to Tehuantepcc, a n:Lttivcly 111access1-
bk city in Oaxaca, noted for the richness of the Z.tpotecan cul
ture preserved there. According to Frances Toor's C11idc ro .\frxiro 
(New York: Jiobcrt Mcl3ridc, I 936), the town is famou, for it, 
beautiful, t,11!, ,md talented women, the ··Tehu.rnas." Modotti 
photographed these women 011 one of her trips to the region. 
(Sec also Constantine, pp. 115. 126) 

"Dr . .111d Mrs. Witte were friends of Modotti and Weston 111 Mexico. 
"Modotti exhibited .a the Universidad Nacional Auto110111.1 de 

Mexico m Deccm ber 1929. 
"Jose ·'Pcpc" Magrin.1 \\as arrested and imprisoned bnefly for the 

assassin,1tion of Mcll.1. 
"Diego Rivcr,1 wrote to Weston later in September .1sk111g him to 

send advice 011 where to exhibit his p,1intings in the United 
States. He added that he was sending a photograph of one of l11S 
canvases to Dr. Cecil. (Diego Rivera to EW, September 21, 1929, 
EWA) 

''Jake Zeitlin, Los Angeles dealer in photographs and rare books. 
''Diego Rivera married Frieda Kahlo (1907-1954) in August 1929. 

Kahlo was a member of the Mexican Communist Party for many 
years. The exikd Leon Trotsky sta ycd in her home from I 937-
39. Political involvement did not interfere with her dedication to 
painting, however, and she continued producing works of painful 
perso11,1l honesty up to her death. In 1982, Whitcchapel Gallery 
in London sponsorcd a joint exhibition of her paint111gs and the 
photographs of Tina Modotti. 

NOTES TO LETTER 30.1 

'"On Febru.iry 5, 1930, ,111 attempt was made ro assassinate the 
newly elected president of Mexico, Pascual Ortiz Rubio. 

'''This quote from Friedrich Nietzsche, ''What docs not dc,troy 
me, makes me strong•:r, '' was used later as a motto by the Na1is 
in Hitler Youth training centers. During the I 920s, Nietzsche 
was quoted with cnthusiasm by members of the avant garde such 
as Isadora Duncan who used some of his words on the title page 
of her autobiography. The era's selective reading of Nietzsche 
produced a foundation for the "new paganism" but did not 111-
corporate his concepts of authoritarianism that were cherished by 
later propagandists. Edward Weston, like many ofhi, generation, 
read Nietzsche. I le copied Nietzsche's words in his quot.1tio11 tile 
that is preserved today in the Weston Archive. Some of them he 
saved arc: 



Artists should not sec things ,ts they arc: they should sec 
them fuller, simpler, stronger: To this end, however, a 
kind of yomhfulness, of vernality, a sort of perpetual ela
tion, must be peculiar to their lives. 

Art and norhmg else! Art is the great means of making life 
possible, the great seducer to life, the stimulus of life. 

''Manuel Alvarez Bravo came to Modotti's house on the day she 
was packing to leave the country. I le helped her and she gave him 
some of her photographs. 

NOTES TO LETTER 30.2 

'
1 Modotti's stationery is printed with the image of an arrangement 
of scythe, car of corn, and bandolicr. This phocograph was shown 
in her December 1929 exhibition at the Universidad Nacional de 
Auconoma. 

NOTES TO LETTER 30.3 

"Modotti was refused entry to Rotterdam, bur friends in the Inter
national Red Aid were successful in arranging passage co 13erlin 
for her. 

''The Goldschmidrs were another couple Weston and Modotti had 
met in Mexico. Weston's daybook records their meeting. 

Came I lcrr Goldschm1<lt, with his hearty embrace-more 
like a bear-hug-his tickling of the ribs, his infccruous 
laugh. Que hombre mas simpatico! He insisted again that 
I must exhibit in 13crlin. (The Day/woks cf Ed1,,ard Wes1,,11, 
volume I, p. 98, October 22, 1924). 

'"Sonya Noskowiak (1900-1975), met Edward Wcscon in Carmel 
in April I 929. By April of 1930 they were living together. 

NOTES TO LETTER 30.4 

''During this period, Weston was very busy with exhibitions at 
galleries in New York and Houston, a project for To11ri11)/ Topics 
magazine, and with visitors to Carmel such as Mabel Dodge 
Luhan and Willard Van l)ykc. His daybook records that he was 
also going through an intense period of refining his ideas on 
tcsscncc revealed direct wirhouc the fog of impressionism." (The 
Day/woks of Edll'ard ll'es1011, volume 2, p. 154, April 24, 1930). 

"'The use of glass plate negatives versus film negatives in the 1930s 
in the United States and Europe depended upon the photogra
pher's type of work. attitude to new products, and upon the local 
availability ofAcxible film negative scock. 130th Marion Palfi and 
Andreas Fcininger, who were working in Germany in the 1930s 
and whose negative collections arc now in the archives of CCP, 
were using glass plates mid film negatives in the 1930s. Edward 
Weston, Sonya Noskowiak, and Louise Dahl-Wolfe, who were 
working the United States during the 1930s and whose negative 
collections are also at CC:P, were almost exclusively using film 
negatives during the same time. 

,. "Estridencista 
,
. were artists ,ind revolutionaries, including Diego 

Rivera and Luis Quintanilla, whose activities and publications 
were an expression of the nationalist cultural movemem in Mex
ico in the 1920s. Their tirst manifesto, issued in 1921, linked 
them ideologically to futurism in their fondness for literary puns 
and admiration for technology. 

"'Vittorio Vidali, custodian of Tina Modotti's estate in Trieste, seated 
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that only about ten photographs exist from her stay in Berlin. 
[Vittorio Vidali, Ti11,1 .\lodoui: /J/101olmp/1s (Westbury, NY: Bel
mark Book Co., 1982) p. 31 j. 

�'Modotti gave an informal exhibition of her work in the studio of 
Lotte Jacobi sometime during chis period. 

NOTES TO LETTER 30.5 

''On March 26, I 930, Weston's first grandchild, Edward Frank 
Weston, was born to Chandler and Maxine Wescon. 

'
1 This commcm reveals that Modocti had some of Weston's nega
tives with her in Germany. 

"Weston wrote .1bom Noskowiak's work in his daybook with rare 
admiration, 

Sonya I 111ust mention re her first work, almost her very 
first: a negative of Neil's hands, the back of a chair, and a 
halved red cabbage. Any one of these I would sign as my 
own. And I could not give higher praise. She is a surprize! 
(Tl,e Dayl10oks of Edll'ard ll'es1011, volume 2, p. 141, Febru
ary 17, I 930). 

In 1932. Noskowiak exhibited nine prims in the f/64 show at the 
De Young Mmeum. 

"Abouc this time, We,con wrote his thoughts concerning glossy 
paper in his daybook. 

Long ago I thought of printing my own work,-work 
not done for the public-on high gloss paper. This was 
some years back in Mexico: but habit is so strong, that not 
until chis lase month did I actually start mounting glossy 
prints for 111y collection .... hope my next exhibit will be 
on glossy paper. What a storm it will arouse!-from the 
'Salon Pictorialists.' It is but a logical seep, this printing on 
glossy paper. in my desire for photographic beauty . 
Now all reactions on every plane must come directly from 
the original seeing of the thing, no secondhand c111otion 
from exquisite paper surfaces or color: only rhythm, form 
and perfect detail to consider. Honesty uncm bdlished .. 
(Tl,c Dayb,,oks cf Edward IVesrm,, volume 2, p. 147, March 
15, 1930). 

NOTES TO LETTER 31.1 

"Weston's photographs had been exhibited at the Delphic Studios 
Gallery in New York City from October 15 co 31, 1930. 

"The small catalog to the Delphic Studios exhibition included an 
introduction by Laurence !3as,-13ccking, Professor of Biology at 
Stanford University. I lis words were an appreciation of the pho
tographer's revelation and exploration of natural forms. 

Natural science, as an impartial swdcm of form, cannot 
but marvel at the rediscovery of fundamental shapes and 
structures by an artist. Weston has described the 'skclccon' 
materials of our earth .... Reality makes him dream. 

Weston had 111ct Dr. Becking in May 1930. He described Beck
ing's visit in his daybook and ,1dded that, "We arc going to walk 
together all over Point Lobos someday: use each ocher's eyes! 
... I have rardy had such understanding respomc, and he reacted 
as c1 scie11tis1." (Tl,e Day/woks �f Edw<1rd Wes1011, volume 2, p. 163, 
May 22, 1930). 

''We do not know if Wcscon ever wrote to Modotti again. She is 
mentioned only bricAy in the daybooks between 1931 and 1944. 



Selective Index 

TIIE FOLLOWING NAMES OF PEOPLE, PLACES, A D EXl-11-

bitions have been selectively drawn from the letters, 
notes, and text. The first numbers after the terms in 
the list indicate the letter in which the term appears. 
For example, "31.1" refers to the first letter in 1931. 
"31 . l N" refers to a note co the letter ca talogcd 31. 1. 

The numbers in italics refer to the page in the text in 
which the term appears. 

With few exceptions, subjects have not been in
dexed, and the reader is advised to use accepted man
uscript researching strategy by looking for subjects 
through searching under names and daces associated 
with the subject. 

Academia de Bellas Artes (Mexico City): 27.2; 12 

Alfaro Siqueiros, David: 29.3; 62 

Alvarez Bravo, Manuel: 27.1 N, 30.1, 30.1 N; 49 

Amecameca (Mexico): 25.2, 25.3 
Artura Paper Company: 24.3N 
Atl, Dr. (Gerardo Murillo): 24.2, 24.2N 
Aztec Land Gallery (Mexico City): 24.4N, 27.2 
Bass-Becking, Laurence: 31.1 N 
Beals, Carleton: 26.1, 26.2, 27.1 N; 62 

Berkeley Art Museum (California): 29.2, 29.3 
Berlin: 30.3, 30.3N, 30.-t, 30.4N, 30.5, 31.1; 63 

Boni, Albert: 28.2, 28.2N, 28.3N 
Brandner, Elizabetha "Betty" Kopclanoff: 30 

Brenner, Anita: 27.2, 27.3, 27.6; 33 

Bullfights: 25.3, 25.3N 
Cameras: 26.1, 26.2, 30.4, 31.1; 33, 63 

Carmel (California): 30.3N, 31.1; 60, 63, 65 

Carter, Jean: 26. 1, 26.1 N 
Cast.1 de 11eci11dad: 27. 6N 
Cecil, Dr. A. B.: 29.3 

7 9  

Cezanne, Paul: 28.3 
Charlot, Jean: 24.2, 24.2N, 27.1, 27.5, 28.3, 28.3N; 

21, 29 

Chichcn l tza: 28.3N 
Circus tent: 18-20 

Comintern: 65 

Communist Party: 27.2N, 29.3, 29.3N; 46--17 

Creati11e Art (magazine): 27.3N, 28.3, 28.3N; 62 

Crespo, Jorge Juan: 24.4, 24.4N 
Cucco, German: 27.3N 
Cucco, Lola Velasquez: 27.3, 27.3N, 27.6 
Cunningham, Imogen: 24.2; 33 

Dahl-Wolfe, Louise: 30.-lN 
Darkrooms: 30.3, 30.4; 63 

Davis, Fred: 24.2, 24.2N, 24.4, 27.1 N, 27.2 
DaylJOoks of Edward Weston: 24.2N, 24.4N, 25.3N, 

26.3N, 26.4N, 27.1 N, 27.3N, 27.6N, 30.3N, 30.4N, 
30.5N; 11, 13, 17, 21, 31, 33, 60, 63-64 

D'Harnoncourt, Rene: 27.1, 27.1 N, 27.-t 
Delphic Studios Gallery (New York City): 31.1 N 
Dogs: 25.1 
Dos Passos, John: 24.3N, 27. l; 48 

Duncan, Isadora: 30.1 N; 30 

Eastman Kodak Company: 24.3, 24.-l, 30.4 
Elder Company sec Paul Edler Company 
Estrada, Genaro: 24.2, 24.2N 
Estridcncista: 24.3N, 30.4, 30.-+N 
Evans, Ernestine: 27.2, 27.2N; 63 

Exhibitions: 26.4N, 27.2, 28.3, 29.2, 29.3, 29.3N, 
30.2N, 30.3N, 30.4, 30.4N, 31.1, 31.1 N; 12, 18, 

29-31, 60, 62-63 

Faure, Elie: 27.5, 27.5N; 47 
Feiningcr, Andreas: 30.4N 
Fi/111 1111d Foto: 63 

Fisher, Eric: 26.2, 26.3, 26.3N, 27.2 



Fomin: Rr11ista rle Aries Plastirns (magazine): 27.4N, 
28.3N 

Frank, Waldo: 25.3N 
Futurism: 30.4N 
Galleries see 

Aztec Land Gallery (Mexico City) 
Delphic Studios Gallery (New York City) 
Shaku-do-Sha Gallery (Los Angeles) 
Stendhal Galleries (Los Angeles) 
Whitechapel Gallery (London) 

Galleries sec also 11111sr11111s /,y 11l1111e 
Gang, Christel: 2-l-.2N, 26.1 N, 26.2N, 26.3N, 26.4N 
Gellert, Hugo: 27. I 
Germany: 63 

Glendale (California): 2-l-.2N; 17, 60 

Goitia, Francisco: 27.2, 27.6, 27.6N 
Goldschmidt, Mr. and Mrs.: 30.3, 30.3N 
Gomez Robelo, Ricardo: 22.1 N; 64 

Group f/6-1-: 30.5N 
Guastaroba: 25.2, 25.2N 
Guerrero, Xavier: 26.-1-, 26.4N, 27.1 N; 33, .J7-.J8 
Gurnps Department Store: 29 

Hagemeyer, Johan: 10-12, 18, 21, 29-30, 60 

Healdsburg (California): 26.4, 26.4N 
Hemingway, Ernest: 2-l-.3N 
Hermosa Beach (California): 12 

Idols /,ehi11rl Altars: 27. l N; 33 

International Anti-Imperialist League: 30.3 
International Red Aid: 30.3N; 65 

lrrarliador (magazine): 27. 2N 
Isherwood, Christopher: 63 

Jacobi, Lotte: 30.3N, 30.4N; 63 

Joyce, James: 24.4N 
J11,�1ietes: 2-l-.3N, 25.3, 25.3N, 27.1N, 27.-1-
Kahlo, Frieda: 29.3, 29.3N 
Kanaga, Consuelo: 26.1, 26.2, 27.3N; 33 

Khoji, Khan: 27.2 
Krasnow, Peter and Rose: 27.1 
Lange, Dorothea: 26.1, 26.2; 29, 33 

Lawrence, D. H.: 2-l-.2N 
Ledesma, Enrique Fernandez (or Gabriel Fernandez): 

27.4, 27.-1-N 
Lerner, Miriam: 2-1-.-1-N; 30, 6.J 
The Little Re11ie1u (magazine): 24.4N 
Los Angeles Museum: 27.1, 27. IN; 30 

Louis, Mary: 34 

Luhan, Mabel Dodge: 30.4N 
Lupercio: 27. I, 27. IN 
Luviano: 24.2, 2-1-.3 
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McGehee, Ramie!: 26.2, 26.3, 29.3N; 11, 12, 18, 33, 

6.J 
McPherson, Aimee Semple: 13 

El Machete (newspaper): 31, 48, 60 

Magrina, Jose "Pepe": 29.3N 
El Ala11ito: 21-23 

Mather, Margrethe: 24.2, 24.2N; / /-72 

Mella, Julfo Antonio: 29. I, 29.2, 29.3, 29.3N; 48, 60 

l\lexica11 Folk111ays (magazine): 2-l-.2N, 27.1, 27.4; 48, 

60, 62 

Mills College (Oakland, California): 26.2 
Modotti, Assunta: 2-1-.2, 26.2, 28.2, 29.3 
Modotti, Benvenuto: 29.1 
Modotti, Mercedes: 26. I, 26.1 N, 28. 2 
Modotti, Tina (on her photographs): 25.-1-, 27. l ,  27.4, 

27.6, 28. I, 29.2, 29.3, 30.4 
Mondragon, Carmen see Olfn, Nahui 
Moscow: 31.1; 63, "65 
Murillo, Gerardo see Atl, Dr. 
Museum of Modern Art (New York City): 27.1 N, 

29.2N 
Museum of Science and Industry (Los Angeles): 27.1 

Museums see 
Academia de Bellas Artes (Mexico City) 
Berkeley Art Museum (California) 
Los Angeles County Museum 
Museum of Modern Art (New York City) 
Museum of Science and Industry (Los Angeles) 
National Museum (Mexico City) 
Palace of Fine Arts (San Francisco) 
Palacio de Mineria (Mexico City) 

Music: 22.1, 24.2, 24.3 
National Museum (Mexico City): 29.3 
Negatives: 2-1-.3, 29.1, 30.4, 30.4N, 30.5 
,\!elf! A/asses (magazine): 26. 1 N, 27. I, 27.1 N 
New York City: 12 

Nc111 York Times: 30.3 
Newhall, Nancy: 13 

Nietzsche, Friedrich Wilhelm: 30.1, 30.1 N, 30.4 
Noskowiak, Sonya: 29.3N, 30.3, 30.3N, 30.-l, 30.5, 

30.5N, 31.1; 60 

O'Hea, Patrick: 29. I 

Olin, Nahui (Carmen Mondragon): 25.1, 25.1 N, 27.1 
Orozco, Jose Clemente: 27. IN, 27.2, 27.3, 27.6, 28.3 
Ortiz, Elisa and Elena: 24.2, 2-1-.3, 26.2, 27.5, 27.SN, 

27.6 
Ortiz Rubio, Pascual: 30.1, 30.1 N, 30.2; 63 

PEN: 24.2N 
Pacheco, Maximo: 27. 2, 27. 2N, 28. I, 28.1 N 



Palace of Fine Arts (San Francisco): 27. lN 
Palacio de Mineria (Mexico City): 17 

Palfi, Marion: 30.4N 
Partridge, Roi: 26.2; 33 

Patzcuaro (Mexico): 27. lN 
Paul Elder Company: 26.2 
Photographers see 

Alvarez Bravo, Manuel 
Cunningham, Imogen 
Jacobi, Lotte 
Kanaga, Consuelo 
Lange, Dorothea 
Lupercio 
Mather, Margrethe 
Noskowiak, Sonya 
Reece, Jane 
Stieglitz, Alfred 
Weston, Brett 

Photographic supplies: 24.3, 24.3N, 30.3, 30.4, 30.5, 
30.5N, 31.1 

Photography of the nude: 24.2, 27.6 
Photojournalism: 30.4 
Pictorialist photography: 30.5, 30.5N 
Platinum prints: 24.4; 23 

Point Lobos (California): 31.1 N; 60 

Pollak, Tilly: 26.2, 26.3N, 30.3 
Portrait photography: 24.2, 30.3, 30.4 
Pound, Ezra: 26.4, 26.4N, 27. l 
Puestos: 25.3, 25.3N 
Quintanilla, Luis: 24.2N, 24.3, 24.3N, 24.4, 30.4N; 

46 

Quintanilla, Pepe: 24.3, 27.4 
Redondo Beach (California): 13, 64 

Reece, Jane: 28.3, 28.3N 
Los Remedios (Mexico): 25.3, 25.3N 
Retouching: 29.3 
Revueltas, Fermin: 27.2, 27.2N 
Richey, Roubaix de L'Abrie "Robo": 24.2; 10, 12, 17, 

64 

Richey Family: 24.2 
Rivera, Diego: 27.1, 27.1N, 27.2, 27.3, 27.4, 27.5, 

28.3, 29.2, 29.2N, 29.3, 29.3N, 30.4N; 18, 46, 47 

Rivera, Lupe: 27.4 
Rodin, Franc;:ois Auguste Rene: 27.6 
Rubicek: 24.4, 24.4N 
Ruth St. Denis Dancers: 13 

Sacco and Vanzetti: 60 

Sake: 22. 1 , 22. 1 N 
Sala, Monna and Rafael: 24.3, 24.3N, 24.4, 25.1, 
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25.2, 26.2, 27.2, 27.6, 29.1; 29, 48 

San Francisco Chronicle (newspaper): 26.1 N 
Sarasate y Navascues, Pablo: 22.1 
Shaku-do-Sha Gallery (Los Angeles): 26.4N 
Shore, Henrietta: 27.1, 27.1 N, 27.4N 
Sonora News Company: 24.2N, 27. lN 
Southern California: 10 

Stallsmith, Ruch: 24.2N, 24.3N 
Steffens, Peter: 63 

Stendhal Galleries (Los Angeles): 29.2, 29.2N 
Stieglitz, Alfred: 27.3, 27.3N; 12, 48 

Strand, Paul: 27.3N; 12 

Tehuantepec (Mexico): 29.3, 29.3N 
Teixidor, Felipe: 25.1, 25. lN, 25.3, 27.2, 27.4, 27.4N 
Tepotzotlan (Mexico): 18, 20 

Toor, Frances: 24.2, 24.2N, 24.4, 26.2, 27.1, 27.3, 27.4, 
29.3N, 30.5; 48 

Touring Topics (magazine): 30.4N 
Trotsky, Leon: 29.3N 
Ulysses (book): 24.4, 24.4N, 26.2, 26.3 
Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico: 30.2N; 

60 

Untermeyer, Louis: 26.4N 
Van Dyke, Willard: 30.4N 
Vidali, Vittorio: 30.4N; 63, 64 

Vocha: 24.3, 26.2 
Wardell, Bertha: 27.6, 27.6N 
Weston, Brett: 26.2, 26.3, 26.4, 28.2, 28.2N, 29.1, 

29.2, 29.3, 29.3N; 30, 33, 34 

Weston, Chandler: 24.2, 30.5, 30.5N; 12, 17, 21, 31 

Weston, Cole: 29.3N 
Weston, Edward (on his photographs): 24.2, 26.1, 

27.4, 27.5, 27.6, 30.3, 30.5 
Weston, Edward Frank (son of Chandler Weston): 

30.5, 30.5N 
Weston, Flora: 24.2, 25.4N; 17, 20, 29, 30, 31 

Weston, Neil: 29.3N 
White, Stewart Edward: 10 

Whitechapel Gallery (London): 29.3N 
Wilde, Oscar: 11 

Wilson, Edmund: 24.4N; 9 

Winter, Ella see Steffens, Peter 
Witte, Mr. and Mrs.: 28.2, 28.2N, 29.3, 29.3N, 30.3, 

30.4, 30.5 
Wolfe, Bertram: 27.lN, 27.2N 
Wolfe, Ella: 27.2, 27.2N 
Young Women's Christian Association: 27.2 
Yucatan (Mexico): 28.3 
Zeitlin, Jake: 29.3, 29.3N 



Acquisitions: July-December 1983 

Compiled by SHARON ALEXANDRA 

THE FOLLOWING LIST IS AN ARTIST'S NAME INDEX TO PHO

tographs acquired by the Center during the second half of 

1983. Full descriptions arc given for groups of ten prints 
or less; titles and dates are given for groups of eleven to 

one hundred prints; and groups over one hundred are sum

marized. Dates arc given as "negative date/printing date" 
when both arc known. An acquisitions list for 1975 to 1977, 
the entcr's first three years of operation, has been pub
lished in the Guide Series, Number 4. Copies of this guide 

may be purchased for S3.50. Acquisitions for the interven

ing years can be found in past issues of The Archii1e. 

BALTZ, LEWIS 

Park City, 1979 (from the Park City series) 

Gelatin silver print, 16.3 x 24.1 cm 

Gift of Prof. and Mrs. R. Joseph Monsen 
83:117:001 

BERNAL, LOUIS CARLOS 

A/111a Rosa, Douglas, Arizo11a, 1979/1983 

Dye transfer print, 33.0 x 32.5 cm 
Purchase 

83:084:001 

El Cato, Canutillo, New Mexico, 1979 

Incorporated color coupler print, 22. 9 x 22. 9 cm 
Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Slicer 

83:085:001 

J\fa1u1el Alvarez Bravo, 1982 

Gelatin silver print, 12.9 x 30.8 cm 
Gift of Louis Carlos Bernal 
83:075:001 

Sixth Street Barrio, Douglas, Arizona, 1979/1983 

Dye transfer print, 33.0 x 32.5 cm 
Purchase 

83:08-k002 

82 

BERNHARD, RUTH 

Black Nude, 1974 

Gelatin silver print, 27. 9 x 20.2 cm (oval print) 
Purchase 

83:076:002 

Classic Torso, 1952 

Gelatin silver print, 34.6 x 26.4 cm 
Gift of Ruth Bernhard 
83:076:007 

Eigl1th Street Mo11ie (Kies/er), 1946 

Gelatin silver print, 19.0 x 24.6 cm 
Gift of Ruth Bernhard 

83:076:004 

Knees a11d Ar111s, 1976 
Gelatin silver print, 19.8 x 25.0 cm 

Purchase 
83:076:005 

Mexica11 Shoes, 1937 

Gelatin silver print, 22.8 x 18.7 cm 

Gift of Ruth Bernhard 
83:076:001 

Multiple Exposure, 1962 

Gelatin silver print, 34.6 x 20.6 cm 
Gift of Ruth Bernhard 
83:076:010 

Rockport Nude, ca. 1946 
Gelatin silver print, 34.7 x 20.2 cm 

Gift of Ruth Bernhard 
83:076:009 

Seed, 1971 

Gelatin silver print, 30.4 x 22.8 cm (oval) 
Gift of Ruth Bernhard 

83:076:008 



Silk, 1968 
Gelatin silver print, 16.4 x 34.3 cm 
Gift of Ruth Bernhard 
83:076:006 

untitled (doll's head in mannequin's hand) 
Gelatin silver print, 20.6 x 24.3 cm 
Gift of Ruth Bernhard 
83:076:003 

BOURKE-WHITE, MARGARET 

George IVas/1i11,(!t011 Bridge, 1953 

Gelatin silver print, 34.0 x 24.2 cm 
Gift ofJohn and Wendy Kriendler 
83: 116:00 I 

BURNS, MARSHA 

untitled (male reclining on bed) 
Toned gelatin silver print, 16.6 x 23. I cm 
Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Phillip Randazzo 
83:070:001 

CHAPPEL, WALTER 

Poi11ti11g N11de, Ka11 Desert, Volca11oes Natio11al Park, Hal/laii, 
1978 

Gelatin silver print, 24.8 x 32.9 cm 
Purchase 
84:002:001 

DOW.JIM 

Five incorporated color coupler triptychs from the 
portfolio, Ji111 Do11,: Tl,e A111erica11 Le11x11e Stadi11111s 

(New York: RFC Publishing, Inc., 1982); each image 
is 20. I x 24. 7 cm (horizontals and verticals) 

Gift of Lee R. Halfmann, M. D. 
83:121:001-005 

Balti111orc Orioles, A!e111orial Stadi11111 
83: 121 :001 

Bosto11 Red Sox, Feu,,,ay Park 
83:121:002 

California A11gels, A11al,ci111 Stadi11111 (B(!( A) 
83: 121 :003 

C!,ica,l!o IVl,ite Sox, Co111iskey Park 
83:121:004 

Clc,,ela11d flldia11s, Cle11ela11d Stadi11111 

83:121:005 

Four incorportated color coupler triptychs from the 
portfolio, Ji111 Do111: Tl,e Natio11al Lea,f!lll' Stadi11111s 

(New York: RFC Publishing, Inc., 1982); each image 
is 20. I x 24. 7 cm (horizontals and verticals) 

Gift of Lee R. Halfmann, M. D. 
83: 120:007-009; 012 

83 

Ne111 ),,rk ,\lets, Sl,ea Stadi11111 
83: 120:007 

Pl,i/ade/p/,ia P/,il/ies, Veterm1s Stadi11111 
83: 120:008 

Pi11sb111;1!/, Pirates, Tl,ree Ri11ers Stadi11111 
83: 120:009 

St. Lo11is Cardi11als, B11sclt Me111orial Stadi11111 
83: 120:012 

FLETCHER, CHRISTINE 

Fmit Still Life 

Gelatin silver print, 19.4 x 24.7 cm 
Purchase 
83:058:002 

Stea111rolla 

Gelatin silver print, 25.4 x 20.2 cm 
Purchase 
83:058:001 

FLICK, ROBBERT 

Solstice Ca11yo11 8, 1982 
Gelatin silver print, 39.6 x 57.6 cm 
Purchase 
83.-068:002 

S11rf I, 1982 
Gelatin silver print, 39. 7 x 57. 9 cm 
Purchase 
83:068:001 

FRIEDLANDER, LEE 

From the American Monument series 
Fifty gelatin silver prints of varying sizes 

Gift of Tim Garigan 
83: 126:001-050 

Bosto11, 1975 
83:126:004 

Bra11/eboro, Vemw11t, 1972 
83: 126:030 

Cle11e/a11d, 1974 
83: 126:008 

Colorado Sprill,(!5, Colorado, 1975 
83: 126:009 

Denver, 1974 
83: 126:049 

Dodge City, Kansas, 1975 
83:126:010 

East Coast War J\;[e111orial, Ballery Park, New York, 

Se11, York, 1974 
83: 126:043 



Fredericksburg, Virginia, 1973 

83:126:034 

Ce11ysb11rg
1 
1974 

83:126:040 

Ha11011er
1 

New Hampsl,ire, 1974 

83:126:003 

Idaho Spri11gs
1 

Colorado, 1974 

83:126:041 

Jackso11, Mississippi, 1974 

83:126:021 

Jackso11
1 

J\lississippi, 1974 

83:126:023 

Jackso11, Mississippi, 1974 

83:126:025 

fvlary Dyer, Bosro11
1 

Massac/111serts, 1975 

83:126:032 

New Hampsl,ire, 1974 

83:126:035 

New Jersey, 1974 

83:126:017 

New Jersey, 1975 

83:126:038 

New Orlea11s 

83:126:031 

Ne111 York Ciry, 1974 

83: 126:005 

e,v York Ciry, 1974 

83:126:006 

Ne,v York Ciry, 1974 

83:126:007 

New York City, 1974 

83:126:012 

e111 York City, 1974 

83:126:019 

Ne111 York City, 1974 

83:126:028 

Ne111 York Srate, 1973 

83:126:013 

Newark, New Jersey, 1973 

83:126:037 

One H1111dred a11d Forty-11i11tl, Pe1111syl11a11ia I,,fanrry, 

Cettysb11rg National Milirary Park, 1974 

83: 126:047 

Order of Elks Cemerery, Cree11111ood Cemetery, New Or

lea11s, Lo11isia11a
1 
1973 

83: 126:048 

84 

Pl,iladelpl,ia, 1976 

83: 126:002 

Pl,oe11ix
1 
1975 

83:126:039 

Plartslmrg, ew York, 1975 

83: 126:018 

Ric/1111011d
1 

Virgi11ia, 1973 

83:126:033 

Ric/1111011d, Virgi11ia
1 
1973 

83:126:036 

Salr Lake City 

83:126:044 

Sa11 Francisco, 1974 

83:126:029 

Site of Major Ce11eral Ha11cock's Wo1111di11g, Certysb11rg 

atio11al Military Park, Pe1111sy/11a11ia, 1974 

83:126:011 

Spoka11e, 1974 

83:126:026 

Tomb of Covemor George W P. Hu111 a11d Fa111ily
1 

Pl,oe11ix, Arizo11a, 1974 

83:126:045 

untitled, 1974 {statue of soldier and two cannons in 

middle of street) 

83: 126:024 

Vicksb11rg, 1974 

83:126:015 

Vicksb11rg, 1974 

83:126:016 

Vicksb11rg, 1974 

83: 126:027 

Wasl,i11gto11, D.C. 

83:126:046 

Wasl,i11g1011, D.C., 1975 

83: 126:022 

Wasl,i11gro11, D.C., 1976 

83: 126:001 

Washi11gro11, D.C., 1976 

83:126:014 

Wasl,i11gro11, D.C., 1976 

83: 126:020 

Wasl,i11gro11
1 

D.C., 1976 

83:126:050 

Wisco11si11, 197 4 

83:126:042 



from the American Monument series 

Fifty gelatin silver prints of varying sizes 
Gift of Ralph E. Silberschlag 
83: 127:001-050 

Alba11y, c111 York, 1972 
83:127:032 

Brookly11
1 

1974 
83:127:039 

Brookly11, Nc111 York, 1974 
83:127:005 

Chicago, 1972 
83:127:026 

Chicago, 1974 

83:127:008 

Chicago, 1974 
83:127:030 

Cohoes, Ne111 York, 1974 
83:127:019 

Delaware, 1976 
83:127:046 

D011ghboy, Abcrdee11, Washi11gto11, 1970 
83:127:018 

D11rha111, North Caroli11a, 1973 
83: 127:007 

The E11d of the Fa111011s Smoky Hill Trail, De1111er, 

Colorado 

83:127:025 

First Maryla11d l1,fa111ry, Cctty sb11rg, Pem1syfoa11ia, 1974 
83:127:033 

Cetty sb11rg, Pe1111sy/11a11ia, 1974 
83:127:011 

Ce11y sb11rg, Pe1111sy/11ania, 1974 
83:127:021 

Cett)'sb11rg, 1974 
83:127:045 

Ce//)'sb11rg
1 

1974 
83:127:047 

Ce11y sl111rg, 1974 
83:127:048 

Hartford, Co1111ectiwt, 1972 
83:127:001 

Hartford, Co1111ectiwt, 1972 
83:127:020 

Ho11sto11, Texas, 1973 
83:127:017 

Jndia11apolis, Jndim1a, 1972 
83:127:036 
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Kitty Ha111k, North Caroli11a, 1971 
83:127:004 

Libeny, Federal Co11rtho11se, St. Louis, Misso11ri 

83:127:024 

Lo11isia11a Sen1ice111c11, /895-1902, ew Orlea11S, 

Lo11isia11a, 1973 
83:127:010 

Lo111ell, Massach11setts, ·1972 
83:127:044 

'car Boston, 1975 
83: 127:037 

New Jersey, 1975 
83: l27:027 

Ne111 Orlea11s, 1975 
83:127:014 

ew York City, 1972 
83: 127:006 

Ne111 York City, 1973 
83:127:009 

Ne111 York City, 1975 
83:127:022 

e111 York City, 1976 
83:127:002 

New York City, 1976 

83: 127:040 

No,folk, Virgi11ia
1 

1971 
83: 127:023 

1 orthem New York State, 1976 
83:127:003 

Patterso11, New Jersey, 1976 
83:127:016 

Philadelphia, 1976 
83:127:034 

Philadelphia, 1982 
83: 127:038 

Philadelphia, 1982 
83:127:041 

Philadelphia, 1982 
83:127:042 

Salt Lake Ciry, 1974 

83: 127:035 

Sa11 A11ro11io, Texas, 1973 
83:127:034 

Sararoga Spri11gs, Ne111 York, 1974 
83:127:015 

Sc/1e11ectady, New York, 1972 
83:127:012 



Vicksb111Jt, l 974 
83:127:043 

Vickslmrg, 1974 
83:127:049 

Vickslmrg, I 974 

83:127:050 

Waslri11gto11, D.C., 1975 

83:127:029 

Waslri11gto11, D.C., 1976 
83:127:013 

Washi11gto11, D.C., 1976 

83:127:028 

Jazz a11d B/11es (Portfolio) 

New York: QED Editions, 1983 
Seven dye transfer prints of varying sizes 

Purchase 
83:078:001-007 

GOLDBECK, EUGENE 

Mt. McKi11/ey a11d rlre Alaska Ra11ge, 1967 

Gelatin silver print, 23.2 x 113.5 cm 
Purchase 

83:066:001 

Sells Floto Cirws, 1919 

Gelatin silver print, 19.1 x 101.3 cm 
Purchase 

83:066:002 

GOLDEN, JUDITH 

Perso11a 10 

Polacolor ER 20 x 24 Land film, 609.6 x 508.0 cm 
Purchase 

83:080:001 

GRAHAM, DAVID 

untitled, 1982 (tree) 
Incorporated color coupler print, 37. 7 x 48.0 cm 

Gift of the Unicolor Artist Support Program 
83:051 :001 

untitled, 1982 (trees) 
Incorporated color coupler print, 37. 7 x 48. I cm 

Gift of the Unicolor Artist Support Program 
83:051 :002 

GROUP PORTFOLIOS 

U11icolor Artist Support Pmgra111 (Portfolio) 
Four incorporated color coupler prints and five gelatin 

silver' prints of varying sizes by David Graham, Greg 

MacGregor, Penny Rakoff, Glenn Rand, and Craig 
Stevens. Sec individual artist for a more complete 

description. 
Gift of the Unicolor Artist Support Program 
83:050:001-83:054:00 I 

86 

HAGEMEYER, JOHAN 

JOHAN HAGEMEYER COLLECTION 

One hundred fifty-two gelatin silver prints of 
varying sizes (see Guide Series, Number 11) 

Purchase 
81 :111 :001-152 

HENLE, FRITZ 

Twenty-six gelatin silver prints of varying sizes 
Purchase 

81 :236:001-026 

Ballet Russe: Ni11i T/1cilade Limberi11g Up Backstage at the 

MET, ca. 1940 
81:236:019 

Tire Bou,�<?ois, 1938 
81 :236:003 

Clrina-The Great Wall, l 935 

81 :236:023 

Edward Wes/011 a11d Clraris, 1940 
81:236:010 

Mexico-Ceili11g of tire Rosario Clrapel, Puebla, 1937 

81 :236:025 

Mexico-Los Remedios, 1943 

81 :236:007 

Mexico-Wo111rn Wasl1i11g i11 Taxco, 1943 

81 :236:008 

Mexico City-La Bara/a, 1936 

81 :236:024 

M111e. Niska, 1938 

81 :236:004 

Neil' York: 5211d Street-Couple Lea1,i11g tire "21" C/11b, 

1937 
81 :236:014 

Nell' York: 5211d Street-Doom1a,1, 1937 

81 :236:013 

New York: 5211d Street-Little Boy Closi11g tire Door to 

Iris Te,1e111e,11 Apart111e111, 1937 
81:236:015 

Ne11J York: 5211d Street-NiyJ11c/uli Pe,for111ers, 1937 

812:236:018 

Ne11J York: 5211d Street-Street Ve11dor 011 tire Westside, 

1937 

81 :236:016 

Ne,11 York: 5211d Street-7il'o Ce11tle111e11 i11 a Nigl11c/11b, 

1937 
81 :236:012 

Neu, York: 5211d Street-Watclrdog 011 tire Westside, 1937 

81 :236:017 



c111 York: 5211d Street- Yo1111,'! Socialites Tm;<;,et
Shooti11g, 1937 

81 :236:011 

New York-M11se11111 of Modem Art Clca11i11g Wol/la11, 

ca. I 938 
81 :236:020 

New York Ni,'(ht, 1945 

81 :236:022 

Nicvis-Model of Die,<;,o Rivera, J 943 

81 :236:009 

The Pai11ter Braque i11 His Studio i11 Paris, 1946 

81 :236:026 

Pa,·is- You11g Wo111a11 with Loaf of Bread, 1938 

81 :236:021 

Paris-the Ri11er People, 1938 

81 :236:002 

Sie11a i11 the Rai11, 1934 

81 :236:006 

Venice-Cafe Floria11, 1931 

81 :236:005 

Woma11 _(,·0111 Les Hailes, 1938 

81 :236:001 

HOSOE, EIKOH 

El/lbrace # 11, 1971 

Gelatin silver print, 36. 7 x 54.4 cm 
Purchase 

83:082:001 

Kal/laitac/1i #28, 1968 

Gelatin silver print, 54.3 x 36.7 cm 

Purchase 

83:082:004 

Ma11 a11d Wo111011 #19, 1960 

Gelatin silver print, 54.4 x 35.2 cm 

Purchase 
83:082:003 

Ordeal hy Roses #6, 1963 

Gelatin silver print, 36.7 x 54.3 cm 

Purchase 
83:082:005 

Si/11011: A Private La11dscape, 1972 

Gelatin silver print, 41.8 x 54.5 cm 

Purchase 

83:082:002 

JOHNSON, J. S. 

Fra11k, ca. 1890 

Albumen print, 21.1 x 16. 7 cm 
Gift of Prof. and Mrs. R. Joseph Monsen 

83:118:002 

87 

Katrina, ca. 1890 

Albumen print, 16.7 x 21.2 cm 
Gift of Prof. and Mrs. R. Joseph Monsen 
83:118:003 

May, ca. 1890 

Albumen print, 16.6 x 21.2 cm 
Gift of Prof. and Mrs. R. Joseph Monsen 

83: 118:001 

KLETT, MARK 

Exa111i11i11.ct a Petrified Stul/lp: A/011g the Pai11ted Desert, 

Arizo11a, September 6, 1982 

Dye transfer print, 37.8 x 49. 2 cm 
Purchase 

83:067:002 

Step/, Behi11d the Great Sa11dsto11c Arc/1 11ear J\.Io111icc/lo, 
Idaho,June 21, 1982 

Dye transfer print, 37.9 x 49.1 cm 
Purchase 

83:067:001 

LYNES, GEORGE PLATT 

Elizabeth Ly11es, 1953 

Gelatin silver print, 17.3 x 21.6 cm 

Purchase 

83:060:001 

McFARLAND, LAWRENCE 

Four Stones, A-lartha's Vineyard, June 1981 

Gelatin silver print, 26.5 x 43.0 cm 
Purchase 

83:081 :002 

Peter a11d KJ, a,'!uaro Natio11al Mo1ll/111e11t, January 1982 

Gelatin silver print, 26.5 x 43.0 cm 

Purchase 
83:081 :001 

T111e/11e Photographs (Portfolio) 

Tucson: Etherton Editions, 1983 
Twelve gelatin silver prints, 26.5 x 43.1 cm each 

Purchase 
83:062:001-0 12 

MAcGREGOH., GREG 

Mo110 Lake, Cal/fomia, 1980 

Gelatin silver print, 24.4 x 34.0 cm 
Gift of the Uni color Artist Support Program 

83:053:001 

North Shore, Pyramid Lake, Nevada, I 981 

Gelatin silver print, 24.2 x 33.4 cm 

Gift of the Uni color Artist Support Program 

83:053:002 



MEYEROWITZ, JOEL 

Frellch Portfolio (Portfolio) 
Twelve dye transfer prints of varying sizes 
Gift of Abraham Bloom, David and Linda Olander, 

Dr. Alice M. Pena, and Toni Siegal 
83:079:001-012 

MORTENSEN, WILLIAM 

Ciovalllli Bellilli, ca. 1958 
Metalchrome print (hand-colored gelatin silver), 42.6 x 

30.3 cm 
Purchase 
83:057:001 

!\laid ill Lather, ca. 1938 
Metalchrome print (hand-colored gelatin silver), 34.8 x 

26.3 cm 
Purchase 
83:057:002 

MOSELY, KIM 

Slloll' Fellce, 1981 
Cibachrome print hand-painted with acrylics 

with three-dimensional objects collaged onto the 
surface, 15.3 x 23.0 cm 

Purchase 
83:083:001 

NATAL, JUDITH 

Bird Series-Swan with Lily 

Photogravure, 33.9 x 23.5 cm 
Purchase 
83:069:001 

NETTLES, BEA 

Escape, December 1972 (Artist's l3ook) 
Eleven gelatin silver prints, 15.1 x 15.2 cm each 

with a cyanotype front cover, 28.4 x 23.2 cm 
Purchase 
83:048:001-010 

NEWHALL, BEAUMONT 

West oil's Kirchen, 1940 
Gelatin silver print, 24.4 x 19.0 cm 
Purchase (included with the limited edition of Jr, Plaill 

Sig hr I The Photographs of Bea111110111 Nell'ha/1, Peregrine 
Smith, 1983) 

83:114:001 

OUTERBRIDGE, PAUL 

The N((!ht Before Christmas 

Carbro print, 38.8 x 27.0 cm 
Anonymous gift 
80:041:001 

88 

PARKER, ANN 

CollcierJ!e, Venice, Italy 

Gelatin silver print, 30.2 x 20.1 cm 
Purchase 
83:064:002 

Itillera,11 /111ages of C11are111ala (Portfolio) 
North Brookfield, Massachusetts: Thistle Hill Press, 

1983 
Thirty gelatin silver prints, 30.5 x 20.3 cm 
Purchase 
83: 122:001-030 

Norwichto11111, Co1111ecriwr 

Gelatin silver print, 26.4 x 17.5 cm 
Purchase 
83:064:004 

17th Cellt11ry Dear/, 's Head 

Gelatin silver print, 17.3 x 26.4 cm 
Purchase 
83:064:003 

Twills, Bara/ha, Portugal 

Gelatin silver print, 26.4 x 17.3 cm 
Purchase 
83:064:001 

PFAHL, JOHN 

Thirty-three dye transfer prints of varying sizes from the 
portfolio, Alrered Lalldscapes, rhe Phorographs of Jo/111 

Pfahl (New York: RFG Publishing, Inc., 1981) 
Gift from the Collection of Arthur and Carol Goldberg 
83:127:001-033 

Aspe11 Lightllillg, Frisco, Colorado, 1977 
83:117:015 

A11straliall Pi11es, Forr De Sota, Florida, 1977 
83:117:021 

Ba,(!el Pile, So11th B11.ffalo, New York, 1976 
83:117:024 

Ba111boo Li,(!htllin,(!, Penlalld, Noni, Carolilla, 1977 
83:117:013 

B/11e Grid, Pe111broke, e111 York, 1977 
83: 117:030 

8l11e Rij!ht A11,(!le, B11.ffalo, New York, 1978 
83:117:006 

B/11e X, Pe111broke, Neu• York, 1975 
83:117:010 

Foil Rocks, Lewistoll, New York, 1975 
83:117:019 

Haystack Colle, Freeport, Maine, 1976 
83:117:033 



Leigh Lake Circle, Cra11d Tcto11 Natio11al Park, Wyomi11g, 

1977 
83:117:022 

Library Projectio11
1 

Tampa, Florida, 1977 
83:117:007 

U,,e Oak L1jht11i11g, Lompoc, Cal!fomia, 1978 
83:117:018 

A1011gro11e S111a111p Ligltt11it1,(!, Matltcso11 /-la111111ock, 

Florida, 1977 
83:117:012 

A loose 011d Arro11,, Cra11d Teto11 Nati0110/ Park, Wyo111i11,(!, 
1977 

83: 117:032 

Mo11111ai11 Tria11gle, Death Valley J1111ctic>11, California, 

1976 
83: 117:028 

M11sic I, Ellicor111i/le, New York, 1974 
83:117:002 

Necker C11/,e, Pe11/a11d, North Caro/i11a, 1975 
83:117:008 

Ni11e Desert S110,,,balls, /-/ell's /-lalf Acre, Wy0111i11.!/, 1977 
83:117:025 

0111/i11ed 8011/ders, Red Rock Ca11yo11, Cc1/!fc1mia, 1976 
83:117:029 

Pi11k Rock Recta11gle, Lell'isto11, l\'e111 York, 1975 
83: 117:004 

Red Right A11,(!fe, B11Jfalo, Nm, York, 1975 
83:117:005 

l?ed Setters i11 Red Field, Char/one, North Caroli11a, 1976 
83:117:031 

/?0011 Mo1111tai11 Ligh111i11g, Roa11 Alou11tai11, North 

Caroli110, 1977 
83:117:011 

S/1ed 111ith Blue Dotted Li11es, Pc11/a11d, North Caroli11a, 

1975 
83:117:003 

Six Ora11ges, Bt([falo, 1\'e111 York, 1975 
83:117:023 

S/011tit1,rz Forest, Le111isto11, Nell' York, 1975 
83: 117:020 

Sla11ti11g Ora11ge Li11es, Ro11te 17, Ne111 York, 1975 
83: 117:009 

S,10111 Creek Li,eh111i11g, Wi11g, Norri, Caroli11a, 1977 
83:117:014 

Tracks, B01111e,,ille Salt Flats, Ural,, 1977 
83:117:026 
Tria11,(!fe, Bem111da, 1975 
83:117:001 
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I 'errical /-l((!ltll'ay, Lo11e Pi11e, Cal!fomia, 1976 
83:117:027 

Vo/ca110 Light11i1t,(!, Kila11ea l'o/ca,10, Ha111aii, 1978 
83:117:017 

W/1itc L((!lttui11g, Delle, Uta/,, 1977 
83:117:016 

RAKOFF, PENNY 

from rhe Colored Pleasures in Miami series, 1980/ 1982 

untitled (suburban homes and swimming pool) 
Incorporated color coupler print, 38. I x 47. I cm 
Gift of the Unicolor Artist Support Program 
83:050:001 

untitled (Christmas balls on an organ pipe cactus) 

Incorporated color coupler print, 48.4 x 36.6 cm 
Gift of the Unicolor Artist Support Program 
83:050:002 

RAND, GLENN 

Great Salt Lake, Ural,, 1979 
Gelatin silver print, 26. 7 x 22.8 cm 
Gift of the Unicolor Artist Support Program 
83:054:001 

ROSE, BEN 

BEN ROSE ARCHIVE 

Approximately 36 linear feet of acriviry files, publica
tions and tear sheets, photographs, negatives and 

contact sheers, slides, audiovisual materials, and 
electronic equipment 

Gift of Miriam 1:3. Rose 

AG 57 

ROTHSTEIN, ARTHUR 

A Portfolio of Photoy_raplts l,y Arthur Rothsrei11 (Portfolio) 

Fifty gelatin silver prints of varying sizes 
Gift of Parade Publications, Inc. 
83:096:001-050 

SAVAGE, NAOMI 

Cra/1 Apple B11ds, 1979 

Gelatin silver print, 25.8 x 33.4 cm 
Gift of Gordon Braine 

83: 119:007 

Descettde11ts, 1978 

Gelatin silver print, 33.3 x 26.3 cm 
Gift of Gordon Braine 
83: 119:006 

E11111eslted l\1a11, 196 7 

Steel photoengraving, 44.2 x 35.4 cm 
Gift of Marv Albert 

83: 119:001 



Harley's Ha/a !, 1980 

Gelatin silver print, 32.3 x 24.4 cm 
Gift of Gordon Braine 

83: 119:004 

Lily o..
f 

the Valley, 1969 
Photointaglio, 24.3 x 19.7 cm 
Gift of Gordon Braine 
83:119:003 

Porcelai11 Mask, 1978 
Porcelain photoengraving, 20.2 x 15. I cm 

Gift of Jacob Brackman 
83:119:002 

Ro111a11, 1969-1980 

Photointaglio with pastel, 25.5 x 17.3 cm 
Gift of Gordon Braine 
83: 119:005 

Sr. Br(l!id, 1975 

Gum bichromate, 16.7 x 21.6 cm 
Gift of Gordon Braine 

83:119:009 

Upper Torso, 1970 
Gelatin silver print, 30.6 x 25.2 cm 
Gift of Gordon Braine 

83: 119:008 

SHEELER, MUSYA S. 

untitled, 1949 (fishing net and architecture) 
Gelatin silver print, 21.7 x 18.8 cm 

Anonymous gift 
83:007:001 

untitled, 1950 (rocks, snow and tree) 
Gelatin silver print, 23.4 x 18.3 cm 

Anonymous gift 
83:007:002 

SISKIND, AARON 

Fifty-three gelatin silver prints of varying sizes 
Gift of Aaron Siskind 
83:086:000-83:092:000 

Badla11ds 13, 1970 
83:092:001 

Badla11ds 24, 1970 
83:092:002 

Badla11ds 33, 1970 
83:092:003 

Badla11ds 37, 1970 
83:092:004 

Badla11ds 48, I 970 
83:092:005 
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Badla11ds 51, 1970 
83:092:006 

Badla11ds 57, 1970 

83:092:007 

Badlands 69, 1970 

83:092:008 

Badla11ds 7 5, 1970 

83:092:009 

Coatzacoalcos 17, 1973 
83:086:001 

Coatzacoalcos 51, 1971 
83:086:002 

Coatzacoalcos 57, 1973 
83:086:003 

Coarzacoalcos 72, 1973 
83:086:004 

,\/oroao49, 1982 
83:087:001 

Morocco 52, 1982 
83:087:002 

Morocco 55, 1982 
83:087:003 

Morocco 102, 1982 
83:087:004 

Peru 56, 1977 
83:088:001 

Peru 59, 1977 

83:088:002 

Per11 87, 1977 
83:088:003 

Pcr11 88, 1977 
83:088:004 

Per11 115, 1977 
83:088:005 

Per11 116, 1977 
83:088:006 

Pen, 119, 1977 
83:088:007 

Peru 299, 1977 
83:088:008 

Per11 306, 1977 

83:088:009 

Per11310, 1977 
83:088:010 (duplicate of 83:088:011) 

Peru 310, 1977 

83:088:011 (duplicate of 83:088:0 I 0) 



Pcm 31 /, 1983 
83:088:012 

Prov ide11ff I./, 1975 
83:091:001 

Pro11ide11cc I 5, 1975 
83:091 :002 

Provide11ce 17, 1975 
83:091 :003 

Prot1ide11ce I 9, 1975 
83:091 :004 

Pro11ide11ce 27, 1975 
83:091 :005 

Prill/ide11c1• 30, 1975 
83:091 :006 

Pn>11idl'llce 36, 1975 
83:091 :007 

Pro11ide11Cl' 39, 1975 
83:091 :008 

Pnll/ide11C£' 48, 1975 
83:091 :009 

Sc11il/e 2, 1980 
83:089:001 

Sc11ille 4, 1980 
83:089:002 

Sc11il/c 15, 1980 
83:089:003 

Se,,ille 16, 1980 
83:089:004 

Se,•ille 34, 1980 

83:089:005 

l'l'llice I, 1978 
83:090:001 

I 'l'l1icc 2, 1978 
83:090:002 

I 'e11ice 3, 1978 
83:090:003 

Vi•11ice 6, 1978 
83:090:004 

,,,l'llice 8, 1978 
83:090:005 

Ve11ice 11, 1978 
83:090:006 

Ve11icc 16, 1978 
83:090:007 

Ve11icc23, 1978 
83:090:008 
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I 'c11ice 29, 1978 
83:090:009 

l'l'l1iCl'30, 1978 
83:090:0 I 0 

Oli11c Trees, Co1:fi1, 1970 (Portfolio), 1982 
Ten gelatin silver prints of varying sizes 
Gift of Aaron Siskind 
83:094:001-010 

Tahemaclc City, 1935-1939 (Portfolio), 1982 

Twelve gelatin silver prints of varying sizes 
Gift of Aaron Siskind 
83:093:001-012 

SONNEMAN, EVE 

untitled (people sunbathing on steps) 
Gelatin silver diptych; 7.2 x 11.5 and 7.2 x 11.4 cm 
Anonymous gift 
83:071 :001 

untitled (woman with bulldog) 
Gelatin silver diptych, 7.8 x 11.5 cm each 
Anonymous gift 
83:071 :002 

Sa11 Fra11cisco I I 

Gelatin silver diptych, 7.5 x 11.5 cm each 
Anonymous gift 
83:071 :004 

Sa11 Fra11cisco l l, 1968 

Gelatin silver diptych, 7.5 x 11.3 cm each 

Anonymous gift 
83:071 :003 

STEIN EH, RALPI I 

T111e111y-11110 Litrle Co111aC1 Pri111sfro111 1921-1929 Nc,(/ati11es 

(Portfolio) 
Twenry-two gelatin silver prints of varying sizes 

Anonymous gift 
83: I 15:001-020 

STEVENS, CRAIG 

Rock1 1illc, ,\lai11c, 1982 
Gelatin silver print, 11.0 x 33.6 cm 

Gift of the Unicolor Artist Support Program 
83:052:002 

l'i11dha111•11, /\lai11c, 1981 
Gelatin silver print, 11.2 x 32.4 cm 
Gift of the Unicolor Artist Support Program 
83:052:001 



STOUM EN, LOU 

Comer ,f Broad1/la)' a11d .J211d Street, Ti111es Sq11are, 1937 

Gelatin silver print. 19.9 x 14.0 cm 
Gift of Lou Stoumen 
83:07 3:00 I 

Hellerro11111, Pe1111sy/1,a11ia, 1937 
Gelatin silver print, 11.6 x 15. I cm 
Gift of Lou Stoumen 

83:07 3:002 

STROM, STEPHEN 

A11.::-a B,m:�o Desert (11ear Salto11 Sea), ca. 1983 
Cibachrome print (pearl surface), 10.2 x 10.1 cm 
Purchase 
83: I 00:003 

Cm1yo1,/m1ds, Cra11d I 'ie111, ca. 1982 
Cibachrome print (pearl surface) 10.3 x 10.1 cm 
Purchase 
83: 100:005 

Field, East 4Coali11ga, Cal[fomia, ca. 1983 
Cibachrome print (pearl surface), 10.2 x 10.1 cm 
Purchase 
83:100:006 

Hillside, ,\111111,a Vea, ca. 1982 

Cibachrome print (pearl surface), 10.2 x 10.1 cm 
Purchase 
83:100:004 

Ho.�a,1 mid Red Hills, So. Utah, ca. 1982 
Cibachrome print (pearl surface), 10.2 x 10.0 cm 
Purchase 

83:100:001 

Red Pick11JJ, Red La11d, ca. 1982 
Cibachrome print (pearl surface), JO. I x 10.5 cm 
Purchase 
83: I 00:008 

Tl'Ces a11d Hills, Priest Valley, ca. 1983 

Cibachrome print (pearl surface), 10.2 x 10.1 cm 
Purchase 
83: 100:007 

ll'ct Hills, S11ri11g, Priest 11alley, ca. 1983 
Cibachrome print (pearl surface), I 0. 2 x I 0. 1 cm 
Purchase 
83100:002 

SUD EK, JOSEF 

untitled. 1952 (lily-of-the-valley in a glass) 
Toned gelatin silver print, 22.3 x 16.5 cm 

Purchase 
83:061 :001 
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TABARD, MAURICE 

untitled, 1948 (woman's face) 
Solarized and coned gelatin silver print, 27.3 x 17.3 cm 
Purchase 
83:059:001 

TRAUB, CHARLES 

from the Beach series 

untitled, 1974 (two men on crowded beach) 
Gelatin silver print, 27.0 x 26.8 cm 
Gift of Mrs. David . Traub 
83:074:001 

untitled, 1974 (man swimming in ocean) 

Gelatin silver print, 26.8 x 26.8 cm 
Gift of Mrs. David S. Traub 
83:074:003 

untitled, 1974 (close view of the midriff of a bikini-clad 

woman) 
Gelatin silver print, 27.0 x 27.0 cm 
Gift of Mrs. David S. Traub 
83:074:004 

untitled, 1974 (people sunbathing on concrete beach) 
Gelatin silver print, 27.0 x 26.8 cm 
Gift of Mrs. David S. Traub 
83:074:005 

untitled, 1974 (beach scene, woman holding mirror 
with drawing of nude female on back) 

Gelatin silver print, 26.8 x 27.0 cm 
Gift of Mrs. David S. Traub 

83:074:007 

untitled, 1974 (gymnastics trick with pole on beach) 

Gelatin silver print, 26.8 x 27.0 cm 
Gift of Mrs. David S. Traub 
83:074:008 

untitled, 1975 (woman digging in sand) 

Gelatin silver print, 27.0 x 27.0 cm 
Gift of Mrs. David S. Traub 
83:074:002 

untitled, 1975 (couple sunbathing on beach) 

Gelatin silver print, 27.0 x 27.0 cm 
Gift of Mrs. David S. Traub 
83:074:006 

untitled, 1975 (t-shirt-and-bikini-clad woman on beach) 
Gelatin silver print, 26.1 x 27.0 cm 
Gift of Mrs. David S. Traub 
83:074:009 



untitled, 1975 (male torso in bathing suit and bag piper 

on beach) 
Gelatin silver print, 26.8 x 26. 9 cm 
Gift of Mrs. David S. Traub 
83:074:010 

WEIR, JOHN SPENCE 

Ear a,1d Legs, Pleasa11t Hill, California, 1981 
Gelatin silver print, 29. 8 x 43.2 cm 
Purchase 

83:063:002 

Gag, Mexico City, 1981 
Gelatin silver print, 29.9 x 43.0 cm 
Gift of John Spence Weir 

83:063:006 

Mummies, G11a11j11ato, Mexico, 1979 
Gelatin silver print, 31.2 x 43. l cm 
Purchase 
83:063:004 

Neck, San Francisco, 1981 
Gelatin silver print, 29.8 x 43.0 cm 
Purchase 
83:063:003 

Silver Cliair, San Franciscso, 1981 
Gelatin silver print, 29.7 x 43.0 cm 
Purchase 

83:063:001 

Skeleto11, Sa11 Fra11cisco, I 982 

Gelatin silver print, 30.0 x 43. I cm 

Gift of John Spence Weir 
83:063:005 

WlNOGRAND, GARRY 

Thirty untitled gelatin silver prints, 33.2 x 22.3 cm 
(verticals and horizontals), from the Women Are Beau1i
f11I portfolio (New York: RFG Publishing, Inc., 1981) 

Anonymous gift 
83:112:001-030 

GARRY WINOGRAND ARCHIVE 

Approximately 16,400 contact sheets, color prints, 
work prints, and gelatin silver fine prints covering 
the years ca. 1947-J970s 

Gift of Garry Winogrand 
AG 72 
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WOLCOTT, MARION POST 

Eleven gelatin silver prints of varying sizes 

Gift of Arthur Rothstein 
83:097:001-011 

Carnival S(ftll at tlie Strall'beny Festii,al, Pl,1111 City, 
Florida 

83:097:001 

Cliildre11 of Tena11t Fanner, Yo,111,eer O11e wit/, Rickets, 
011 Poor Eroded La11d

1 
Wadesboro, Nortli Caroli11a

1 

1939/1977 
83:097:002 

Coal Mi11er Waiting for a Ride, 25 Ce111s per Week, 11ear 
Caples, West Virgi11ia, 1938/1978 

83:097:008 

Jitrerb11ggi11g 011 Saturday Night, i11 a "J11ke joi,11" 11ear 
Clarksdale, Mississippi, 1939/ 1977 

83:097:004 

Main Street, Brattleboro, Vermo11t, duri11g Blizzard, 

1940/1978 
83:097:007 

A Member of the Wilki11s Family Maki11g Biswits for 
Di1111er 011 Comsh1tcki11g Day, at the Home of Mrs. Fred 
Wilki11s, 11ear Tallyho a11d Stem, J on/, Caroli11a, 
1939/1981 

83:097:006 

Migra11/ Ve,rtetable Pickm Waiti11g Behi11d Tmck i11 Field 
to Be Paid Off for Day's Labor. Near Belle Glade, 
Homestead, Florida, 1939/1977 

83:097:009 

Spectators at tlie Horse Races, Hialeali Park, J\l[ia111i, 

Florida, 1939/1978 
83:097:011 

U11e111ployed Mi11er's Wife, wit!, T,.,berwlosis, 011 Pore/, of 
Co111pa11y Ho11se, 11ear Mari11e, West Virgi11ia

1 
1938/1978 

83:097:003 

Wi11ter Tourist Bein,(! Served L1111ch i11 a Pri,,ate Cl11b, 
Palm Bea cl,, Florida, 1940/ 1978 

83:097:005 

Yo1111g Boys Waiti11g i11 Pla11tatio11 Store to Be Paid Off 
for Picki11,� Cot/011, Marcella Pla11tatio11

1 
Miles1011, 

Mississippi, 1939/1978 
83:097:010 



Nancy Newhall: 

Tide Pool, Point Lobos, 1940 

76:340:004 



From the Archives: 
Nancy Newhall Papers 

by ROGER MYERS 

The book begins to si11g i11 111y head; I ca11 see it. 

Nancy Newhall to Paul Strand, 1946 

NANCY PARKER NEWHALL (1908-1974) SERVED PHOTOG

raphy long and decisively in many roles-as a cura
tor of major collections and innovative exhibitions, 
as a self-educated historian of a young discipline, as a 
friend to some of the most creative and productive 
photographers, and as a propagandist for an art form 
astonishingly unaccounted for in her time. Enliven

ing her historical investigations with her distinctive 
writing skills, she wrote over eighty articles, books, 
and catalogs reflecting her concern with photography, 
art, and conservation. She and Beaumont Newhall 
married in 1936. Photography and its history advanced 
by no minute measure through their studied labors. 
They explored the foundations of photography's past 
and constructed other models of its future. Laying 
aside her own painting career, he dedicated herself 
to other artists and causes. From her first book in 
1950 with Paul Strand titled Time i11 Ne111 E11gla11d, 

until her last in 1975, P. H. Emerson: Tire Fight for 
Photography as a Fine Art, she meticulously researched 
and edited texts and photographs together. 

She knew some of the best contemporary photog
raphers working in Europe and America, including 
an intense, thin man, self-admittedly "full of beans" 
who became a guide, coauthor, and friend. [n his 1935 

classic, Making a Photograph, Ansel Adams startled 
both Newhalls with shining photographic illustra

tions. Beginning as colleagues with a mutual zeal in 
promoting photography and committed to a clearly 
compatible vision regarding the strategic and tactical 
needs of photography, the relationship between Nancy 

95 

Newhall and Adams matured into a close and trust
ing friendship. They formed a productive and innova
tive tandem of writer and artist. Whether preparing 
an article for a regional travel magazine like Arizona 
Highways or producing a definitive visual and written 
document about an expanding, progressive educa
tional institution, Fiat L11x: Tire U11i11ersity of Califor-
11ia, their joint projects often grew beyond the initial 
scope of their investigations. Piling their equipment 
and themselves into his cavernous Cadillac before 

dawn and heading out into the days or weeks needed 
to complete an assignment, they were in command, 
miles ahead of any competition, and maybe a little 
behind their deadline. 

Between 1954 and 1970, Nancy Newhall edited 
several works on Edward Weston including his Day
books, worked with Adams on eleven publications, 
and still found the energy to co-author three more 
manuscripts with her husband. In 1959, Adams, Nancy 
Newhall, and David Brower, executive director of 
the Sierra Club, combined their talents to produce an 
uncommon monograph. This Is the A111erica11 Earth 

was a tribute to nature, a call for conservation, and a 
benchmark format for future books published by the 

Sierra Club. Her text, filled with exhortations and 
questions, shared the pages with equally challenging 
photographs by Adams and others. She orchestrated 
the printed words and images, modulating between 
quiet concepts and crescendos of concern. Adams 
demonstrated his respect and admiration for her by 
designating her as his biographer. The biography was 
titled Ansel Adams: Tire Eloq11e11t Light and published 

in 1963 in conjunction with a major retrospective of 
his work at the M. H. de Young Memorial Museum 
111 San Francisco, which was also curated by Nancy 



Newhall. She considered her words as "witnesses, 

clarifying and extending" the power and the impor
tance of the photographic image. 

Nancy Newhall wholeheartedly embraced the prob
lems inherent in combining text and context in books 
concerning photography. Creating a whirlwind of 
words that wrapped around the photographs, books, 
and exhibitions of several American and British mas
ters, her active advocacy reaped a late harvest of rec
ognition for the artists and their art. In a synchronistic 
expression of their work and her words, Newhall 
served herself and her chosen cause well. 

The Beaumont and Nancy Newhall Papers were a 
gift to the Center for Creative Photography from 
Beaumont Newhall in 1975. He culled their personal 
papers and selected several linear feet of letters and 
manuscripts that he believed would complement the 
papers of Ansel Adams, which were already commit
ted to the Center. The correspondence and writings 
in the Newhall papers span a period from the late 
1930s until her death in 1974. The letters arc mostly 
between Adams and the Newhalls, although some 
letters from Dorothea Lange, David McAlpin, Bar
bara Morgan, Charles and Musya Sheeler, Minor 
White, Edward Weston, and others arc also included. 
These letters contain information on a multitude of 
topics relevant to this select circle of mutual friends, 
but the bulk of this correspondence is devoted to the 
various independent and cooperative projects of Ad
ams and Newhall. These arc intracontinental missives, 
with the Ncwhalls working out of New York State 
and Adams operating from his sundry bases in Cali

fornia. The writers cheer and bemoan their respective 
careers, their common triumphs, and their inevitable 
failures. An incessant involvement with workshops, 
exhibitions, lectures, publications, and other assign
ments is discussed in these papers-a pace that occa
sionally extracted fatigue and sickness as its price. The 
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tone of a letter may change as rapidly as the topic of 
discussion. This is no ordinary correspondence, the 
lively pages are filled with drawings, puns, limericks, 
and poems that spill over the side margins in a riot of 
exclamation points and underlining, all highlighted 
by inks of different colors. Half-hearted apologies arc 
offered for turning a quick note into a "tome," for 
abrupt endings due to interruption or an approaching 
mailman, or for drinks spilled on the paper. This 
delightful and rich collection amply documents the 
dynamic activities of a historian of intellect and honest 
humor. 

The writings and research notes of Nancy New
hall largely reflect her work with Ansel Adams on 
projects such as Death Valley, Missio11 Sa11 Xa11ier def 
Bae, This Is the American Earth, The Eloq11e11t Light, 

and, to a lesser degree, her own interests regarding 
architecture, conservation, the Sierra Club, and other 
topics. In addition, there are unpublished manuscripts 
including an 131-page carbon-copy typescript, The 

Photographer a11d Reality: Ansel Adams, her first biog
raphy of Adams researched and written between 1947 
and 1951 but never published. Also present is a six
chapter draft of her sequel to The Eloq11e11t Light titled 
The E11d11ri11g Mo111e11t, which traced the entwined ca
reers of Adams and the Newhalls from 1939 to 1950. 

Several tentative projects embracing a wide range 
of topics, such as, the discovery and exploration of 
America, the social and cultural reality of black Amer
icans, the microcosms and macrocosms of the physi
cal world, and a profile on San Francisco, were aban
doned by Adams and Newhall but arc documented 
in this collection. When fully processed, these letters 

and writings will offer a resource of primary research 
materials on a historian and an artist who enriched 
and challenged each other's potentialities, who altered 
the printed presentation of photographs and words, 
and who enjoyed the whole process immensely. 
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